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Abstract

This qualitative research study used grounded theory methodology to explore the

settlement experiences and changes in professional identity, self esteem and health status

of foreign-trained physicians (FTPs) who resettled in Canada and were not able to

practice their profession. Seventeen foreign-trained physicians completed a pre-survey

and rated their health status, quality of life, self esteem and stress before and after coming

to Canada. They also rated changes in their experiences of violence and trauma,

inclusion and belonging, and racism and discrimination. Eight FTPs from the survey

sample were interviewed in semi-structured qualitative interviews to explore their

experiences with the loss of their professional medical identities and attempts to regain

them during resettlement.

This study found that without their medical license and identity, this group of

FTPs could not fully restore their professional, social, and economic status and this

affected their self esteem and health status. The core theme of the loss of professional

identity and attempts to regain it while being underemployed were connected with the

multifaceted challenges of resettlement which created experiences of lowered self-

esteem, and increased stress, anxiety and depression. They identified the re-licensing

process (cost, time, energy, few residency positions, and low success rate) as the major

barrier to a full and successful settlement and re-establishment of their identities.

Grounded research was used to develop General Resettlement Process Model and

a Physician Re-licensing Model outlining the tasks and steps for the successfiil general

resettlement of all newcomers to Canada with additional process steps to be

accomplished by foreign-trained physicians. Maslow's Theory ofNeeds was expanded

to include the re-establishment of professional identity for this group to re-establish levels

of safety, security, belonging, self-esteem and self-actualization.

Foreign-trained physicians had established prior professional medical identities,

self-esteem, recognition, social status, purpose and meaning and bring needed human

capital and skills to Canada. However, without identifying and addressing the barriers to

their full inclusion in Canadian society, the health of this population may deteriorate and

the health system of the host country may miss out on their needed contributions.
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Glossary of terms ^ t*

There is a list ofkey terms, and woridng definitions related to this study. Definitions

were drawn fix)m the literature and relevant reports and sources.

Determinants ofhealth

Mark Lalonde, Canadian Minister of Health in 1974, outlined four determinants of

health for Canadians: human biology; the envirotmient; lifestyle (behaviors and risk

factors); and health care organization including alternative health care (Lalonde, 1974).

More recently, psycho-social factors, such as gender and ethnicity have also been

integrated m those determinants of health. The study ofpopulation health has developed

a more extensive list ofdeterminants ofhealth that can include the following: income,

employment and working conditions; education; the physical environment; housing;

social support networics; biology and genetics; personal health practices and lifestyle

behaviours; coping skills; healthy child development; and health services (WHO, 2003,

Health Canada, 2004).

Ethnic identity

Ethnic identity is the set of values, goals, beliefs, and attitudes shared by individuals

who are in the same group and that differentiate them fi^om other social groups. In the

final stage ofaccomplishment, ethnic identity is typified by one's own ethnicity (Utsey,

Chae, Brown & Kelly, 2002). Ethnic identity is a complex cluster of characteristics which

identify individuals as belonging to a specific group. It involves self-identification as a

group member, and the experience of shared feelings, thoughts, and practices within that

group. Ethics, attitudes and maimers influence the life of individuals, and their /

,
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interactions with other groups, to form an image and opinion fix>m the vdiole society

(Negy, Shreve, Jensen, & Uddin, 2003).

Foreign-trainedphysician

For the purposes ofthis study tfie term foreign-trained physicians (FTPs) will be used

to refer those participants who participated in the study and who had received their

training, medical licenses and certifications in other countries outside of Canada. In the

literature and in the Ontario licensing process, they are also referred to as internationally-

trained physicians or International Medical Graduates (IMG's).

Health

Health is a multifaceted resource and state resulting from interrelations between the

individual and the environment. The World Health Organization (WHO, 1998) has

defined health in a wider socio-ecological sense. "Health is the ability to identify and

realize aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the environment of living.

Health is therefore a resource for everyday life, not the objective of living. Health is a

positive concept, emphasizing social and personal resources, as well as physical

c^jacities" (National Forum on Health in Canada, 1997). From this broad concept of

health, the measures ofhealth include the factors and the determinants which play a

positive Fole in the experiences of life, and which their absence could interfere with an

individual's or group's health status.

Health promotion

Health promotion is defined as "the process ofenabling people to increase control

over and to improve their health" (National Forum on Health, 1997). Accordmg to

O'Donnell (2002) health promotion is the science and art of helping people change their

vu
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lifestyle to move toward a state ofoptimal health. It is the process of advocating health to

enhance tfie probability that persons (individual, family, and community); private

stakeholders (professional and business); and public agencies (federal, state, and local

government) support positive health practices to become a societal norm.

Health status

Health status is a broad conceptual zqiproach that has many dimensions including

emotional, physical, psychological, spiritual, and social factors, and can be

operationalized through one's subjective assessment of overall health status (Haveman-

Nies, de Groot, & Van Staven, 2003).

Human capital

Human capital refers to individual skills and abilities such as language skills, skills

education, and the labor market experience of utilizing these talents. Many social and

political factors impede the development ofpersonal human capital assets and the use of

professional skills, as well as the maximization ofpersonal abilities which can contribute

to a reduction in the overall social capital that is essential to a nation's future (The State

University ofNew York, 2004).

Inumgration

See migration.

Identity theory

Identity theory has to do with how one identifies and views self. One's identity is

constructed by many elements and may include one's social identity through association

and belongingness to social groups. One's identify may be made up of familial identity;

viu
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ethnic identity; cultural identity; age identity; professional identity; occupational identity;

and institutional or organizational identity (Cote & Schwartz, 2002).

Lifestyle y

Lifestyle "involves aspects ofan individual's behavior and surroundings fliat they

control; although it takes into account that behavior is influenced by the social and

physical environment. A healthy lifestyle incorporates elements of social responsibility,

as well as individual responsibility, and can be defined as comprised of patterns of ' i-

health-related behaviours, values, and attitudes adapted by groups of individuals in

response to their social, cultural and economic environment" (Ministry of Health, 1987).

Lifestyle behaviours include; dietary habits; the use ofalcohol or drugs; physical

activity; supporting an environment for maintaining and improving mental health;

preventing injuries; preventing family violence; avoiding smoking; and maintaining

healthy sexuality (Health Canada, 2004). . , at i«t rn^ i.;; r ; i ^ v 4,:

Migration

Migration is the movement ofpeople ftom one area to another for varying periods of

time (World Health Organi2ation, 2003). Immigration is the process ofcoming to live m

a country that is not your own. Emigration is the movement or departure jBrom one

country to live in another country.

Newcomers

Newcomers is a term used in the study to include all people who have left their own

country and are resettling in Canada. The term newcomer includes all those who enter

through immigration and sponsorship processes, and those who enter as refugees seeking

asylum. Newcomer, as defined in this study refers to a person who has arrived in Canada
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fiom another country and usually includes those who enter as refugees or immigrants

within their first 10 years of settling in Canada.

Professional identity

Professional identity is made up ofthe acquired specific knowledge and skills required

to claim the professional role, the social status associated with the identity, and the

assimilation ofthose values, feelings and thoughts. This social learning process has been

defined as professional socialization (McGowen & Hart, 1990). Professional identity is

defined by one's identification with a particular profession and its ethics, norms,

standards, practices, training, education and body ofknowledge; and the sense of seciuity

and belonging that is bestowed by such associations. It is a dynamic process and has to

be fi:equently strengthened and renovated through "work practices and strategies of

control, use of specific language and public representations ofthis image" (ShuvaU

2000). According to this author, "The most urgent and profoimdly felt need ofan

immigrant is to re-establish a meaningfiil sense of identity ofv^ch the professional

component is the major element" (Shuval, 2000, p. 192).

Quality oflife

According to The National Forum on Health (1997) quality of life in the health

sense, refers to the measurem^it ofthe health status ofan individual and may include

domains of health perceptions, fimctional status, cognitive fimction, pain, impairments or

symptoms, and opportunity influenced by disease, injury, treatment, or policy.

The World Health Organization Group (1998) suggested that quality oflife is an

individual's perception of their position in life that is measured in the context ofthe
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culture and value system in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations,

standards, and concerns.

Refugees

Convention Refugees are "persons who flee because of fear ofpersecution based on

race, religion, nationality, social group, political opinion or armed conflict, and lack a

durable solution" (US Committee for Refugees, 2004). According to Citizenship and

Immigration Canada (2007) a Convention Refiigee is a person wiio is outside her or his

home country or the country where he or she normally lives, and who caimot return

because ofa well-founded fear ofpersecution based on: race, religion, political opinion,

nationality or membership in a particular social group, such as women or people of a

particular sexual orientation. A person in need ofprotection is a person in Canada who is

afraid to return to her or his home country or the country where the person normally

lives, because of: a risk of torture; a risk to life; or a risk of cruel and imustial treatment

and pimishment. Internally displaced, or internal refugees share many characteristics

with emigrating refugees, but are legally different because they remain inside their own

country despite fleeing persecution (US Committee for Refugees, 2004).

Canada recognizes two types ofrefugees: resettled refugees who have been sponsored

by the government ofCanada or by a private group; and people \dio make their way to

Canada and the situation they are fleeing and apply for asylimi (Citizenship and

immigration, Canada, 2003)
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Resettlement

Resettlement is the process through which an immigrant or refugee takes up residence

in a new country and finds housing, income, employment, education, health services, and

support within a community and begins the process ofbuilding a new life.

Self-esteem

Self-esteem was defined by Osborne (1997) as a "relatively permanent positive or

negative feeling about self that may become more or less positive or negative as

individuals encounter and interpret their successes and Allures in theu- daily lives" (in

Winstock & Enosh, 2004, p. 5). Rosenberg (1995) defined self-image as "an attitude

towards an object [the self], [that] includes facts, opinions and values with regard to the

self, as well as favorable and un&vorable orientation towards the self" This author did

not distinguish between self-image and self-esteem, and used both terms in his work as

meaning the same. fa

This study will use the definition: "self-esteem is a basic single characteristic
,

represented by a qualitative, subjectivejudgment ofthe self, ranging fix)m positive to

negative, albeit slightly changing across different contexts" (Winstok & Enosh, 2004).

Self-reported health status

Self-reported health status is the perception of well-being by the individual (Shah,

1998). Miilunpalo et al (1997) defined health status as "the subjective health assessment

which reflects a person's integrated perception of health, including its biological,

psychological and social dimensions, that is inaccessible to any external observer."

xii
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Sense ofidentity

A sense of identity is the overall sense of selfand may be influenced by age, ethnicity,

occupation, profession, place, race, culture, social position and social context.

Social capital

Social capital refers to "the features of social organization such as networks, norms,

and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit" (Putnam,

1995, p. 66).

Social identity

Social identity is understood as identity that is rooted in groiq) interrelationships.

Brewer (2001) described social identity as being person-based, relational and group-

based. Individuals work hard to accomplish and to keep a positive social identity which

increases their self-esteem and self verification. Helpfiil feedback between individuals of

the same group and significant external groups often result in the development of a

positive social identity (Brown, 2000).

Social identity is defined by Tajfel and Turner (1979) as formed in group

interrelationships which have three central ideas: categorization, identification and

comparison. In their view, people are categorized in order to identify the social

environment; individuals are identified with groups that they recognize themselves to

belong to; and people are compared to in a positive self conception which is a part of a

standard psychological performance.

Stress

Stress refers to the psychological or physiological unbalance triggered by some

change experience. Life events such as migration, unemployment, cultural impact.

xiu
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identity loss and decreased self-esteem, often are related to depression and anxiety which

expose individuals to negative health effects. Social support and personal coping style

often influence the individual's responses to distressing events (Shah, 1998).
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CHAPTER 1.0INTRODUCTION

All immigrant and refugee newcomers to Canada arc challenged by the resettlement

process and are engaged in establidiing housing, income, employment, language

proficiency, health services, and social and commxmity networks in a new country. For

foreign-trained physicians (FTPs), to successfully restore their professional status and

identity after migrating to a new society is considered to be at tiie core oftheir settlement

process (Bernstein, 2000). According to Bernstein (2000), the re-establishment of a

physician's professional identity not only provides income and employment, but also plays a

fundamental role in the maintenance of self-esteem and self-identity. Not to be able to re-

establish a physician's professional identity as part ofthe resettlement jMocess, therefore

could potentially have detrimental effects on their sense of identity, health and self-esteem.

The professional identity of physicians is shaped not only by personal, societal and

cultural forces, but also by the strict and hierarchical institutions ofmedical schools which

socialize and encourage medical students to embrace and perpetuate firmly outlined ^^

identities (Kaiser, 2002). As a rcsult, more than for other professional newcomer groups

who are new to Canada, a physician's professional status and work function arc often morc

prominent in their social hierarchy, and this has a potential to reinforce tiieir positive self

identity, if it is available to them (Bernstein, 2000).

Identity development for the medical professional is fiirther defined by the

estabUshed societal norms and structures that determine who decides vAio is a professional

and who is not. In a societal context, we observe, act and make sense ofour actions, our

achievements and who we arc (Miller, 1998). Identity development is accomplished within

the specific social, cultural and institutional contexts widiin which we live.
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This study investigated the settiement experiences and health status of foreign- trained

physicians who had immigrated to Canada, and who were presently iK)t able to practice their

profession. Resettling in a new country v^athout being able to claim the pdor attained

professional identity and social status involves great change. TTiose experiences and the

impact ofthose changes are worthy of investigatioiL According to the Association of

International Physicians and Surgeons ofOntario (AIPSO, 2003), in 2002 there were 1067

foreign-trained physicians who were registered members living in Ontario still att^npting to

seek their license.

Canadian immigration procedures are used to screen out those who are sick or unfit for

acceptance into Canada. Pre-characteristics ofimmigrants, such as then* education, language

proficiency and job skills often facilitate the immigration and resetUement process.

Physicians who are accepted into Canada through the immigration process are pre-screened

for basic health, education and English proficiency, but their prior medical certification to

practice is not accepted. Physicians can also enter Canada through the process as refiigees

seeking asylum. . s; * .,w., ;>.:./ ;> ;.\i.... dus

Foreign-trained physicians resettling in a new country are challenged, not only to

survive and resettle in the new environment, but also to cope within a new culture while

trying to re-establish their professional credentials and identity and meet local requirements

for licensing. The health of foreign-trained physicians is shaped by many factors including:

living conditions and the environment; demographic and genetic characteristics; present and

past experiences of stress; lifestyle; experiences of discrimination and violence; employment

and income; and a multitude of other psycho-social-biological fectors (Hyman, 2001). These

fectors all interact and have an effect on individuals, their families and their health in their
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new life circumstances. Social determinants ofheahh such as housing, education,

relationships, employment, and income have been found to be associated with the overall

health status of the individual (Statistics Canada, 2004). Socio-economic and socio-

demographic differences often have an effect on self-reported physical and mental health

(Hyman, 2001).

Losing the sense of identity attached to being a medical physician causes intense

changes in the lives of foreign-trained physicians. Comparing their lives before they

emigrated and were a Ucensed physician and after settling in the new country vdtiiout being

a physician could disclose new facts, relationships, and variations on their health related to

diose changes. The changes in professional identity and employment status and their

resultant impact on other life changes, self-esteem and health status were of particular

interest in this inquiry. ••,

Migration and acculturation processes alone are often stressfiil. Ifthey are also

accompanied by insufficient social support, and the inability to be able to work or to re-

establish a personal or professional sense of positive identity, an individual's health status

may be negatively affected. It has been found that the health status ofthe immigrant

population deteriorates over the first five years post-entry to Canada. This trend has been

referred to as the "immigrant health eflfect" (Hyman, 2001).

The health ofnewcomers has been studied primarily through the use of quantitative

population health siurveys. These surveys are generally cross-sectional and have not been

used to study changes over time. They also have not yielded information about the factors or

experiences that may be having an influence on their health. Hyman (2001) suggested that

quantitative and qualitative methods used together may be a more appropriate approach for
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data compilation to study the complexities and magnitude ofhealth behaviors and dilemma

in the newcomer population. To understand this phenomenon fiirther, a mixed methodology

of qualitative and quantitative research was indicated to explore the dynamics, experiences

and variables at work in the resettlement period. There may be strong influences in operation

or significant points ofhelpful intoi/ention or support indicated in the resettlement process

ifwe understand what factors and experiences may be operating within this phenomeiran.

Such research could also provide information related specifically to the health status of

specific newcomer sub-populations. An imderstanding of their past lives and present lives,

and their health behaviors and health influencers are essential. SiK:h information may help to

develop fiiture strategies that could have a positive impact on foreign-trained ph)rsicians

who bring such rich new potential contributions to Canada.

ITus study was firamed within a grounded theory approach. The systematic, constant,

and comparative data analysis of grounded theory was chosen for its potential to disclose

new facts and new processes to potentially explore and explain what has been experienced,

what has been observed, and what has occurred (Patton, 2002). The focus of the study was

on a sample ofnewcomer foreign-trained physicians v^o presently were unable to practice

medicine in Ontario, Canada and who desired to be able to practice in their profession.

Each year, the nimiber ofdisplaced persons worldwide increases, often due to wars

and political changes. Harassment and violence have caused citizois fix)m many countries to

flee within their borders, or outside their nations as refugees to seek new lands where they

can rebuild their lives. In addition, because of political instability, environmental

catastrophes, genocide, and increased crime in countries where impoverishment has caused

hopelessness and homelessness, citizens often leave their countries and emigrate to more
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developed countries. In addition, many people migrate worldAvide to seek new opportunities,

to unite with families and to sedc new experiences. Foreign-trained physicians come as

refiigees and immigrants to Canada and have a variety of reasons for leaving their countries.

Foreign-trained physicians, w4io migrate to Canada, not only share some common

experiences related to the loss ofprofessional status and employment, but each ofthem also

carry their unique history of prior circumstances and culture to the new country. Milne

(2(K)3) described their experiences in this way:

There are as many stories as thrae are international medical graduates (IMGs). Dr.

Luis Monterrosa, a pediatrician who fled Colombia with his family, is sweating

night and day to become a doctor in Canada. He worics nights at a factory in

Guelph, Ontario, days as a medical research volunteer in Hamilton, and evenings at

an intensive English course. Dr. Slobodan Lemez, a fiunily physician who left

Bosnia for Toronto with nothing but two suitcases, has passed all the Canadian

medical exams but may never get his license. With four mouths to feed, he can't

take a year off fiwm paid work to do residency training. Dr. Chafic Farhat, a well

respected thoracic surgeon in Sao Paulo, Brazil, for 30 years, now runs a pizza

restaurant in Fredericton, N.B. (p. 28).

Exploring the experiences ofnewcomer physicians, and attempting to understand the

complexity of their lives are essential research endeavours to help explain how those factors

effect health status and successM resettlement. Investigating how a sample of foreign-

trained physicians self-report and interpret their own current health status, its modifications

and outcomes in the course of the resettlement process in the new environment could help to

identify the main health determinants that may have a significant impact on their lives.

Refugee and inunigrant re-settlement takes place through distinct processes and at particular

moments in societal, institutional and individual lives.

Many citizens ofthe world have experienced the trauma ofviolence and war, poverty

and social exclusion, and the lack ofemployment and educational opportunities before they

emigrate. They could also have experienced a good life, and a high level ofemployment.
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education, social connections, social status and overall health. They flee or migrate to

another country to follow their dreams, in the hopes of survival, and to build a better life.

Newcomers who have had success with education and employment in their countries of

origin, and a decent relative standard of living there, often leave out ofa desire for change,

to seek an improved quality of life, to reunite with family or to flee persecution and political

upheaval. Newcomers transplanted in a new country are challenged, not only to survive in

the new environment, but also to cope ^^th a new culture vs^iile trying to mjiint^in their

health and to making a living. However, tiie relationships between immigration to Canada,

poverty and health have not been well established in the research. > \

The relationships between immigration, relocation, resettlement and health are unclear,

when indirect social determinants of health such as income, housing and employment are

included (Hyman, 2003). Hyman also indicated that further research is needed to clarify the

relationship between social support and immigrant health status, as well as the apparent

underutilization of foreign-trained professionals in health services.

Woric satisfaction, mood, self-assessed health, and self-esteem were analyzed by

Shuval (2000) at three stages after newcomer trained- physicians' immigrated to Israel. The

research indicated a relationship between a sense of identity, the profession, and the ability

to be able to work in the medical career and profession:

The most urgent and profoundly felt need ofan itiunigrant is to reestablish a

meaningful sense of identity of which the professional component is a major

element (Shuval, 2000, p. 192).

.. .success in resuming one's former occupation after migrating to a new society is a

key determinant of overall adjustment and well-being (Bernstein,

2002, p. 183).





1. 1 Purpose statement and research questions

The purpose ofthis present study was to gmn a deeper understaiKling ofthe

resettlement processes and experiences of foreign-trained physicians in Canada, particularly

the loss ofprofessional identity and how these impact on their overall sense of identity, self-

esteem and health status. This study examined the newcom^ f<H«ign-trained physician's

social, physical, and psychological experiences in the old and new enviroimient, and the

impact ofthe resettlement process on their sense of identity, self-esteem and health status.

This study, besides researching and describing how these physicians exjjerienced the

resettlement process, examined the context ofthe participants' Uves prior to leaving their

own country, reasons for emigrating, current experiences with the determinants of health,

and their experiences with studying and re- licensing to restore tiieir professional identity.

Through semi-structured qualitative interviews, and participant information svirveys

with foreign-trained physicians in Ontario, Canada this study explored the following

research questions pertaining to foreign-trained physicians who cannot practice in Canada:

1

.

What impact does having to woric outside ofthe medical profession have on the

resettlement process, sense of identity and health status of foreign-trained physicians?

2. How important is professional identity in the overall sense of identity of foreign-

trained physicians who presently cannot practice in Canada?

3. What other factors such as prior violence and trauma, the settlement process

and stress had on their sense of identity and health status?

4. What are the main barriers, facilitating factors and supports that effect

re- settlement health status and the re-establishment ofprofessional identity?
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Although this study was not primarily about the policies and processes related to

newcomer professionals and foreign-trained physicians in Canada, the findings could

contribute to the development of fiirtha- research, improved services related to resettlement

support, and improved processes for the re-establishment of foreign- trained physician

licensing and professional status. The findings have relevance for improving the integration

ofsuch precious human capital and available talent and skills for the benefit of individuals

and potentially to make more primary health care delivery resources available to Canadian

commimities. The overall community social capital could be increased positively with the

civic participation and inclusion ofnewcomer physicians into Canadian society.
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CHAPTER 2.0 LITERATUREREVIEW

The Kterature review was conducted to guide the research design, flie choice of

methodology and to identify the key areas of inquiry for this study. The experience of

foreign-trained physicians and their loss ofprofessional identity is an under examined

area in the Uterature and the study ofthis experience has potential implications for the

successfiil resettlement, re-licensing, self-esteem and health ofthis population.

A literature review ofrelevant researdi, statistics, government reports, and

databases was conducted relevant to the study and is summarized in sections. Relevant

the(mes and frameworks used in associated research were explored and summarized. The

literature on newcomers to Canada yielded helpful statistics, studies and information

related to newcomers in general and to foreign-trained physicians in particular regarding

their health determinants, resettlement, employment, labour force participation, licensing

and re-establishment ofprofessional identities. Finally, a section ofthe literature review

is dedicated to a review of methodologies and approaches used to date to study

newcomers and FTPs. The literature review ofresearch methods utilized in prior studies

related to this inquiry had implications for the selection ofresearch methodologies and

data collection q>proaches relevant to this study. Mixed research methods and the use of

triangulation in analysis from the examples ofprevious studies helped to strengthen this

study, based on the assertion that every method has its limitations and several sources of

information would be beneficial (Patton, 2002).





2. 1 Theories andframeworks to guide the research

Sevetal concepts and titeoredcal framewoiks were reviewed for this study: identity

theory; institutional theory; acculturation theory; Maslow's hierarchy ofneeds theory;

social capital theory, and human capital theory. Many ofthese theories were found to

have some relevance to aspects of foreign-trained physicians' lives that would be

explored in this study. The concepts reviewed in the literature primarily had to do with

the development of personal, professional, relational, groiqj-based and institutional

idraitity; the development of self-esterafi, self-actualization and needs satisfaction; and the

acculturation, integration and inclusion of social and human capital in a society.

Identity theory is a broad concept that has to do with how one identifies and views

self. One's identity is constructed by many elements and may include one's social identity

through association and belongjngness to social groups. One's identify may be made up

of familial identity; ethnic identity; cultural identity; age identity; professional identity;

occupational identity; and institutional or organizational identity (Cote & Schwartz,

2002).

Cote's (1966) explanation of identity capital theory suggests that persons are

motivated to empower and invest in their uniqueness based on the assumption that fiiture

dividends vnU be harvested as a result. In Western developed countries, individuals are

stimulated to invest in and to widen their identity. Identity capital, in this instance is seen

as the personal and suitable resources that individuals use to handle the challenges of

living and to deal with the barriers ofthe modem world (Cote, 1966).

According to Brewer (2001), our social identity signifies the individual's true

acceptance ofthe rules, hopes and models related to specific social roles to the point that
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they become features ofthe individuals themselves. The individual identifies himself or

herself into a distinct position relative to others and the wider social organization. He

outlined 3 types of social identities; person-based social identities; relational social

tdoitities; and group-based social identities Person-based social identities refer to the

description of social identities established in the individual selfconcept Those concepts

are imderstood to be specifically influenced by the attachment to definite social groups in

which socialization experiences are shared as the result ofthe former chosen

membership. Relational social identities are defined as mutually supportive in the s«ise

that the features and evident behaviors depoKl on other partners' attitudes in the

relationship. Relational social identities refer to the influence on the self-concept ofthe

social rules related to being engaged in specific intoBctive social roles and positions.

Specific interpersonal relationships have an influence on how that role is accomplished

Grotq)-based social identities refer to the insights and perspectives of self as a central or

identic£il part of a larger group or social unit (Brewer, 2001).

Stets and Burke (2003) state that identity theory involves an individual having

control of their behaviours in a manner that is consistent with their goal identity. This

"goal state" or ideal state provides identity standards to strive toward. Individual

identities interact with one another and the resources which maintain individuals are

manipulated, transformed, and transferred to seek this ideal goal state (Burke, 2004).

Burke's identity control theory suggests that identities manage significance and resources

by taking the perceptions oftheir identities in an event into a configuration with related

levels of their established identity standard (Burke, 2004). The author states that identities

work into the existing social fiamewoik, but the nature ofthe connections are still

11
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unclear. He suggests further investigation is needed in the areas of identity standards; the

relationships between the perceived inputs of identity; the significant values in the

condition and the identity standard; and the condition that stimulate identity development.

According to Burke and Cast (2002):

Identity theory focuses on the degree to which individuals are able to achieve a

match between an identity goal or ^ideal' (the identity standard) and perceptions

ofthe environment or the 'actual' performance ofthe self ... a focus on the degree

to which successes match pretensions. Therefore self-esteem can be thought of as

a direct outcome of successful self-vaification (p. 1044).

Burke and Cast (2002) stated that identity is a series of senses formed as the result

ofthe interactions between feelings, perceptions and hopes ofan individual in the social

environment. The authors suggest that the verification of an identity creates a sense of

expertise and merit, thus improving self-esteem. A lack of self-verification decreases

self-esteem. Self-esteem which derived fi^m this positive self-verification identity

process acts to protect individuals against stress.

As such, self-esteem may woric as a type of 'social lubricant 'helping individuals

deal with various stressors or 'bumps along the road' thereby allowing them to

function meaningfully and effectively fixjm day to day in the roles and social

structures vwthin which they exist. (Burke & Cast, 2002, p. 1042).

Personal identification with other persons who present similarities has been found

to contribute to the definition of self. Ethier and Deaux (1994) reviewed tiie theories

related to social identity developed by Tajfel (1981) and Turner (1987), m which group

interrelationships allows individuals to achieve positive effects on behavior such as

inclusiveness, social influence, and uniqueness. Social identity is defined by Tajfel and

Turner (1979) as group interrelationships which have three central ideas: categorization,

identification and comparison. According to the Australian National University, School

ofPsychology, Faculty of Science (2006) people are categorized in order to identify their

12





social environment. Individuals are identified with groups that they recognize themselves

to belong to.

Institutional theory and organizational theory refer to the affiliation and inclusion

people have with their institutions, especially educational, im)fessional and employment

institutions. Oi^anizational culture, norms, structures, communications and practices help

to socialize and to define the individuals who are associated with them. The medical

institutions, hospitals, businesses and the actual work tasks and products ofwork become

a part ofan individufd's sense ofpersonal identity and guide the performance and

behaviours of individuals and even ofthe society at large.

Kaiser (2002) described the strength of affiliation cultivated in medical institutions

for physicians through the norms, training, titles and hierarchical structures ofthe

medical profession. Bernstein (2000) wrote about the strei^th ofthis affiliation with the

medical institutions and how important it was for physicians to reclaim this. Kitpal

(2004) examined the professional and work identities ofnurses including the

identification with work structures and enviromnents and the development of internal and

individual self-definitions. Oleson (2001) examined aspects ofprofessional identity

theory and the lifelong learning, qualifying and socializing process in several professional

and semi-professional fields including nursing, social work and engineering.

Salaffand Greve (2003) applied the theories ofhuman capital and institutional

theory to explain why the job status of immigrants, for the most part declined after

immigrating. Human coital models explain most career progress in China and in that

country their career progress is based on skills, abilities, education and credentials.

Human capital theories can help to identify the structural obstacles and barriers to success
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that are particular to those in controlled professions, especially for women in Canada.

Structural facilitators or barriers explain why immigrants' precedent professional paths

are poorly recognized, or are often obstructed in the new environment English »

proficiency often helps skilled immigrants to get good jobs. Otherwise, skilled

immigrants are not recognized as competent professionals. Institutional theory helps to

explain the evolution ofprofessional careers and the strong bonds ofaffiliation oftheir

members. Prior achievements in careers endorse specific competences, but those

milestones are not broadly accepted when brougbt to a new country (Salaff& Greve,

2003).

Acculturation is a social process that occurs when newcomers come in contact widi

individuals of the host cultural society with different backgrounds and establish an active

and prolonged relationship with each other. According to Berry (2005), a potential for

conflict is established and both groups compromise to reach supportive effects to adjust

themselves (Berry, 2005). Acculturation theory had its basis in anthropology and has

being used in sociological analysis previously labeled as "integration theory" (Berry,

2001). Acculturation theory is the phenomena that results fiom the interaction between

groups of individuals fiom diverse cultures. Cultural models of either or both groups

change through continuous contact in this multifaceted social process (Rudmin, 2003).

Acculturation as a multidimensional process described by Birman, Trickett and

Vinokurov (2002) to include three diverse facets ofacculturation experiences: language

im)ficiency; behavioral involvement; and identification.

Newcomers bring with them imique former identities and cope with the new society

to adapt those identities to the new influences based on social cognition which creates
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new guidelines for their behavior and lifestyle. Immigrants have less political influence,

and usually are often discriminated gainst by the (Hevailing groiq>. Those attitudes by

the host society can retract the acceptance ofthe new country and social identity, and as a

consequence may intrafere negatively in the acculturation ofnewcomers (Padilha&

Perez, 2003).

Maslow's needs theory (1970) is established on a hierarchy ofneeds. According to

this theoretical framework, human beings have differmt levels of needs which motivate

them. The theory is built upon the beliefthat as lower needs are completed and gratified

individuals move to satisfy higher level needs. Maslow believed that people lean toward

growth, and love, and that violence happens \^en human needs are fiiistiated. Maslow

also proposed that people are intrinsically trustworthy, self-protective and self-governing.

Maslow's theory outlined five levels ofneeds: physiological needs (food); safety needs

(security); love and belongingness need; esteem needs (self esteem and recognition from

others); and the need for self actualization (the desire to maximize their potential in many

aspects). Maslow's theory posits that if individuals do not have their needs fiilfiUed, they

could have their health status negatively affected. His theory of motivation is based on

the hierarchy ofneeds, whereby a self-actualizing healthy personality emerges when need

is satisfied.
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Figure 1: Maslow's hierarchy of needs

Several writers have critiqued and developed Maslow's theory fiirther. Sii^ (1986)

developed a quality-of-life theory based on the progressive satisfaction ofneeds theory as

proposed by Maslow. Heylightai (1992) critiqued Maslow's theory and suggested that it

did not offer a fiilly developed description of self-actualization. He stated that "self-

actualization signifies that these potentialities ofthe selfare made actual, are actualized

in a continuous process of unfolding" (p.41). Heylighten provided a reconstruction of the

theory to include a cognitive-systemic fi^amework that fiirther developed self-

actualization competence and resourcefiilness. Heylighten states, "Self-actualization is

redefined as the percdved competence to satisfy these basic needs in due time" (p.41).

Socicd capital theory relates to the trust and relationships among individuals and the

social links ofreciprocity, participation, and networking tiiat develop firjm this (Putnam,

2000). Social capital refers to that civic virtue, and the resultant community engagement

that is most influential when mutual social networks are built with shared values and
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behaviors. "A society ofmany virtuous but isolated individuals is not necessarily rich in

social capital" (Putnam, 2000, p. 19). Social cq}ital, according to the Word Bank (2004)

includes the social and political environments which shape the social frameworic and

allow the developmoit ofa ^)ecific society. This definition includes the most complex

social organizations as part ofthe social capital ofa society such as government agencies,

educational institutions, political administration, civil and political fieedoms, and the

court system. Social capital also is described as the bridges needed to link the diverse

social sets related to religion, eflmicity, gend^, socio-economic status, and professional

identity, into a sense of conmiunity belonging (Putman, 2000).

Social capital recognizes flie capacity that groups have to truly operate in flieir

collective interest Social capital therefore, is a property and asset ofhuman societies.

"Social capital is not just the sum of institutions which imdeipin a society- it is the glue

that holds all together" (Putnam, 2000, p. 288). Social capital is measured by the levels of

trust, belonging, networking, civil participation, reciprocity, and effective action in a

community (World Bank, 2006, p.l).

The social capital literature (Putnam, 2000) identified how social capital is a factor

for citizens to be able to solve conmion problems together and to try to benefit all

members through the sharing of civic responsibilities. Social c£q)ital is the networking

mechanism by which society develops smoothly, with inclusive beneficial behaviours,

compliance, and participation to that builds collective worth and reduces costs.

The networks that constitute social capital also serve as conduits for the flow of

helpfiil information that facilitates achieving our goals ...Social capital also

operates through psychological and biological processes to improve individual's

lives. Mounting evidence suggests that people whose lives are rich in social

capital cope better with traumas and fight illness more effectively....Community

connectedness is not just about warm fuzzy tales of civic triumph. In measurable
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and well- documented ways, social capital makes an enormous difference to our

lives (Putnam, 2000, p. 288).

Social capital has been seen as a resource and a determinant of health, and its

connection to health was discussed by Kemenade (2002). This author identified socio-

economic inequality as an indirect and direct health determinant affecting mortality. The

finstration and feelings regarding the perception ofa low standard ofone's own social

condition was discussed in a Health Canada report (1999).

Social cohesion is ^i aspect of social capital and can be a health resource that

allows individuals to enlarge their shared values, decreasing the differences in wealth and

income in the same social group (Kemenade, 2002). Membership in professional

organizations, such as the American Medical Association was identified by Putnam

(1995, in Kemenade, 2002) as an indicator ofhealth. According to Liang (1994) in a

study of6 immigrant groups in the United States, social contact and social capital are

important in the process of naturalization.

Human capital theory involves the skills, knowledge, talents, expertise and abilities

that each person possesses and how these talents are collectively acknowledged and

included in a society. Human capital concepts suggest a relationship between education

and employment and that this knowledge could be conducive to planning for the financial

advantages of individuals and societies. Human capital theory is often attached to the

study ofmarket tr^ids and opportunities and this makes it difficult to fiilly address any

underemployment or unemployment dilemma as a result

The current employment situation entails an enormous waste of resources and an

unacceptable level ofhuman suffering. It has led to growing social exclusion,

rising inequality between and within nations, and a host of social ills. It is thus

both morally unacceptable and economically irrational. (Michael Hanseime,

Director-General, International Labor Office, 1995, p. 93).
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Human capital theory assumes that, if skilled woikers do not get goodjobs, it is

often a consequence ofthe employer's lack ofinformation about ^^lat skills and abilities

immigrants bring. Institutions need to recognize and decrease the barriers that obstruct

the inclusion ofthe human capital ofnewcomers and increase the overall social capital

available to the society. The study concluded that institutional theory is more broadly

pertinent than human capital theory to_explain the damage related to loss ofjob status in

the samples examined. The findings concluded that former physicians had the most

trouble of all groups to find high status and income jobs in Canada (Salaff& Greve,

2003).

Salaffand Gieve (2003) examined social capital, human capital, institutional

theories and strategies that could assist skilled, recently immigrated Chinese

professionals to transition into jobs and careers in Toronto, Canada. Those in the research

sample experienced unemployment and an accompanying decline in status and earnings

compared to their previous careers before immigration. Men and women could not easily

transfer their credentials between the Chinese and the Canadian labor markets. Women

faired the worst in the transference of credentials and getting work within areas of their

educational expertise (Salaff& Greve, 2003). ,i ^ ^it'r?;; v.f''i -(i fvt-;-; ^ t s;rec:, ;;*

2. 2 Foreign-trainedphysickms 'professional identity and licensing

Inunigrants to Canada generally have been found to be more educated than their .,

Canadian-bom counterparts because a majority ofthem enter Canada as skilled workers.

In fact, the number ofrecent immigrants possessing university degrees (24% ofthe men

and 19% of the women) has been found to be higher than Canadian-bom residents (13%

and 12% respectively) (Hyman, 2003). Most newcomers (70%) indicated that finding any
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job was their first challenge, followed by having difficulties with the transferability of

overseas qualifications and language obstacles (Statistics Canada, 2003). Foreign

diplomas and educational certifications are often not recognized, nor are previous work

expCTiences, even though those attainn^nts helped to score points in the immigration

process. Documents verifying experiences and credentials are oftoi not available, or not

easily understood or transfoable. For skilled workers who are newcomers, loss of

investments, reduction in income, inability to speak the host language, and experiences of

racism and discrimination, have been reported as fectors that add to the feelings of

disf^pointment and stress whidi follow their relocation to Canada.

In Canada, few newcomer foreign-trained physicians actually ever get licensed to

practice medicine in Canada (Taggart, 2003). Shuval (2000) concluded that the willpower

to re-establish a professional identity is a major driving force among immigrant

physicians. Tlie author found that the structural elements protecting the interests of

existing groups in the host society often trigger a vast array of psycho-social-biological

and personal responses, along with the obvious socio-economic losses experienced by

foreign-trained physicians and their families (Shuval, 2000).

Even though Canada had received 58320 skilled workers with university degrees in

1998, ofthe total of 174,000 immigrants, the unemployment rate ofnewcomer

professionals was found to be more than three times the Ontario provincial rate each year.

Only 24% of sJdlled woriters were employed in their chosen and trained profession

(Calleja, 2000). The now-defimct Canadian Labour Force Development Board, a national

advocacy group, stated that Canada would spend nearly 1 billion dollars to educate the

newcomers who came in to the country between 1992 and 1997 (Calleja, 2000).
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The immigrant population has been found to have lower income levels than the

general Canadian population (Hyman, 2003). The associations between poverty and

health have been well established (World Bank, 2004). Resettl^nent stress has be^i

linked with the emergence ofmany diseases such as tuberculosis in the early years after

arrival in Canada, mental health problems, hypertension, and diabetes (Hyman, 2003).

Health risk behaviors such as smoking, obesity, and drinking have been indicated to

negatively affect the newcomer population in Canada.

Professional identity in the medical profession was examined by Kaiser (2002). The

author analyzed the impact ofthe cultural forces which strengthen the construct ofa

physician's identity. Medical schools are communities that encourage medical students to

assume a strict and powerful identity that is h^hly associated with their profession.

Although newcomers cannot practice in Canada and are not referred to as physicians,

their medical professional identity is still strongly attached to their sense of selfworth

and personal and professional identity (Kaiser, 2002).

Professional identity was defined by Miller (1998) as a fluid identity process

through which a group of specific stakeholders develop a common identity within a

society. This identity has both internal characteristics such as selfworth and self

definition and external characteristics such as status, positions and recognition.

According to this author, this professional identity changes and admits to the society in

the same way that societies &ia^ to new cultures and environments.

A study conducted by Bernstein (2000) on immigrant physicians in Israel concluded

that the personal establishment ofa positive professional identity is fundamental to a

newcomer physician's psychosocial well-being, and the author states:
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Studies of immigrants have consistently provided sui^x)rt for the theory of

occupational status persistence, which hypotheazes that success in resuming one's

former occupation after migrating to a new society is a key determinant of overall

adjustment and well being. Occupational continuity is important, not only because

it provides the inunigrant with an income, but also because it also gives him or

her an anchor to preserve his or her self- identity during a period ofuprootedness,

'wiien there is a need to deal with a wide range ofphysical, social, and

p^chological stressors (Bernstein, 2000, p. 184).

TTie Bernstein (2000) study concluded that immigrant physicians vAio were

successful in getting their licenses and acquired jobs in their profession had higher scores

in work satisfaction, mood, self assessed health, self-esteem, and general satisfaction with

living in Israel. Addressing the needs ofphysicians right at the point ofentry to the new

country was found to result in most ofthe 333 immigrant physicians in the study to be

employed after 3 years of resettling in Israel and to account for the personal well-being of

the physicians to be reported as improving.

For International Medical Graduates (IMGs), to be successful, they are required not

only to pass all the exams in effective French or English, but they also need a solid flow

ofmoney, infinite tolerance, and determination to surpass the barriers en route (Milne,

2003). They often have their needs and hopes frustrated v^ien they try to restore their

professional life. The IMG licensing process is a long, exhaustive, and expensive process

vvWch requires patience, persistence, and the dedication of a lot of time. The process of

re-licensing, as it is presently established in Canada, may be a source of stress and act as

a negative determinant of health (Statistics Canada, 2003).

Milne (2003) stated that dealing with a new language, and prqparing for the

licensing examinations is a huge challenge for IMGs. The examination includes both

practical and clinical questions related to the new cultural context, and provides a

difficult ladder to climb. Most IMGs have to worit m unskilled jobs to survive, and to
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{HDvide for themselves and their families, leaving little time to dedicate to the intensive

study required. Most ofthe newcomer i^ysicians v^o cannot practice in Canada have to

start fiom the first step on the ladder ofthe EMG licensing process. They need to study,

take exams, seek residencies and approved clinical experiences, and they might never

reach the top. They also often struggle to surpass other daily barriers of racism, isolation,

discrimination, and depression that can be frequent experiences for immigrants and

reftigees. Foreign-trained physicians, while trying to meet their physiological needs,

employment and housing needs are challenged even after they pass all the examinations

to compete for a residency program spot to gain one ofthe few 200 positions offered by

the Province of Ontario (Milne, 2003). It could take several years to be accepted into a

residency

In the last three decades, Canada has offered alternatively a 1 5 point system for the

immigration of foreign doctors that allows more possibilities to be accepted into the

country. The IMG Routes to Licensure in Ontario (2006) outlines the process for foreign-

trained physicians who would like to emigrate to Canada, and the process for those who are

already living in Canada. Before this, little information, or inconsistent information was

available.

The immigration history ofIMG's to Canada and the history oftl^ Canadian Health

Care System and policies affect the present realities and the political implications ofbeing

a foreign-trained physician in Canada Much ofthe historical information regarding

physicians was reviewed by Burice (19%). After the Canadian government created a

imiversal health insurance system in the 1960s, tension between the medical professionals,

government, and politicians increased. Medical professionals and their {mofessional bodies
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repeatedly argued that the government interferes in their autonomy. There appeats to be a

steady pressure between the medical associations, the public, and government that

continues into recent times (Buike, 1996). This tension has also impacted on changes

related to Ae support for foreign-trained physicians and their licCTising process in Canada.

Robert Evans in 1976 (in Grant & Oertel, 1997) reasoned that the health care system

in Canada called for control increasing costs. He argued that the main difficulty was tiie

excessive number ofavailable physicians, which he suggested might expand service

utilization, and therefore, might increase overall costs. This period resulted in the closing of

three medical schools, and increased the number of intomediate level practitioners. Some

Canadian physicians emigrated to the United States as a result. The powerfiil lobbying of

physician associations created a stressfiil relationship between the government and

Canadian physicians. This conflict also resulted in more difficulties in the process for

International Medical Graduates (IMGs) to practice in Canada. Evans further stated:

"restriction of immigrants is probably the only feasible second best approach." After 20

years of a stable number ofphysicians, Canada is experiencing the possibility ofa critical

shortage ofphysicians, not only in rural areas but also in total number, lliis may be the

result ofthe emigration ofCanadian physicians to the United States (US), the aging and

retirement ofa large number ofphysicians, and the barriers in place that make it difficult

for foreign-trained physicians to be able to be licensed in Canada in a reasonable

timefiame. It is estimated that 10-1 1% ofCanadian doctors CTiigrated to the US (Grant &

Oertel, 1997).

The idea of importing International Medical Graduates (IMGs) as needed human

c£q}ital because ofthe high costs of training Canadian medical practitioners and the
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increased need for primary care j^ysicians has often been pooriy accepted. After the Hall

Commission of 1964 predicted the physician shortage, the Canadian immigration/to/r/

system designated 15 points for medical professionals entering Canada. In 1975, alterations

in the "point system" for physician immigration consigned no points for medical

professionals. The obstacles &ced by IMG's were compared to a defensive tax:

They tend to limit a country's access to lower-cost supply, reduce domestic

competition, raise the iiux)me of domestic suppliers, and impose higher costs on

consumers. This welfare loss is accompanied by a substantial income transfer

from the public to private practitioners in the form of subsidies to medical

education (Grant & Oertel, 1997, p. 164).

Grant and Oertel (1997) concluded that the loss in economic welfare to Canada

because ofthese obstacles was substantial enough to deserve an investigation ofthe

barriers and official recognition processes.

The acceptance ofIMG credentialing in Canada is controlled by federal policy

resolutions and provincial licensing processes. Canadian health planners have often put

forth the idea that IMGs could adequately fill Canadian healthcare needs. Currentiy, the

necessity ofthe IMG's to be able to practice tends to be as strong again as it was in 1969

A^en the LMGs made up 24% ofthe total physicians in Canada. However, the present

supports and processes do not facilitate the inclusion of similarnumbers.

The IMG Ontario process to license foreign-trained physicians in Canada starts with

writing the Medical Council ofCanada Evaluating Examination (MCCEE). After

successfiilly passing the MCCEE, the ^plicant has to write the Medical Council of

Canada Qualifying Exam (MCCQE) parts I and n (IMG Routes to Licensure in Ontario

(2006). Each exam costs approximately $1,000 to write, and the residency program is

largely unpaid by government support and subsidies. IMGs are able to make a request for
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a residency only in the second round of matching. Generally, %% ofCanadian applicants

and 70% ofIMGs pass the MCCEE the first time.

hi 1994, Canada established the Canadian Resident and Matdiing Service

(CaRMS) wdiich allowed residents to matdi with exiting resident programs. The intake

for residency spots occurs at two times a year. After these basic steps, each province has

its own regulations for re-licensii^. In the Eastern provinces, the physician assessment

program includes multiple choice questions, short-answer case-based therapeutics exams,

structured oral exams, standardized patient exams, and psychological evaluations in order

to approve the ^plicant to be able to practice. In Ontario, the Eight-Point-Plan offers 60

new advanced-level postgraduate positions and 25 entry-level positions to IMGs through

the Canadian Resident and Matching Service (CaRMS) wdiich according Milne (2003) is

a time-consuming process. The Eight-Point-Plan is intended to be a fast track model to

license physicians who are practicing outside Ontario, and who are motivated to work in

under-serviced areas. According to Milne,(2003) it serves to reduce the IMGs'

possibilities to be considered for those imderserved areas.

According to the Ontario Information Resoim^e for International Medical Graduates

there are approximately 3,000 IMGs in Ontario (AIPSO, 2004). The Umited spots for

their inclusion in residency programs are a critical additional barrier to licensing. Not all

IMGs are registered as members ofAIPSO. In 2004, Ontario offered 200 training and

assessment opportunities available to IMGs a year (AIPSO, 2004). Many ofthem do not

sustain the support, hope, study time, and finances for exam levels. Even after IMGs

complete all the requirements for eligibility and licensing, niany do not get residency
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training positions, and therefore do not truly re-establish tl^ir nodical careers (Milne,

2003).

In 2003, 12 family medicine residency spots in Ontario were unfilled aftea- the

second iteration ofthe CaRMS, and IMGs were deemed not eligible to qjply for them

(Taggart, 2003). At present, it is estimated that Ontario is short about 1 ,000 j^ysicians

(Calleja, 2000). This shortage occurs while potential physicians are engaged in imrelated

work:

Stories ofphysicians' talents going to waste are poignant in a country desperate

for doctors. 'We're way short ofphysicians, says Dr. Rod Crutcher, co-chair ofthe

Canadian taskforce on International Medical Graduate Licensure. 'Even ifwe're

not, there's the social justice argument that it doesnt make sense to have so many
people working below their skill levels' (Milne, 2003, p .2)

According to John Connors, an international health-care consultant in Stoney

Creek, Ontario when referring to FTPs: "Currently, we are wasting these untapped

resources," and "At the same time we are showing them very little respect, care and

concern" (in Mihie, 2003, p. 3).

Table 1. AIPSO (2002) IMG membership statistics according to years of experience as a

physician

Years of experieiKe as a physician AIPSO memberships (1067) %

More than 15

11 to 15

6 to 10

1 to 5

Info. Not available

hi December, 1999, the Association of Interaatioiial Physicians and Surgeons of

Ontario (AIPSO) participated in the review ofthe Regulated Health Professions Act of

Ontario in the Romanow Report The Act of Ontario stated that the requirements for
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International Medical Graduates (IMG) are the same as the College ofFamily Physicians

ofOntario (CFPO) and the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons of Ontario

(RCPSO) except for the Medical Council ofCanada Evaluating Exam (MCCEE). The

AIPSO argued that the criteria that have heea utilized in the evaluating professional

expert process were biased. They proposed that Canadian medical graduates and

international medical graduates should not essentially have to follow the same steps into

the licensing process because the IMGs, not only have already previously practiced the

professional period required but also some ofthem in feet had already experienced

clinical practice more years than the required period in Canada. They suggested that those

v^o were licensed by overseas medical schools controlled by the World Health

Organization, had the previous requirements to start the licensing process in Canada.

All international physicians and surgeons should not be required to begin their

integration into the health care system at the same point as new Canadian

graduates. Developing methods that are comparable to the peer assessments and

quality assurance programs of licensed physicians in Ontario is a more equitable

approach (AIPSO, 1999, pp. 1-4).

Besides the differences in the licensing process between Canadian physicians and

IMGs, Kaiser (2002) stated that successfully licensed IMGs are offered positions that are

in most cases oflow status and generally those rejected by most Canadian physicians.

They often are required to practice initially in isolated and under-serviced areas in the

Canadian North, with little available coUegial mentoring and support

Mautino (2002) reviewed the difficulties faced by foreign physicians who hope to

practice patient care in the United States. They differentiated between two groups of

foreign physicians: those educated in the U.S. and those educated abroad. Those who

were educated overseas must also pass exams that consist of several parts, besides

English proficiency. Mautino (2002) highlighted the importance of investigating fully the
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immigration regulations as well as any recurroit host country changes before j^y^cians

immigrate to the U.S.

Grant (1997) examined the current reform ofthe Canadian health care system and

analyzed the trends in the delivery ofcare, income, and migration ofCanadian jAysicians

over the past 25 years. Their rate ofi^ysician emigration increased over the year and

immigration offoreign-trained physicians was seen as a way to attend to the needs of

health care service delivery in Canada. Such a plan was seen as a way to address the

reported critical shortage ofphysicians in Canada, and to deliver culturally sensitive care

to an increasing multicultural society. Without identifying and addressing the barriers to

their licensing, such a solution may never materialize and the health ofthis papulation

may also deteriorate and the health system at large may be negatively impacted.

In 1994, a study conducted by Shuval (2000) documented the experiences of

foreign-trained physicians entering Israel, the United States and Canada. Israel had one of

the highest proportion of employed physicians in ratio to their population in the world

(290/100,000), and one ofthe &stest processes and support systems in place to assist

physicians to re-establish their professional identity in that country. The Law of Return in

Israel admitted all Jewish immigrants, and it did not stipulate any other requirements for

entrance and for citizofiship. The Israeli government believed that open Jewish

immigration is a responsible way to restore professional identity, selfesteem, sense of

safety and belongin^ess, and human coital to build positively the social envircmment

\viiich contributes to social cq)ital (Shuval, 2000). That policy is configured to supply

retraining and employment to newcomer trained physicians, and to re-institute them in

tteir previous careers as soon as possible, and if is not viable, that newcomer trained
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physicians are employed, |m>visory or definitely. In this way, the immigration process

promotes the whole society through economic devdopment, and the timely inclusion of

the talents and skills of immigrants.

Immigrant physicians fiwm the former Soviet Union who migrated to Israel were

offered Hebrew language course, a two month medical vocabulary course, and a five

month preparing for the licensing process at no costs. In this period ofpreparation,

immigrant physicians were supplied with a cost-of-living income. The Russian language

could be used to take the examinations. In addition, immigrant physicians with more than

14 years of clinical practicing experience were exempt fijom the basic licensing exams.

They were allowed to woric in a hospital for 6 months imder the supervision ofa veteran

staffphysician, and after this time period, and an oral exam, they were often licensed to

practice medicine (Shuval, 2000).

In contrast, foreign-trained physicians take more years trying to get the medical

license in Canada than in other countries and had a lower ratio (220/100,000).. Shuval

(2000), compared physicians fix)m the former Soviet Union wdiio migrated to Israel, the

US, and Canada, and concluded that, after acquiring the license for general practice,

newcomers physicians must follow the same path for local medical school graduates but

get different siq)port and different rates of success in eadi country.

The difference in the host societies' orientation to immigrant physicians is

reflected in the different rates of entry into profession. After 2.5 years in Israel,

approximately two-thirds ofthe immigrant physicians who sought licensure were

working in their profession. This picture contrasts with that found in Canada and

the United States, where during the same time period, very few managed to

complete the licensing procedures (Shuval, 2000, p. 1%).
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2. 3 Newcomers ' employment and laborforce participation

In a study by Statistics Canada (2003), newcomers to Canada were interviewed

between October 2000 and September 2001. Some ofthe immigrants had been eng^ed

in the health occupations before arriving in Canada (3.5% ofthe men and 10% ofthe

women respectively). However, after six months only 1.8% ofthe men and 4.2% ofthe

women actually ended up with employment in health occupations (Statistics Canada,

2003). In this case, no reference was made to whether they were engaged in the same job

function as before, or not In this group ofhealth professionals, newcomer physicians

were found to be engaged in work unrelated to their skills, abilities and education in order

to economically survive in Canada. Many were still engaged in the long process of

attempting to reinstate themselves professionally in the new culture. The Canadian

Business, Toronto, June 26, 2000 reported:

Tap any cabbie on the shoulder and you're bound to find a neurosurgeon or

nuclear engineer. Even wonder why? Most. . .had no idea before they appUed to

immigrate what they would face in Canada. Some cant produce the necessary

transcripts and documents required by regulatory bodies ... or the thousands of

dollars for assessments, as well as national and provincial exams (Calleja, 2000,

p.2).

Freimette and Morissiette (2003) examined the Canadian Censiis data fiiom 1980-

2000 to clarify what results would be required for recent immigrants to attain earnings

similar to Canadian-bom workers. TTie findings showed that recent inmiigrant cohorts

had higher prior wages and this partly accounted for the sharp decline in their earnings

after arriving in Canada. This study concluded that recent immigrants would have to go

through a radical steepening of their comparative wage earnings in the near fiiture in

order for their earnings to be on a relative par with their Canadian-bom coimterparts.
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According to Shuval (2000), work satisfaction, mood, self-assessed health, and self-

esteem were important to newcomer trained- physicians who immigrated to Israel. Their

findings indicated there was a relationship between a sense of identity, the profession,

and the ability to be able to work in the career and profession. The autfior concluded that

employment in their former profession has a positive effect on self esteem and health.

The inability to work in their former profession leaves newcomer physician to

experience underemployment with low pay, or unemployment and impoverishment

Gross, Schultink and Sastroamidjojo (1996), cited The World Bank, World Development

Report (1990) where they defined poverty as the failure to achieve the minimum standard

of living. Standard of living according to this report includes food, drinking water,

housing, access to educational and health facilities, and adequate social and cultural

acceptance of individuals and groups in a society.

Liu (1997), analyzed the efifect ofthe policy regarding mainland Chinese

immigration to Canada, and concluded that Canada benefited firom the policy, in that it

gained hiunan capital fix)m their contribution. Romaliu and Thurston (2003) described

community involvement and its capacity to build bridges between newcomers and their

new community. In Canada, training programs were established to help volimteers to

involve members ofthe community and government agencies with this population, and

thus to enable better service delivery to the refiigee community.

Participation in employment for newcomers to Canada can also be influenced by

prior cultural norms and gender practices regarding employment. Clark, Ramsbey and

Adler (1991) analyzed the influence of culture on women's participation in the labor

force. Latin American and Islamic cultures were found to exclude women fiom
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recognized access into their paid vfoA force. Newcomers bring with them their prior

beliefs, experiences and behaviors and fbese can affect re-setttement and employment in

the Canadian context, especially for wcmien.

All declare feat quality of life, rather than the lure of financial success, serves as

their major incentive to immigrate to Canada. Moreover, the fact that they enter a

society that ofiBcially proclaims its multicultural character offers them the

opportunity to become Canadian but to retain their ethnicity (Marger, 2001 , p,

170).

Zhang (2003) explored the earnings of immigrants fixHn viewpoint ofthe

accumulation of overall wealth. The author concluded that recent immigrants have lower

wealth than similar Canadian-bom counterparts, while immigrants who arrived in Canada

before 1976 had higher wealth. Zhang also argued that immigrant families can catch up

witii, or sxirpass Canadian bom families in wealth accumulation after many years of

residency. This study also found that between 1986-1999 immigrant families had lower

wealth than their Canadian counterparts. There is still no explanation ifthis was because

of limited earnings, or simply an effect of not having enough residency time in Canada to

accumulate wealth. At the base ofwealth distribution, immigrants had lower wealth than

Canadian bom families. However, there was no information offered related to the age of

the chiefincome earner, constant income characteristics, or the number of family

members to explain the substantial wealth break. There is some suggestion that lower-

wealth families may accumulate wealth differently than their Canadian counterparts.

2. 4 Newcomers' general health, mental health and stress

The World Health Organization has defined health as "a complete state ofphysical,

m^itai, social, and emotional well being" (p. 1). This definition was expanded in The

Northwest Territories (NWT) Health Status Report (2005) whereby "health is also a
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resource for allowing individuals to achieve well being and contribute optimally to the

life oftheir family, conraiunity, and society" (p.l). OTX)nnell (2001) defined optimal

health as "a balance ofphysical, emotional, social, spiritual, and intellectual health" (p.

xi).

The health status ofa population is established not only by health indicators such as

mortality rates, injury rates, years of life lost, and Hfe expectancy, but also by social

health determinants that include socio-economic status, employment, income, education,

personal lifestyle health behaviours, and other social determinants of health. Personal

health status refers to the specific state ofwellbeing at a moment oftime. The health

status ofan individual is generally estimated through subjective measures such as self-

reported health, in which the individual states how he/she feels when compared to <

counterparts; or through objective measures such as the existence of identified disease

(NWR health status report, 1999). * < 'J^- Jj » v^-^

According to Haveman-Nies, de Groot and van Staveren (2003), health status is a

broad conceptual approach that has many dimensions including emotional, physical,

psychological, spiritual, and social &ctors. They suggest that an individual's health status

can be determined through subjective assessmoits ofoverall health status.

Stress refers to the psychological or physiologic unbalance triggered by some

experience (Shah, 1998). Life events such as migration, unemployment, cultural changes,

loss ofprofessional identity and decreased self-esteem can be associated with stress,

depression and anxiety which expose individuals to potential other negative health

effects. "vj";:*...'.; -'•: N '•*>..':
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Davis (1 999) and Wilton, (2003), in their studies on mental health and poverty,

related that individuals^o received social assistance benefits and income support,

experience poverty and social exclusion. The authors pointed out that [»e-immigration

stress and trauma can have a direct influence in mental and physical health status

immediately after arrival.

Kliewer and Jones (1998) analyzed changes in health status among several

immigrant sub- groups. The authors found that higher ratings of health status were

associated with: Eiiglish-language fluency, being employed, using one's qualification at

work, and being satisfied withjob and life in Australia. According to Hyman (2001)

immigrants with Humanitarian Visas had the poorest health, while those witii a Business

Skills or Employer Nominated Visas were found to be the healthiest Immigrants have

been found to be are fiom different groups such as voluntary immigrants or refugees and

that they emigrate in different stages of their lives. Fowler (1998) stated that factors such

as age, social isolation, language barriers, separation fixjm family, changes in family roles

and norms, lack of information about offered resources, and unemployment are of -'h

supreme significance as social determinants of healfli. Cross-cultural differences in

information seeking patterns, communication styles, perceptions ofhealth risks, and ideas

about the prevention ofdisease were also found to have an impact on immigrant health

(Hyman, 2001).

Skilled workers, business immigrants, and family sponsored immigrants who

applied for legal immigrant status accounted for 229,091 newcomers in Canada

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2002). The largest immigrant and refiigee

populations are often geographically centered in metropolitan areas, with an estimated 74
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parent located in the major cities such as Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2002).

Knowledge about the pre-immigration lifestyle; social and cultural backgroimds;

factors that induced migration; the expaience oftrauma, war, violence and stress are

essential to imderstanding the djmamic process ofthe newcomer's resettlonent

exjjeriences and challenges. These experiences may continue to have a powerful effect on

resettlement and health status.

Stress that occurs as a result ofpersistent experienced racism and discrimination has

been found to be associated with hypertension, and cardiovascular disease (Utsey, Chae,

Brown & KeUy, 2002). Chronic race-related stressors were found to be associated with

negative psychological well-being, low levels of life satis&ction and low levels of self-

esteem in immigrant populations.

Newcomer families facing impoverishment or living in poverty often present high

levels ofunemployment and overcrowding, and experiraice more social exclusion. For

some ofthese families, experiences ofracism, domestic violence, bullying, mental health

difficulties, child abuse, alcohol and drug use, and rape are frequent Social exclusion is

often mixed with many other factors. The literature on social inclusion and exclusion that

focuses on neighborhoods, often studied how factors such as housing, employment,

economic development, racial integration, and community capacity can influence the life

changes of families living in inhospitable environments. Educational and health care

institutions can develop partnerships to coordinate services that reach out to families on

the margins of society. Living in this complex new environment can allow further health
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inequalities to develop. Gray (2003) highlighted the importance ofdeveloping culturally

sensitive services which recognize and value diversity.

... a match of cultures between worker and service user was said to provide

shared aims and goals, broke through language barriers for non-&iglish speakers,

and solidified established mutuality of feeling in so far as a shared culUire of

interpersonal relationships'' (Gray, 2003, p. 366).

Gray (2003) stated that it was important to address the continued and inappropriate

pathologizing ofnon-white cultures to avoid stigmatization; and to address the over-

representation of ethnic minorities in health service. It was suggested that multicultural

professional teams who are engaged in social change and improvement to the health care

system address these issues in their activities and approaches.

Many pre-arrival conditions have been found to effect the resettlement and overall

health status ofnewcomer refugees or immigrants to Canada (e.g. prior trauma, income,

housing, employment, education, language fluency, marital status, parenting, family left

behind, age, ethnic/cultural identity, sexuality, motivation to immigrate, previous health

status, past ilhiesses and chronic conditions, drug use, religion, values hopes, beliefs,

expectations and prior experiences with traimia, war, stress, violence, and rape (Barnes,

2001; Beiser & Hou, 2001; Danso, 2002; Dunn & Dyck, 2000; Goodkind & Foster-

Fisherman, 2002; Kennedy; Kinnayer, 2002; Korac, 1996; Laliberte, L^lante & Piche,

2003; Mc Kelvey, R. S. & Strobel, R. (1997); Paunovic & Ost, 2002 Pedersen 2002;

Romaliu& Thurston, 2003; Seymor & Hummel, 1999; Webb, J. A., Sideris, 2003; Ying,

2001.

Marger (2001) studied immigrant entrepreneurs and argued that this population

only needs minimal help to be successftil. Ethnic networks and family attachment

generally were foimd to be critical factors that enabled most ofbusiness immigrants to
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succeed and to operate immigrant owned businesses. Business inmiigrants often left

siKX^essful jobs in their coimtries to supply flieir children with a more secure socio-

economic environment, and focused on emigrating to coimtries that appeared to offer

superior educational opportunities for their family. TTiis study concluded that the basis of

true social coital is not within the ethnic community alone, but comes fix)m the broader

society in general.

Many studies have been conducted related to stress, trauma. Post Traumatic Stress

Disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression in the refugee and immigrant population.

Cultural differences have also been found to be related with differing stress scores.

Fawzi, Pham, Lin, Ngyuyen, Ngo, Murphy and Molica (1997) studied Post Traumatic

Stress Disorder (PTSD) and symptoms in Vietnamese refugees. TTiis study provided

evidence and support for the usefulness ofthe PTSD diagnosis among Vietaamese

refugees. The traumatic events and trauma-related symptoms were studied using the

Harvard Trauma Questionnaire. This article concluded that the PTSD stressor criterion -

had been found to be significant within this group ofVietnamese refugees. In conclusion,

traumatic events were positively related with PTSD in this population.

Adler, (1 995) analyzed the SUNDS (Sudden Unexpected Noctural Death

Syndrome) among Hmong refugees in the US. This article gave an historical review of

the displacement ofHmong people and discussed their traditional worldview, and their

beliefs and practices. ^

Brune, Haasen, Krausz, Yagdiran, Bustos and Eisenman (2002), concluded that

structured violence leads to a more severe course ofPTSD. Traumatic experiences could

lead individuals to deep anguish and depression, and potentially to suicidal behavior.





Ferrada-Noli, Asberg and Ormstad (1998), demonstrated that there was a positive

involvement between the type oftorture and the chosen suicidal plan, in individuals

diagnosed with PTSD. Anger and panic attacks were found in Cambodian refiigees with

PTSD (Hinton, Hsia, Um, & Otto (2003). Within this group ofrefugees, culture-specific

explanations of somatic feelings played a role in the rise ofanxiety related to expecting

the recurrence ofthe somatic symptoms ofanger. Joffe, Brodaty, Luscombe, and Ehrlich

(2003), explored holocaust survivors in an ^ing community sample, and concluded that

the psychological effects ofmajor traumatic experiences are severe and lasting. Lee, Lee,

Chum, and Lee (2001), evaluated trauma experiences and levels ofpsychological distress

among North Korean immigrants in China. High scores for PTSD, anxiety, and

depression were found in this population. The authors found that all stages ofthe

refugee's displacement had an unfavorable impact on their mental health and well being.

Hondious, Loes, Kleijn, and Ploeg (2000), analyzed the relationship between

diverse types ofviolence, demographic and protection variables to the health complaints

of Latin American and Middle - Eastem refiigees. Michultka, Blanckard, and Kalous

(1998), studied the war experiences, demogr^hic characteristics, and psychological

performance ofCentral American refugees, with a focus on the diagnosis ofPTSD. A

high number ofboth war experiences and PTSD were found in this sample. This study

showed that the war experiences can forecast the health prognosis ofthe involved

population. The legalization process was found to be com^ilicated and traumatic, and

responsible for the higher severity ofPTSD. Ommeren, Sharma, Sharma, Komproe,

Cardena, and Jong (2002), found a strong connection between health status and PTSD,

after adjusting for psychiatric co-morbidity such as anxiety and depression.





A crucial question for policy makers and others interested in the well being of

reiugees and asylum seekers is whether the high iiKidence of medical complaints

among refugees is because ofpast experiences, or circumstances in the host

country (Hondious et al, 2000, p. 631).

Paiinkas (1995) su^ested that the health care needs of reftigees involve analyzing

three features ofrefugee migration: where these individuals are coming from; where they

are going to; and the displacement process. Effective health care initiatives and programs

developed for the newcomer population can benefit from an understanding of: stress prior

to migration, such as in the Nicaragua civil war; stress after migration as represented by

the SUDS among Hmong refiigees in the U.S.; and traumatic stress as represented by

PTSD.

Hovey (1999), in his study ofacculturative stress in Central American immigrants,

examined the main psychosocial forecasts for this population. Detachment fix)m the

family in the country of origin, and other factors related with the new environment such

as language barriers, discrimination, lack ofneeded social and financial resources, and

feelings of not belonging in the new society were identified as acculturative stressors.

lliose factors play an important role in how the individual reacts to the new enviroimient

This study examined the psychosocial predictors of social stress such as: family

dysfunction, marriage, social support networks, church attendance, educational level,

income, and expectations for the fiiture.

It is important to note that each person who encounters difficulties during the

acculturative process has a imique history that modulates and defines the

parameters ofhis or her specific problem" (Hovey, 1999, p. 194).

Plante, Simicic, Andersen, and Manuel (2002), analyzed stress, coping, and health

among Bosnian refugees in San Francisco Bay, and displaced Bosnian refugees in Tuzla,

Bosnia. This paper verified that lower depression scores, easiness to move on in life, and
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being familiar in a new environment were better forecasters of self-reported good health.

Being yoimg and single were also positively associated with overall health status. Porter

and Haslam (2001), and Beiser and Hou (2001) analyzed the relationship b^ween

refugee forced displacement and their resultant mental health. They found that the

environment, post flight experiences and coping stressors had an influence on the mental

health of dislocated people. Kermedy, Seymor and Hummel (1999), and Goodkind and

Foster-Fishman (2002) identified some barriers in the current programs for refugees, such

as the difficulties with being able to participate in communities with unfamiliar cultures,

languages and transportation challenges, and the lack ofmulti-culturally competent teams

to assist them.

The newcomer groups that have been identified to be at the highest risk of

developing mental disorders have been the victims oforganized violence, male and

female victims of rape, drug users, beaten wom«i, unemployed and underemployed

persons, seniors who do not speak English, and persons living in social and cultural

isolation (Barnes, 2001). Multicultural aspects of each newcomer's group, linguistic

challenges, and distrust with helping relationships often interfere with meeting the

specific social needs ofnewcomers (Hyman, 2001). Through displacement and

resettiement, newcomers are engaged in an intense life-rebuilding process, and this can

have high mental health risks. Family and community support, personal strengths, and

country welcome aid methods, can all assist to relieve the stressful experiences. Socio-

demographic characteristics, personal and social resources, and experiences with

exclusion, discrimination and racism can interfere in the health, coping and resettlement

processes.
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Pre-immigration stress and trauma can have a direct influence in mental and

physical health status immediately after arrival. Social factors such as chronic

unemployment can create anxiety, low self esteem, poverty, aiui defvession in

newcomers. Davis (1999) and Wilton, (2003), in their studies on mental health and

poverty, related the experiences ofpoverty and social exclusion suffered by individuals

who received social assistance benefits and income support The lack ofemployment,

housing and educational opportunities were common to those individuals. The authors

concluded that people living in poverty have their personal conditions woridng directly

against their participation in meaningful activities, and their ability to build and to sustain

social relationships.

Generally, immigrants choose to relocate. Refiigees are forced to migrate.

Refugees may experience more stress pre-departure, during flight, and in the first country

ofasylum and this creates accumulated stressors \^ch place them at special risk for

social and mental health problems. In the resettlement coimtiy, refugees continue to face

multiple stressors such as loss of family support, financial difficulties, and cultural and

linguistic isolation. , ,

The literature review related to physicians' health concluded that stress, depression,

and anxiety rates are higher in physicians than in the general population (Burke, 1996;

Mansky, 1999). Addictive disorders in physicians may be related to having increased

access to drugs. Physicians were also found to search for routine medical care less often

than others in the population (Mansky, 1999).

Once arrivmg in their new country, Hyman (2001) highlighted that the living

conditions and the living environment of the newcomer often detennined their health
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status. Social stressors such as unemfdoyment, underemployment, income, racism,

isolation, housing, lack of health care, and the resultant experiences ofpoverty,

marginalization, and class inequity could lead to illness.

The five year Bernstein and Shuval (1998) study of333 immigrant physicians in

Israel from the Soviet Union found that because ofthe income supports, education and

language training put into place, most immigrant physicians were employed after 3 years

of resettling in Israel, and their personal well-being was reported as improving. For others

who are refused financial and educational siqjports or wiio face the permanent loss of

professional status has been found to cause distress and potential suicide (Yediot

Ahaionot, November 29* 1996, in Bernstein& Shuval, 1998).

Kokko and Pulkkinen (1998) related unemployment to the psychological distress

caused by poor economic situations and poor self-esteem. This ^udy defined

psychological distress as psychological ill-health using The General Health

Questionnaire; depressive symptoms using The General Behavior Inventory, and anxiety

using The Karolinska Scales ofPersonality. This study related depressive symptoms to

unemployment and poor self-esteem and suggested that individuals could react

differently to unemployment phenomena: with distress or with depression.

2. 5 Literature on research methods

A review of the literature on research methodology used in studies of newcomers

and their health revealed that most ofthe studies used quantitative methods to gather

information on the health, employment and resettlement experiences of immigrant and

refugee newcomers to Canada. The National Population Health Surveys (2001 ; 2002)

were the most common source of data. The Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS,
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2001 ; 2002) conducted over time has also included inunigrants and newcomers in their

longitudinal studies. Almost all ofthe studies on the immigrant population are cross-

sectional, although some population health studies have had a longitudinal component.

The Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS, 2000/01) included a number of

immigrants in the samples that allowed for the analysis of sub-groups. Statistics Canada

has been used to study immigrant physical and mental health; health service use; and

lifestyle health behaviors. : s

Ommeren, Sharma, Sharma, Kompoem Cardena and Jong ( 2002), and JoflFe,

Brodaty, Luscombe and Ehrlich (2003) examined Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

and used an interview schedule with questions related to demographics; family and

personal history ofmental and physical health; and symptoms of anxiety and depression.

This interview schedule also included a checklist ofphysical complaints. Hierarchical

regression analyses were completed in the first study, and in 1995, SPSS software was

utilized for data analysis. r

Quantitative methodology has primarily been used to contribute to the investigation

ofgeneral population and immigrant health behaviors. Researchers have recognized some

limitations related to the use ofthe quantitative ^proach alone to understand the

"immigrant health effect" whereby, immigrant health has been found to deteriorate over

the first 5 years in Canada. These limitations might best be addressed by the use of

qualitative methods to explore deeper experiences, perceptions and feelings related to:

details, reasons, context of situations, and defining enviroimients to help find out what

variables are most relevant and play an important role in the health ofnewcomers

throughout their settlement process.
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Kopinak (1999) used the triangulation method to study refugee wellbeing, and

concluded that data from qualitative and quantitative methods added together can best

explore these phenomena. Data fix)m a vari^ ofmethods were used to explain the

multifaceted aspects ofrefugee expteriences and wellbeing and included: an ethnograj^c

interview, demographic questionnaires, health questionnaires, and observations.

Narrative research and the use of storytelling have a place in research related to

refugees and immigrants. The use ofthe narrative is both a method ofcommunication in

qualitative interviews and a distinct research methodology and way of analysis (Casey,

1995; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, Kvembekk, 2003). As a method ofcommunication,

the narrative helps others to articulate their inner worlds to the outer world in order to

make sense of their experience. Paley and Eva (2005) distinguished between narrative

and story: " story is an interweaving ofplot and character, whose organization is to elicit

a certain emotional response fix)m the reader or observer; narrative refers to tiie sequence

of events and the (claimed) causal connections between them" (p. 83). Kirmayer, (2002)

highlighted and compared the ethics of storytelling to the ethics of listening, and of

witnessing and taking part in the formation of society through co-attendance with

another.

Few existing research studies have used qualitative interviews with this population or

sub-populations ofrefugees and immigrants to help explore the relationships between

health, employment, self-esteem and professional identity. Fewer still, have used a mixed

methodoloQ^.
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CHAPTER 3.0 METHODOLOGY

3. 1. Introduction

The puipose ofdiis study was to gain a deeper understanding ofthe resettlement

processes and the experiences of foreign-trained physicians in Canada, particularly the

loss ofprofessional identity and how these impact on their overall sense of identity, self-

esteem and health status.

A qualitative grounded theory method of inquiry was utilized to explore their

experiences of resettlement, professional identity, and self-reported health status.

Qualitative research was chosen as the method of inquiry because it Avas believed that it

could provide a deeper understanding ofthe complexities involved in the temporary or

permanent loss ofprofessional identity by the participants including their resettiement

experiences and health status. This method provided an opportunity to explore the

feelings, experiences, perceptions and stories ofthe FTPs involved in the study. The

qualitative perspective has proven to be valuable in other studies related to health and

human behaviour tiirough providing a deeper examination ofthe explanation of feelings,

thoughts, and personal experiences (Patton, 2002). According to Kopinak (1999), this

research approach docimients and decodes in detail the histories ofthe participants

through their account of their values, beliefs, feelings and meanings related to the

phenomena being studied.

The key research questions ofthe study were:

1

.

What impact does having to work outside of the medical profession have on the

resettlement process, sense of identity and health status of foreign-trained physicians?

2. How important is professional identity in the overall sense of identity of foreign-
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trained physicians who presently cannot practice in Canada?

3. What other Actors, such as prior violence and trauma, the settlement process

and stress have on their sense of identity and health status?

4. What are the main barriers, facilitating factors and supports that effect

re- settlement health status and the re-establishment ofprofessional identity?

3. 2 Qualitative research approach: grounded theory

Grounded theory was chosen as the research methodology. Grounded theory has

often been ^plied in many studies related to health, as well as in traditional academic

studies in the social sciences and education because of its significance in yielding '^

information relevant to the area of inquiry and its £q)pTopriateness to generate theory

(Patton, 2002). Grounded theory methodology was determined to be a relevant approach

to explore the findings in this study in relation to examining the processes and

experiences being investigated. It provides the capacity to utilize the new findings to

create new theory or model processes, or to ad^t and revise existing tiieories >^ch

come to light as a result ofthe close contacts, and relationships with the practical and real

world as expressed by the participants eng^ed in the research (Patton, 2002). Grounded

theory explores how people describe and identify their own truth, and how their

convictions are linked with their performance in the real world. Reality therefore, is

constructed through piecing together various meanings that are added fixjm the specific

social context and environment (Bumes & Grove, 1995).

The systematic, constant, and comparative data analysis involved in grounded

theory can explain what has been observed and what has occurred, wi& the potential to

disclose new facts. Grounded theory focuses on generating and verifying theories.
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Theoretical sampling and critiquing occurs during all ofthe research jxocess: collection

of data, analysis, and verification. Theoretical sampling is generated on the basis ofthe

emerging concepts.

The researcher in this study used the method chosen to look for emerging themes

and categories drawn from the data collected from interviews, questionnaires,

observations and researcher process notes, which helped to explain the behaviors and

processes being studied. The researcher understood that people will differ in thek

understandings ofthe phenomenon under study, and consequently act and interact

differently. The data collection was aimed at saturating the categories. As more data were

collected, analytic memos were written down. Using grounded theory reqiiires the

researcher to move back as many times as necessary to determine and validate, and move

forward between inductive and deductive thinking to analyze what has been shared

(Patton, 2002). Qualitative analysis is typically inductive in the initial stage vs^en the

researcher discovers patterns, themes and categories. The final and conclusive stage of

qualitative analysis is more deductive and includes the content of inductive analysis, by

examining the data, and potentially generating hypotheses, processes or new theories.

Creswell (1998) stated that the results ofa grounded theory study are the creation of

a theory which presents the main elements ofthe findings: the key phenomenon, the

causal circumstances, approaches, situations, environment, and results. Tlie units of

analysis and techniques ofground theory, when iategrated in the research action, add

rigor and reliability to the theory engendering process. Analytical deduction was one of

the verifying processes used in this study (Patton, 2002).
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Glaser and Strauss (1 967) are credited with being the initiators ofthe g^unded

theory approach, and fiirther adaptations to their approach have developed over time.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) expanded the analytic techniques of grounded theory and

provided more detailed guidelines for beginning researchers on how to conduct this

method of inquiry. The goal ofgrounded theory is to investigate the fimdamental social

processes and to recognize the diversity ofthe inter&ces that generate differences in the

phenomena to be studied. „ ., ., •*: ^ ii^>i.-^t>iry ^-;r).'y:A€ the- ix^!..-:-->-

The participants were asked a series of semi-structured questions conducted in a

face-to-face interview. In addition, prior to the interviews, participants were asked to fill

out a survey with questions related to their demogFq}hics, health status, stress, and

professional identity before emigration fix)m their home and country, and after several

stages ofresettlement in Canada. The survey was used for three purposes: 1 . as a tool to

assist in the selection ofthe sample who was interviewed; 2. as a planning tool to prepare

the researcher for the interview; and 3 . as an additional source of data that was
f

summarized and included in the findings.

3. 3 Reflexmty in the research

The phenomena in the study were of extreme importance and sensitivity for the

researcher who was also an international trained physician, living in Ontario and

completing a Masters degree at Brock University. Tlie researcher for personal reasons

initially had attended meetings regarding the Canadian medical Ucensing process and had

met with several ofthe newcomer physicians in Niagara. The researcher later decided to

return to practice medicine in Brazil. However, the experience die brought to the research

through her positional subjectivity and, having access and relationships with the subjects
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were seen to be a potential strength for this research inquiry. Hiis perspective was

intended to allow the researcher to understand the sphere ofthis study in a more

subjective maimer, but it was understood that it was incumbent on the researcher to

reflect on such self-knowledge and to sort out the intersections ofresearcher knowledge;

Ihe text of the subjects' experiences and feelings; and what could be drawn fix)m the

research (Patton, 2002). .

Interviewing newcomer physicians was the method chosen to enable the researcher

to engage in a rich and sequential description of facts, with an adequate use of direct

quotes which allowed for the fiuther exploration ofmeanings. Her subjectivity permitted

and demanded self-questioning, and analytical understanding in an easier manner. The

deconstruction process of critical reflective analysis used in the study has been referred to

as reflexivity (Patton, 2002). "Reflexivity is a deconstructive exercise for locating the

intersections of author, other, text, and world and for penetrating the r^resentational

exercise itself' (Macbeth, 200 1 , p. 35). ,

A reflexive research posture is Inoadly suggested for examining expert

descriptions that might be relieved ofthe influences of gender, culture, coherence, and

other convei^ences that the phenomenon has brought into sight Reflexivity is one ofthe

best methods to discover new supports for the analytic and representative exercise

(Macbeth, 2001). This method allowed the author to disclose a new detailed world, where

truths according to the participants had taken place for a period oftime. Those

disclosures have been found to allow for a continuous reflexive progress in which we

learn how to verbalize, describe, interpret, and write all over again. The researcher was

conscious and prepared to add her analytical and critical position to an examination of the

m
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participants' views of their world, with watchfiilness for what may be hidden, unreadable,

and confidential, while being conscious ofher own perspective ofthe world that was also

understood to be socially, politically and culturally constructed. The researcher

perceived, and und^stood the other's worid as ifshe was seeing through the other's eyes

but still with a clear and vivid image ofha- own world perceptions. Some ofher points of

view intercepted with some ofthe other's points ofview. Some images converged, or not,

depending on which prismatic angle from wdiich ^le was observing the phenomenon, and

which phenomenon she was observing. The researcher must be prepared to see different

worlds through the experiences ofthe participants in the study; even ifthey were

diametrically opposed to her own.

Reflexivity leads the analyst to take up the knots ofplace and biography and

to deconstruct the dualities ofpower and anti-power, hegemony and

resistance, and insider and outsider to reveal and describe how our

representations ofthe world and those ^\ilo live there are indeed positionally

organized (Macbeth, 2001, p. 38 ).

The aim ofthe analytical process, through the process of using a self conscious

engagement in the world, is to attend to the need for objectivity and neutral observation

ofthe language used in various competing discourses. "Textual reflexivity leads the

analyst to examine and then disrupt the very exercise oftextual representation" (Macbeth,

2001, p. 35). In this way, the rigor in qualitative research is not just to attend to the

technical part ofthe research design, but also in the analytic process of interpreting the

results and the interviews.

The research process journal was used as an additional reflective and data

verification source for analysis and reflexivity. Theoretical memos were written

throughout the process as promoted by the grounded theory methodology. These journals
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were used to shape a fundamental component ofthe grounded theory method, and to help

examine the accompanying feelings, thoughts, doubts, and biases ofthe researcher. The

exercise of reflexivity was accomplished and assisted by maintaining a researchjournal

that included notes fix>m the interview, observations during the interview, reflections on

personal thoughts, feelings and experiences as a result ofthe interview; and notes to

assist in later analysis. Begiiming ideas for coding and themes emerged during the

interview and data collection process. »>• i;.;'^^- ><.. ' i>;vv ^.s; ^'''m(i\jfm.^

3. 4. Participant sample

Foreign-trained physicians were initially located through the Niagara AIPSO group

and other multicultural and Heritage Councils w^ere they were meeting or engaged in

English language training. Fifly-two (52) foreign-trained physicians were initially

idoitified as registered with Niagara AIPSO and potentially fitting the criteria ofthe

study. Those who could be reached were invited to participate and who indicated an

interest were sent the letter ofconsent (Appendix C) and the initial survey (Appendix D).

The participant information fix)m the surveys received was reviewed by the researcher. A

maximum variation sampling approach was developed to select the interview sample,

M^iereby the sample participants meeting the criteria and agreeing to participate in the

research, would be chosen for interviews to vary in age, gender, country of origin, I?.

family/marital situations and length oftime resetding in Canada.

In this study, the minimum criteria set forth for participants to be included were:

1

.

All participants were to be foreign-trained physicians who were not presently

licensed to practice in Canada. < ^"^i ^ x?

2. All participants were to have entered Canada in as an immigrant or as a refugee.
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3. All participants were to have been in Canada no more than 10 years to be

considered a newcomer for this study.

4. All participants were to be engaged in the goal ofacquiring their medical license

to practice in Canada.

The method chosen to select the interview sample was intended to provide a

richness of information, and to include as many views, experiences, and perceptions as

possible in an attempt to provide a broad sample ofthe newcomer physician lives (Patton,

2000). It was expected that newcomer physicians \niio had gone through various stages of

resettlement, acculturation, and engagement in the credentialing process would have

accumulated new, varying and complex experiences. It was hoped that participants would

also represent a good range ofemployment experiences since they have arrived in

Canada. All participation was voluntary and participants were explained that they could

discontinue involvement at any time. In the final selection ofthe sample, it was decided

to include one female participant who had been in Canada for over 20 years, but vAto was

actively engaged in being re-licensed at the present time for variation purposes.

The excellence of qualitative inquiry has been found to be related to the researcher's

performance and abilities in being able to listen, to observe and to analyze data (Patton,

2002). Redundancy and saturation are the primary criteria often used to end the sampling

and interview process. The sampling and data collection processes are closed when no

new infonnation can be added, and a balanced ticatment ofthe phenomena has been

covered. According to Patton (2002), 'The solution is judgment and negotiation. I

recommend that qualitative sampling designs specify minimum sample based on expected

reasonable coverage of the phenomena given the purpose of the study and stakeholder

interests" (p. 247).
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According to Leedy and Onnrod (2001), a qualitative interview sample size is

suggested to include fiwm 5 to 25 individuals, depending on the phenomena to be studied.

It was decided to include a small group sample drawn [mmarily fiom memb^^ ofthe

Association of International Physicians and Surgeons ofOntario (ABPSO).

3. 5. Triangulation in the research

Triangulation is an approach to research analysis that supports the idea that no

single method can understand or solve the problems inherent in controversial or complex

inquiries and explanations. Each method used can disclose diverse realities and these are

cross reviewed and cross analyzed to find meaning and to increase the validity ofthe

results of qualitative research. Many measures can be used to ensure that the variance

reflected is that of the trait being examined. Multiple methods were used in the data

accumulation to supply more information to the study and to provide for further

clarification and verification. Through these sources and possibilities, the researcher

achieved more consistency in the study. Triangulation was used in various stages to

gatiier, analyze and synthesize the data. In this way, it was intended that the researcher

would be provided with varied ways to look at the same exp^ence for increased

credibility, and to give increased rigor to the study results (Patton, 2002). The researcher,

by the triangulation process, was concerned with finding out the multiple viewpoints,

rather than to search for only one reality.

A combination of interviews, process notes ofobservations and reflections, and

survey questionnaires were used in this study. These methods, added to the previous and

current close contacts that had already been made by the researcher with the FTP's

through the meetings attended, positively placed the researcher in the new reality of the

study and the data generated. Monthly meetings with the ABPSO group and attendance at
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weekly English classes at the Heritage Council and Multicultural Centre in Niagara

allowed the researcher to be in touch with diverse ethnic groups, and to experience a

variety of spoken English accents, and to become familiar with a few ofthe foreign-

trained physician experiences.

3.6 Trustworthiness in the research i , !..s v ;> ;»»i>i\;/.& i)."?? '•.».-

Trustworthiness is a concept that needs to be understood and addressed to strengthen

qualitative research. Research studies are assessed in relation to the methods used to

generate findings. Validity and reliability are proposed as having the same crucial

meaning according to Graneheim and Lundman (2004). They suggest that trustworthiness

can be understood as being comprised of several key elements: credibility, dependability

and transferability. Each ofthe terms have been described by these authors and guided

the research methodology in this study.

Credibility is used to insure internal validity, and refers to self-assurance in how

the data and the process ofanalysis were conducted to get the results. Choosing a variety

ofparticipants with diverse experiences increases the possibility of reaching diverse

aspects ofthe phenomenon to be studied and adds credibility to the research. The

participant sampling technique outlined was chosen to increase the credibility ofthe

study. ^iitii,.- -
. . ..,:» '.j»5<4* vv,:.>!nK,' . i in-

credibility also deals with how the themes and categories absorb data and the

technique used to insure that no significant data will be lost Interviewees with a variety

of ages, gender and multiple experiences enriched the variation ofthe phenomenon

investigated, and increased the credibility ofthe research. The meaning imits chosen were

the most appropriate for the study, and it was demonstrated how they were reduced and
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conceptualized. These procedures aidedjudgment and enforced credibility. Credibility

also deals with how the comparisons are demonstrated within categories and among

them. The recognition by the participants ofthe findings can improve the credibility and

confiimability ofthe study and can be used as an analog to objectivity.

Dependability is similar to reliability and is related to how data changes over time,

and how the researcher modifies his or her decisions during the analytical process to deal

with any instability ofthe phenomenological factors. Ifthe data collection process lasts

too long, discrepancies in the data collected can take place. The data in this study was

collected over a 1 month period in the same year and this minimized any discrepancies in

the data and stories recounted because of time. Inquiry into the same areas for all

participants increases the dependability ofthe results and this was attended to in this

study. Data was analyzed over a year period oftime.

Transferability (as similar to external validity) is the degree to vMch the findings

can be transported to other situations and contexts. Comprehoisible and clear rqwrts of

culture and circumstances; variety and characteristics ofparticipants; data selections; and

the analysis process used were intended to bring transferability to the highest level .v»

possible within the limits ofthe study. The findings followed the respective quotations

and true input ofthose included in the study. The general and unique findings need to be

reported and declared along with the limitations ofthe study methodology. Tliese aspects

oftrustworthiness can be und»:stood as linked and interrelated (Graneheim & Lundman,

2004).

Patton (2002) referred to trustworthiness is an equivalent term to "rigour". Every

attempt was made to attend to the highest level of scientific rigour possible in this study
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in the design, the methodology, sampling techniques, data collection methods, analysis of

data, discussion and summary of findings. The researcher reinforced the reliability and

authenticity of this study through understanding the world to be as a result of social,

psychological, and political constructions, and clarified her understandings by adding

new perspectives from others to her own perspective. The interview questions were

piloted with the first two participants, their results included in the findings, and ^

appropriate changes and adjustments were made to some ofthe questions and probes as a

result ofthe pilot

3.7 Research ethics :^ >•;; ' v

This study was reviewed and accepted by the Research Ethics Board ofBrock

University as REB 04-156 on January 10, 2005 (Appendix A). Participating physicians

received an explanation ofthe nature and purpose ofthe study to be conducted in a

general sense, and invited to voluntarily participtate through an introductory recruitment

letter (Appendix B). Each potential participant was sent a letter and asked ifthey were /

willing to receive a package describing the study, and an informed consent letter before

proceeding with the research (Appendix C). TTiis letter outlined the purpose of the study;

who the principal investigator was; contact numbers; ways that confidentiality were

jnotected; the voluntary nature ofthe participation; that the participation could be

terminated at any time; and how the research findings would be communicated after the

interview and findings were completed. ; af-^^T r. ^

A designated and private ofBce in the Nursing Department ofBrock University and

at two other professional community office locations were arranged to ensure the safety

and confidentiality for the researcher and the participants. Any sharing of personal '-
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history and pre and post feelings and experiences ofresettlement had the potential for

stressful material to be raised. It was planned that should information of a stressfiil or

emotional nature come up in the interview, initial supportive listenii^ and ref^ral would

be attended to by the researcher. In addition, a list ofpotential contact numbers was made

available for follow up after the interview, ifthat was found to be helpful and needed. •:

Interviewees who participated in the study were given pseudonyms to represent

tiiem, when making references to information and in reporting the findings. The consent

forms were separated from the surveys during the input ofthe data. The research survey

participants were numbered between 1 to 17 for data input and analysis. Hiis procedure

was found to be highly beneficial in the maintenance ofthe anonymity ofthe participants

in this study through the use ofexpressed quotes, and the reporting and summarizing of

the demographic pieces of information in the final results ofthe research. The two first

interviews were used to pilot the interview questions to ensure that the questions and

probes were appropriate, that the sequence ofquestions was helpful, and that they yielded

information relevant to the study. Any additional appropriate wording and questions that

emerged were also explored in the pilot interviews. These interviews were also included

in the study report.

3. 8 Data collection ; t-* •' i,; • ",:'_ j^/ kvs «f.f

This study explored the experiences and processes of migration and resettlement

over time and the self-reported health status and changes in professional and personal

identity for the participants. The relationship ofthe loss of professional employment and

identity on health status was of particular interest. From those perspectives, the measures

ofhealth status were expected to be multi-faceted and the semi-structured interviews
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were designed to explore experiences, thoughts and feeUngs related to resettlement;

employment; re-licensing, personal and professional identity and health status.

Interviews were the major resource that this researdier used to develop the study

and to find out from newcomer physicians things that she did not know, such as their

settlement experiences, feelings, thoughts, and goals. The purpose ofthe interview was to

go into the other person's perception, and to get information through their stories and

personal narratives (Patton, 2002). The researcher made use of all efforts to obtain high

quality information during the interviews.

Participant demographic information was collected before the interviews were

conducted by means ofa participant package that included: a Consent Letter (Appoidix

C); a Participant Information Survey (Appendix D); and a Self-Rating Health Survey

(Appendix E). Participants were asked to fill out these surveys that included self ratings

ofhealth status; self-esteem; quality of life; and stress. They also rated their experiences

with racism and discrimination; belonging and inclusion; and violence and trauma before

coming to Canada, after 6 months in Canada and at the present time (Appendix E).

Participants checked off their answer choices on a paper and pai survey and Likert scale

choices as outiined in Section I ofAppendix E. In Section II, participants were provided

with a list of health conditions, diseases or problems and asked to identify ifthey had any

ofthem before coming to Canada and if any of these developed since coming to Canada.

The interviewer reviewed the completed participant demographics and information

survey responses before beginning the actual interviews. As a result, adjustments in the

process were able to be made and ^propriate probes developed for the interviews. The
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responses to the surveys and the questions were summarized in chart and written form

and included in the report of findings.

The qualitative interview questions and probes are in the Interview Guide in

Appendix F. It is suggested that researchers usually spend 1 to 2 hours in each semi-

structured interview with time for post-reflection, and two hours were set aside for this

purpose. Several open-ended questions were developed for each major category of

exploration (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001, p. 153). The Interview Guide (Appendix F) lists the

questions and subject areas that were investigated in a systematic way. Semi-structured

interview questions and several open-ended questions were developed for each category

ofresearch inquiry. Probes were developed and applied when needed to assist the

interviewee to expand more fiilly on the area of inquiry. Probes, or follow up questions

such as tell me more about and who, when, what, how, where were used to get a deeper

understanding ofthe interviewee's experiences and life perspectives, especially those

related to the areas ofinquiry (Patton, 2002).

Through a guided and responsive interview style, the participants were given the

chance to explain and to talk in their own words, and to express their own thoughts and

ideas. The qualitative interviews sought to detail how the participants viewed their world,

so that the researcher could learn further through their unique, narrative expressions and

judgments (Patton, 2002). The qualitative interview questions also looked for experieiK^es

and behaviors at different times in the process: before coming to Canada, in the period of

resettiement in Canada; and for the fiiture especially in regards to: vAiat their life is like;

their profession identity and licensing; and their health and health status. Specific

questions were designed to elicit responses of different nature:
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• opinion and values nature questions (aspirations, beliefs);

• feeling nature questions (adjective answers such as anxious, happy, afiaid,

intimidated, confident)

• knowledge nature questions (rules, regulations, processes, programs);

• sensory nature questions (what is seen, touched, heard, tasted).

The questions were constructed to help participants to describe ^^lat they had seen,

what they had experienced, and how they perceived to have understood the main

questions (Patton, 2001). ITie interviews were recorded by audio- tape and transcribed

with verbatim transcripts afterwards for analysis. The physicians in this sample were

actively engaged in the licensing process and many were also engaged in English as a

Second Language (ESL) classes. Physicians entering Canada, who intend to go through

the licensing process are required to qualify with a score of237 TOEFL on the written

EngUsh test and to score 50 on the spoken EngUsh test. These groups ofnewcomers to

Canada, even at their entrance point, are often above other newcomer refugees and ,

immigrants in their understanding of English. Having a foundation in English helped the

interview process and the participants' understanding ofeach question, so that interpreters

were not required in the study. However, it was anticipated that foreign accents might be

a challenge for transcription and understanding ofthe responses. The researcher prepared

summary process notes after each interview that helped to check the text transcripts later.

A transcriber was engaged who was a graduate in the languages program at Brock

University who spoke 4 languages and was well va:^ed with accents.

The steps outlined for the data collection process were:

1. Multiple strategies were used to recruit potential physicians to participate. There were
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potentially 52 physicians in the Niagara AIPSO groiq) to draw from.

2. The researcher attempted to contact all ofthe 52 FTPs on the Niagara AIPSO list by

sending an e-mail, the introductory recrmtment letter aini they were invited to

participate.

4. These strategies alone did not yield an acceptable number for the sample, the

researcher made a presentation at one ofthe AIPSO montiily meetings, outlined the

study and handed out the recruitment letter, consent form and surveys.

5. A few participants wlio indicated interest received an information package containing

the consent letter, the participant information questioimaire, and the health survey.

6. The participants who agreed to participate, received a package, a follow up phone call

or e-mail reminder to encourage their participation.

7. Once a participant was contacted for an interview and had agreed to participate, an

interview date was booked.

8. The interview included a verbal re-explanation ofthe research and the conditions

ofvoluntary consent

9. A tape recorder was used to audio record each interview and the researcher made short

summary notes during the interview.

10. Once the interview concluded, the researcher wrote additional points, reflections, and

observations ofthe interview in process notes. She reviewed and organized the short

notes completed during the interview.

1 1

.

The researcher notes and the audiotapes were given to the transcriber.

12. The researcher reviewed the transcriptions and clarified any misunderstood areas

with the transcriber and the original interview tapes.
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13. Follow up clarification contact by telephone or by a second face-to-face interview

were not conducted for further clarification ofthe data.

TTie researcher was worried about keeping the questions on track, thoroughly

allowing the interviewee to express their ideas, feelings and experiences while paying

attention to the particular foci ofthe research, and the theoretical implications ofwhat

was emerging at specific given time. The researcher used the interview guide to

consistently explore planned areas of inquiry and remained as open as possible to new

information as it was presoited. The progress ofthe interview was smoothed out by

outlining the subjects of inquiry using the interview questions as a guide.

As the interviews proceeded and became longer, participants became more in-depth

in their sharing, emotions were expressed more fireely. At certain points in time the

interviewer active listened, and responded to shared specific feelings ofthe interviewees.

Those moments were characterized by similar understandings, thoughts, and feelings that

emanated fiwm a physician's life, and fit)m ibe common sense of simply being human,

and also being new to Canada.

Post-interview researcher notes and journals were completed with key words taken

during the interview; notes written immediately after the interview; and reflections on the

process and research ideas made firom memory later. This added to the data, observations,

analysis and research piaiming.

The researcher listened to the interview tapes at least three times each to add any

lost pieces of information, as well as to correct some words, and add together any

affective impressions and observations originating fiom the interviews and journal

researcher notes. At the end ofthis listening process, the researcher was more familiar
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Avith the specific data generated fix)m each interviewee, and the participant's particular

way ofexamining the world where they have lived, and their particular involvement in

the society and in resettlement process. In this way, the researcher was c^iable of

guaranteeing that the transcribed results were precise and represented a suitable

expression ofthe interview dialogue that was created with the verbatim words and

additional non-verbal expressions, or missed words that were added in parentheses to

keep the intended meaning.

The excellence of qualitative inquiry is related to the leseardia's paformance and

abilities in being able to listen, to observe, and to analyze data (Patton, 2001). This study

required high level listening skills, observation skills, and interview skills to gather the

data for analysis.

Redimdancy and saturation were the primary criteria used to end the sampling and

the interview process. In keeping with the suggestion fix)m Patton (2001), the sampling

and data collection processes were to be considered closed when no new information

could be added, and a balanced treatment of the phenomena had been covered.

3. 9. Data analysis

The self-rating health surveys were analyzed to prepare descriptive statistics and

fiequencies by the use of SPSS, 14.0 and Microsoft Office Excel, 2003. Variations were

analyzed by calculating the mean of survey responses.

Qualitative analysis is the process ofmaking sense fix>m an amoimt of data, and it

depends on the analytical capacity and approach ofthe researcher (Patton, 2002). The

analytical approach during the interview process is the beginning ofthe qualitative

analysis, and the researcher did not develop premature conclusions. Qualitative analysis
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is demanding for three main reasons: there are no standard methodical rules for breaking

down and presenting the data; there are no precise and universal processes in qualitative

analysis to get in the conclusions; and the lack ofprecise recognized processes makes the

replication harder. The use ofthe triangulation process and having several sources of

information is a very signijBcant tool for improving the trustworthiness for the data and

therefore aids in the interpretation process (Polit & Hungler, 1999).

The qualitative analytical process explored major and minor themes within the data

collected. From this analysis, process models and diverse patterns ofconnectivity and

relationships emerged and were reported in the study (Patton, 2002). Data was stored,

coded, saved, contrasted, and linked using researcher triangulation and data organization

methods. Leedy and Ormrod (2001) suggested handling data using the following analysis

spiral, based on Creswell (1998).

Figure 2. Analysis spiral (in Leedy & Ormrod 2001).
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The interviews were transcribed fix)m Hbe audio tapes and the veibatim transcripts

were analyzed. The initial pnocess ofdiscovering v^iat was important to understand and

to explain the newcomer physicians' lives, was reflected in the develo^Hn^it ofthe coding

scheme. The data were organized into categories, themes and files, and flie analysis and

conclusions flowed fix>m the data collected directly fix)m the participants.

Essence analysis involves identifying, coding, categorizing, classifying, and

labeling the primary patterns and themes that emerge in the data (Patton, 2002). The

categories can be established by inductive or deductive methods, or a grouping ofboth

methods (Strauss, 1987). Data collection is aimed at saturating categories, and moving

back and forth in a central, constant and comparative method. The researcher looked for

emerging themes and categories. The researcher was guided by the Leedy analysis spiral

process for the data analysis phase.

Creswell (1998) illiistrated a coding process for grounded theory research that was

used to assist the researcher at this stage:

• Open coding (first level): firacturing ofthe data and breaking the data apart

analytically. The researcher used participants' words as much as possible. At this

stage, the researcher can believe, or not believe in anything. With the knowledge

ofthe technical literature, initial categories were developed to group similar data

together, and data was reduced into a small set ofthemes being scrutinized for

commonalities (properties and relationships). The aim was to produce concepts

that seem to fit the data. Small portions of data were conceptualized.

• Axial coding (second level): represents a synthesis of first-level codes, and it is

more abstract Categories were disassembled and reassembled in new ways to

reveal central phenomenon, causal conditions, strategies, intervening conditions,
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relationships, pnx:esses and consequences. Interconnections and the conditions

that give rise to them, and the context in which they are embedded among

categories and subcategories were identified and coded The focus was to

determine and specify more in each category. Strategies reported used by tiie

interviewees to manage their dmll^iges and the consequences ofthose strategies

were analyzed in the process.

• Third level coding: The researcher hypothesized the relationships among earlier-

level coding. The researcher wrote the story integrating the categories used in the

axial coding. Categories and their interrelationships were combined to form a

storyline that described what happened in the phenomenon being studied.

The grounded theory process includes a final synthesis phase where theory is again

brought into the process. The researcher, based entirely on the data collected, explains

how certain conditions lead to certain actions or interactions, and how those actions and

interactions lead to other actions with a tjrpical sequence of events or processes being laid

out This can result in a critique ofexisting theories and process models; a revised theory

or process model; or the development ofnew theory and process model firam the data

analysis.

As part ofthe coding paradigm, some words were foimd to be fundamental and

denoted special meanings such as conditions; (because, since, as, on accoimt of);

consequences ofaction (as a result, because of that, the result was, the consequence was,

in consequence); and interactions (among and between actors).
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The concept ofdata saturation or "theoretical redundancy" occurs v/hea the

categories, and theories are fully explicated and no new information about the core

processes is forthcoming fix)m ongoing data collection (Strauss & Cotbin, 1998).

Core categories are important in tiie generation oftheory. Most ofthe other

categories and their proprieties are related to this, and it is the topic ofmuch qualification

and modification. A new generated theory often occurs aroimd a core category ^^ch

accounts for most of the variation in a pattern ofbehavior. The core category has

different kinds of q)pearances under different conditions. As the relationships are

discovered, the core categories become more dense and saturated. The state ofmuch

variation ofbehavior is explained with as few concepts as possible and this requires,

maximize prudence and skill. The core category integrates the theory and exposes it.

Researcher skepticism and constant questioning ofthe data helped in the data

analysis phase. The inductive method is generally characterized by deeply involving the

researcher in the data in order to recognize the elements and features which shape '

significant themes and categories. The deductive method allows the researcher to apply

some definite scheme recommended fiom a theoretical prospective, and to use

instruments or particular questions to build a theory, to verify a fteory or to examine

{m)cesses. Some data required both inductive and deductive methods. In order to get the

perceptions ofthe interviewees in a direct way, great confidence in the inductive method

was essential to conduct this grounded theory research. Induction does not reject or

exclude the use ofdeductive methods. Becker (1993) stressed that the researcher may

come to the research with some initial hypotheses, but must proceed with sensitivity to
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the en\ironment being studied and to the interpretations ofthose vfbo live in the social

world being researched. I i^ ^ >

The researcher started situating the data collected in the interviews related to how

the physicians' reported flie experiences oftheir lives in three anticipated stages oftheir

life journeys: before the resettlement, during early resettlement, and later in the

resettlement After reviewing the transcripts, the researcher realized that the foreign-

trained physician experiences were primarily organized and reported in the interviews

around in-depth descriptions related to 2 significant time periods: before coming to

Canada and after. Resettlemoit originally had been conceived as inclinling the early

stages ofresettlement and later resettlement.

The storytelling interview process allowed the interviewees to smoothly describe

their personal and specific experiences lived in each period. The interview guide

provided efiSciency for the interview and helped to demonstrate a structure to gather

information and added strength for this study. The q>propriateness ofthe questions and

^ae guide assisted the researcher to open a coding approach at the first level, taking into

account the three major categories: settlement, identity, and healtii status. Each period of

the resettlement, before and after, corresponded to distinctive lives with an evident and

intense association surrounded by experiences, feelings, emotions, achievements, r -

failures, and hopes. As distinctive lives, these resettlement periods were characterized by

similar constituents of life reported for this study, such as professional identity, health

status, self-esteem, barriers, facilitators, siq>port, and ftiture expectations, but with

different feelings related to the different realities at the time.
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While the interview methods and guide attempted to specify certain time periods,

tiie researcher discovered fliat many in the chosen sample felt they still had not totally

resettled, even though many had lived in Canada for some time. The research data from

the interviews became more intricate in detail as the participants specified the tasks in the

loose time boundaries between early resettlement and the ongoing process of resettlement

to the present time. For many wiio had lived in Ontario for more than 2 years, some facts

were not recalled or recounted about the early 6 month period ofresettlement

These experiences were lived and reported in the study as a whole significant

journey, while they actually represented only a fiiaction ofthe v^ole real physician's life.

Their experiences differed on change intensity, coping effects on those &cing changes,

and additional reports of specific events. The reported information regarding changes,

adjustments, new events, and coping mechanisms allowed the researcher to identify

meaningful units. The resettlement period as a quantifiable length oftime became

complex to estimate its boundaries since some parts ofresettlement such as housing,

temporary employment, and making some fiiends had been accomplished. The criteria to

be included in this study were those who still had not recovered their professional

medical identity or licensed. They were not fiilly included in the society or health system

at the time of the interviews and had not reached the levels ofemployment, finances and

social contacts that they had been used to and aspired to. Many expressed the possibility

ofemigrating again to another country even after a few years of living in Canada since

they had not yet re-established themselves in their profession.

With the knowledge ofthe technical literature, initial categories were developed to

group similar data together, and data were reduced to a small set ofthemes being
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scrutinized for commonalities (proprieties and relationships). TTjc transcripts were broken

into 'Meanings units" and identified as data winch were used in the constant comparative

method of this study. Each "meaning unit" characterized one specific idea of the

interviewees. The researcher broke the data apart analytically, and used participants'

words as much as possible in the reporting ofthe main themes, findings, analysis and

discussion.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

Initially, fifty two (52) FTPs fiom the Niagara Region Chqjter AIPSO list were

sent electronic e-mails and a letter of invitation to participate in the study. Many ofthe e-

mails on the original contact list were found to be invalid and forty four (44) potential

participants received the recruitment e-mail. This number was reflective ofthe actual

numbers that coiild be reached for recruitment at the time ofthe study. As a second step

in the planned recruitment, the researcher attended a meeting of the Niagara AIPSO. Nine

IMGs attended that meeting and research study recruitment padcages were made

available to them. After 3 weeks, several invitations, attendance at a meeting, and follow

up reminders, 4 participants from the Niagara Region were involved in the study.

Other methods of contacting IMGs in other locations in Ontario were reviewed. It

was decided that the general experiences oftrying to be re-licensed and re-establishing

professional identity were germane to this study and not where the physician resided in

Ontario. One ofthe IMGs who received the invitation sent the letter of invitation to

AIPSO in Toronto and a representative made contact to offer assistance with recruitment

for the study. Their help was accepted and the Toronto AIPSO posted a note in AIPSO

Updates Feb 23, 2005, on the internet:

Survey Participants requested.

Maria Carvalho is an international Medical graduate fiom Brazil and currently a

master student ofCommunity Health Sciences at Brock University. She is

undertaking a study titled 'The implications of being a newcomer physician in a

new society: qualitative study of foreign-trained physicians' settlement, sense of

identity and health status.'. She is seeking IMGs who would like to participate in

her research process by filling out a self-rated Health Survey and interview which

will last for one and halfhours. Please contact her at mamadoc25(a)Jiotmail.com or

call 905-688-5550 ext5052. Yovir contribution would be highly jqjpreciated.
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Additional completed surveys were received both by regular mail and by electronic

mail after the AIPSO recruitment announcement. Two IMG participants were

interviewed in Toronto at a counseling office; 2 in London in a private office ofa

Community Health Centre; and 4 were interviewed in the Nursing Department at Brock

University. A total of 1 7 completed surveys were received and input into SPSS

(Statistical Program for Social Sciences) for review before the interviews and for data

analysis. Eight semi-structured, and taped qualitative interviews that lasted an hour to an

hour and a halfwere conducted throughout March, 2005. Foreign-trained physicians who

migrated to Canada shared their experiences related to the loss ofprofessional status and

employment and described their prior circumstances, areas oftheir lives and their
*

identities as they had been established in their prior culture before coming to Canada and

after coming to Canada.

The findings and results ofthe study will be presented in this chapter. The

descriptions and data analysis ofthe seventeen (17) pre-interview survey participants and

the sub-sample of eight (8) participants who engaged in the interviews will be presented

and discussed at the beginning of this chapter. A summary of tiie results of the pre-survey

will be presented and discussed. The analysis, discussion and main themes that emerged

fipom the qualitative interviews, which is the focus of this study will also be presented in

this ch^ter. Foreign-trained physicians who migrated to Canada shared their experiences

related to the loss ofprofessional status and resettlement experiences in Canada, but they

also described their prior circumstances, areas oftheir lives and their identities as they

had been established in their prior culture before coming to Canada.
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4. 1 Summary ofthe results ofthe survey

4. 1. 1 Description ofthe survey sample and interview sub-sample

The pre-interview survey provided demographic data on the participants and any

self-reported health problems before and after coming to Canada. In addition, participants

rated their self-esteem, quality of life, health status, feelings of inclusion and belonging,

experiences of racism and discrimination and experiences of stress prior to emigration

and at different stages in their resettlement process in Canada. The demographic

descriptions ofthe 17 survey participants and the sub sample of 8 participants who were

involved in the interviews and drawn fix)m the survey group will be presented here. The

ratings of stress, health status and self-esteem for the interview sub sample will be fiirther

discussed along with the qualitative interviews in the respective sections focusing on

those areas in the qualitative analysis. The two sources ofdata (the interview and the

survey) were about the same phenomena and experiences. However, the focus ofthis

study was on the qualitative interviews using grounded theory, and those parts ofthe

results will be analyzed in more depth.

The data collected from the survey provided an opportunity for the researcher to

include as much variation in the final interview sample as possible, so as to include as

broad a range of experiences and perceptions as possible related to the phenomenon

being studied. It also provided some helpful information to assist the researcher to

prqiare for the interviews. Seventeen (17) FTP participants filled out the surveys and 8 of

those same FTPs were involved in the qualitative interviews.
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This qualitative study included a rich variation in the interview participant sub

sample in regards to: age, gender, religion, self-reported race, visa status, marital status,

children in the household, and number ofextended family m^nbers living with them.

Table 2. Descriptions ofthe survey participants and into^ew participants

Survey participants (n=17) Interview participants(n-8)

Gender
1. Male 11 6
2. Female 6 2
Age group

1. 20-29 7 3
2. 30-39 6 3
3. 40-49 3 2
4. 50-59 1

Religion

1. Christian 12 —^» "ttiv ; 5.4.

2. Muslim 4 2
3. Buddhist I 1

Visa status

1. Refiigee :.
r -;,,.-»r'-$ « w^lJi^T-.-zg 5««d Sfv ^trii-sirj/s

2. Landed Immigrant 12 6

Gender, age, religion, self-reported race, visa status, marital status, number of

children in the household and number of extended family members in the home were

described for the all survey participants and the sub-sample ofinterview participants in

the study.

Ofthe survey participants (n=17), 1 1 were male and 6 ofthem v/ere included in the

interviews. Six females completed the survey and 2 ofthem were interviewed. The age of

survey participants ranged from 26 to 56 years, with only one in the 50 to 59 age range.

The age ofthose included in the interview sub sample ranged from 26 to 49 years of age.

The largest number of interviewees was in the 20-39 years of age range.
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Participants were asked their country of origin, and the 1 7 in the survey sample

reported they were from: Afghanistan, Argentina, Armenia, Colombia, Iraq, Mexico,

Pakistan, Sudan, Ukraine, and Vietnam. The largest FTP survey population was from

Colombia (6), followed by Sudan (2) and Pakistan (2). The interview study sample (n=8)

included a good variation: 2 from Colombia; 1 from Argentina 1 from Armenia; 1 from

Afghanistan; 1 from Pakistan, 1 from Vietnam, and 1 from Sudan. Ofthe survey

participants 12 indicated they came to Canada as landed immigrants and 2 came as

refiigees. Six who came as landed immigrants and 2 as refugees were included in the

qualitative interviews. , Pi> ft^•^'J.f^iu:f;^j

Several questions were asked on the survey regarding whether the participants were

married and living at present with their spouses; how many children were living with

them at present; and how many extended family members were living vnih them in tiie

same household. The intent ofthese questions was to explore settlement and re-licensing

experiences with and without living with spouses, children and extended family. Family

support may help in the resettlement but also presents family demands and expectations

of the FTPs to work, to provide an income, to deal with family needs and at the same

time for this group to be able to find time to study and be engaged in re-licensing tasks.

Single FTPs may not have the additional family demands but also may not have as much

family social support.

Ofthe survey participants, 14 reported they were married and living with their

spouses and 6 ofthese were included in the interview sub sample. Of tibe survey

participants, 9 had children living with them and 5 ofthese were interviewed. Ofthe

survey participants 12 did not have extended family members living with them and all 8
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ofthose interviewed did not have extended £imily living with them at the time. Many of

the recent immigrants and refugees entering through the Niagara points ofentry were

reported as arriving with their spouse and with families (Settlonent, 2005).

In the survey, FTPs were asked to indicate the medical specialty areas tfiey woe

trained in. The largest numbor of those in the survey rqx>rted they were general practice

physicians. Those who reported specialty areas were in Obstetrics, Anesthesiology,

Sports Medicine and Plastic Surgery. Most ofthose interviewed (7 ofthe 8) had

completed their general medical degree and had not developed specialty designations in

their countries of origin. The interviews clarified that some FTPs confiised general

practice with family medicine, which is a medical specialty. In the survey sample and in

the interview sub-sample all but one FTP had their medical training in the country &

reported as their country oforigin. Only one FTP received his medical training and

cotification outside of his country of origin.

Survey participants were asked what type of work (paid or unpaid) they had been '

engaged in since arriving in Canada. Ofthe seventeen in the survey: 6 reported not

having ajob at present; 2 were taking care of their children; and 2 were involved in

graduate studies; 1 in clinical trial research.; 4 were working or volunteering in allied

health fields (in a diabetic program, as a Personal Support Wori^er, as a high risk nurse

and as a volimteer observer); 2 were involved with short term work in construction, flyer

delivery and greenhouses and antiques. It is important to note that even though some of

the FTPs were involved in some kind ofwork, most ofthem did not have a steady job or

a steady income to support themselves and their families at the time ofthe interview.
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Many were either not employed or w(^ed injobs of sh(Ht-term, sporadic or seasonal

ORJortunity only as ways to raise mon^ to pay for the IMG exams and to survive.

Initially, the criteria of involvement in the study outlined that they had to have been

in Canada iq; to 10 years. Seven ofthe interviewees met this criteria and their time in

Canada ranged fiom 12 months to 56 months, with the average time being 4.6 years. It

was decided to include one participant in the study who responded and had been in

Canada over 20 years and began re-licensing to be a physician in more recent times to

increase the variation of perspectives and views. The mean period oftime was 72.25

months or 6 years for the entire interview sample.

In the survey sample, 16 FTPs rated it as very important to practice as a physician

in Canada, and 1 considered it somewhat important. Seven of 8 interviewed rated it as

very important to them to be able to practice as a physician in Canada, and one

coT&idsrodiiX somewhat importarU.

4. 1 .2 Feelings ofinclusion and belonging, quality oflife, self-esteem, and health

status before coming to Canada; in tiKfirst 6 months; and at thepresent time.

The survey participants were asked to provide self ratings oiiheufeelings of

inclusion and belonging, quality oflife, self-esteem, and health status during ^ges of

their lives: before coming to Canada; in the first 6 months; and at the present time. A 5

point Likert rating scale was used. Response choices included: Excellent (5), Very good

(4), Good (3), Fair (2) and Poor (1).
. , v ,< ,

.
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n Before cotring to

Canada

n In the first 6 monttis

in Canada

At the present time

Feelings of inclusion Quality of lite Self esteem Health status

Figure 3. Rating of feelings ofinclusion and belonging, quality of life, self-esteem, and

health status before coming to Canada; in the first 6 months; and at present.

Survey participants (i^lT) indicated a steady decrease in health status compared to

their health status during their resettlement in Canada, fix)m the first 6 months to the

present time. Similarly, their quality of life decreased vrhea first coming to Canada and it

has fiuther decreased since then.

Survey participants rated their self esteem high prior to coming to Canada and the

mean rating of selfesteem decreased to 2.6 after coming to Canada and has increased

slightly since then, but is still below the level they experienced prior to coming to

Canada. Following a similar pattern, survey participants rated their feelings of inclusion

and belonging in the community high before coming to Canada and this rating went down

when they came to Canada. Their rating of feelings ofinclusion and belonging increased
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later in resettlement to the present, but not to the levels experienced prior to emigrating to

Canada.

4. 1. 3 Survey ratings ofviolence and trauma; racism and discrimination and stress

before coming to Canada; during thefirst 6 months in Canada; c^er coming to

Canada; and at the present time.

Participants were asked on the self-rated Health Survey to rate their level of

Violence and trauma; Racism and discrimination; and Stress before coming to Canada;

during the first 6 months in Canada; and at the present time. These items vf&ce rated on a

5 point Likert scale and coded as 1-5: Very high (5), high (4), neither high nor low (3),

law (2) and very low (1). i.'- f^- /ni,; -:.,• -'.->ix~Vi-> tv : 'jerr >: ivi» ; r -.^!im'< n

. -v' ;
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Vioience &trauma Racism & discrinnination Stress

Before coning to

Canada

kithefrste

months inCanada

At the present

tme

Figure 4. Rating of violence and trauma; racism and discrimination; and stress before

coming to Canada; in the first 6 months; and at present
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Survey participants rated their experience with violence and trauma as neither high

nor low before they came to Canada and that it went down in the first 6 months in Canada

and remains low at present

Survey participants rated their experience ofracism and discrimination as low

before coming to Canada and that it went up a little after coming to Canada and has

increased slightly since that time to the present. However, it stiU was rated as low.

Survey participants indicated in their ratings that their stress levels were similar in

the first 6 months as prior to coming to Canada and that stress had increased to a high

level as the resettlement time has progressed to the present time where it had reached a

level higher than pre-inunigration time.

While the survey results included such small sample numbers, they indicate

changes in self-reported ratings in many ofthe areas indicated fix)m the time before they

came to Canada, in the early 6 months ofthe resettlement process to the present time.

Their self-reported stress has increased over time. The qualitative intervievjrs were

intended to explore those areas more deeply to find out vAtat is actually going on in those

areas, ^y it might be happening, how it might be happening and what experiences,

feelings and personal meanings are associated with those changes. The in-depth

qualitative interviews vs^ere the focus ofthis study. The additional descriptions of

feelings, opinions, experiences and insights ofthose interviewed were intended to shed

more light on the phenomenon of being a foreign-trained physician trying to re-license in

Canada and what main themes and processes were involved. The survey results helped

the researcher to prepare for the interviews and to ensure inclusion ofas much variation

as possible in the interview sample. The survey results were used later in the triangulation

fi
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{HXHiess, whereby all sources of infoimation w&x found to be helpful in understanding the

areas of inquiry in this study. . *;

4. 2 Qualitative interview results aruifindings

The findings and analysis ofthe eight interviews with the foreign-trained physicians

and their lived experiences before coming to Canada and during resettlement will be

presented. The research questions as outlined guided the interviews. The research study

was constructed to understand the FTPs' experiences and processes in several stages of

their lives: in period before they emigrated to Canada and in the resettlement and

reconstruction of their lives in Canada. The major themes and categories reported and the

assembly oftheir experiences, both similar and imique will be presented. Diagrammatic

figures will be used to describe and to handle the complexity ofthe emerging information

and to show the major categories, processes and relationships along with their voices in

the accompanying participant narratives and discussioiL This approach was used to

provide an imderstanding ofthe FTP's struggle to survive in the new coimtry, to resettle,

to reconstruct their lives, and to restore their professional medical identity, while

attempting to keep or to improve their health status. ^ •

Individuals generally advanced through the settlement process, not always

following strict linear itineraries or sequential tasks, or at the same pace as their

counterparts. As each ofthe FTP participants went through the process of creating a new

life in Canada, they often shared some common experiences and feelings, but often took

different paths through different phases in a diverse arrangement depending on

successive interactions, opportunities, barriers, problem solving and resultant re- -v

evaluation of their actions.
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Tlie verbatim quotes fiiom the interviews are somewhat longer as pr^ented in this

qualitative study. It was deemed important to include longer quotes, since many ofthe

participants had English as a second langu^e and they wanted to fully express their

thoughts, feelings and ideas. To be true to their words and meanings, and to effectively

report the findings of this study, it was decided to intentionally include longer verbatim

responses so as not to lose the intended meanings and to add to the credibility and

trustworthiness ofthe findings that are particular to this study sample. Hiese longer

interview responses provided a rich and fiill context ofmeaning that was relevant to the

study, to the integrity ofthe reported findings, and to the exploration ofnew theory.

The results and findings ofthe qualitative interviews will be organized around a

description of their lives before coming to Canada and a description of their lives after

coming to Canada and the main emerging themes that developed related to the study.

4. 2. 1 Physicians ' lives and identities before coming to Canada

At the beginning ofthe interview, the participants were asked generally what their

life was like before coming to Canada. TTiey spoke mostly about their life as a physician

and what that medical identity and socialization provided. Several sub-themes em^ged

associated with being a physician and what that medical identity in their country gave

them prior to coming to Canada.

All of the FTP participants reported that they had their social and professional

medical identities established in their countries before they left to come to Canada. This

identification with the profession was strong whether they had woriced for a long time in

clinical practice or ifthey just finished their residency work. They described their lives

and social and professional identities with detail. Although the question was asked as a
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broad question related to recounting all parts of their life before coming to Canada, much

ofthe detail ofwhat they shared evolved around being a physician and the woii, purpose,

meanings, social status, respect, income, lifestyle, self-esteon and social networics they

had associated with this role.

4.2. 1. 1 Medical identity and work as aphysician .. i j«'y ti>ii,ij7 vju:

before coming to Canada

Hamid described that he had a well established professional life in his country prior

to emigrating, and he was happy socially, and professionally. He described that his

employment as a physician was related to having a good income, a good life, high self

esteem and enjoyed the respect that he received. He reported his professional medical

identity as being associated with having purpose and meaning, social status, a good

suitable income, responsibility, a social and community network and high self esteem:

... we were doing lots ofreconstructive surgery there ... Ihad a goodjob there. I

was regional manager. I was doing lots ofcoordinationjobsfor these clinics that

we had there. Ihad a very good income andgood salary ...so that 's basically what

you want to have. Respect ... like a good life, good incomefor sure ... I had no
problem economically. Iwas set up well there rather than here, cause I don 't work
here. Once I became doctor and then I knew it was a different life, and like

having a life, and kind ofenjoying having respect and ... like having a life within

that community and the needs ofthosepeople ... like it was kind ofa good life ...

the professional life was good So I used to like it there.

Enrique was well established in his profession in his coimtry, which allowed him to

have respect, a social status equivalent to a high middle class, an opportunity to help

others and a good position. He stated:

/ used to work in the emergency department there, always as afamilyphysician ...

probablyfor seven years... You can live well ... It is a goodprofession ... I would

say it 's like a high middle class. Everybody kind ofrespects you. And always the

physician has the position ofsomebody who helps, or somebody who gives

something... to people, it's a goodposition in the social environment.
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Ncpwr finished his undergraduate medical degree, got his medical license and was

woildng further on his clinical training before he came to Canada. Nanor explained:

Igraduatedfrom medical school ... Igot[aj scholarship ... I did about 7, 8
months ofclinical training in different types ofsurgery... and then Ihad an
opportunity to come to Canada to observe.

Markus studied medicine abroad fix)m his birth country. He was very enthusiastic

about his medical career and expressed that it gave him purpose and meaning to help

others. He did not refer to specifics ofincome or woric before coming to Canada. He

expressed that he would like to have the chance to go back to his own country to help his

people, but the length ofthe civil war, which lasted for many years made him change his

mind, and he came to Canada. He declared:

When you engage in the medicalprofession, yourfirstpart is to do somethingfor

the people. There is the material gain also, but thefirst thing thatyou have in mind
isfinishingyour studies and come and help the world And the world needs you,

that 'sfor sure. So ... when Ifinished that was my thought ... I wouldgo to [my
country] and start working right away, helpingpeople..

Carmen expressed excitement with her prior residency program, the excellent

employment and teaching opportunities that professional medical identity gave her, and

how pleased she was with her profession before coming to Canada. She declared:

And Iwas in my secondyear ofresidence when Igraduated But Iwas going to

specialize more. I was working as a doctor too, and I was having otherjobs. / was
an assistant ofsurgery to orthopedic surgeons. And I was a teaching assistant in the

university in my specialty ...

Minh worked for an international pharmaceutical company before emigrating to

Canada. He said that he had an easy life there and related the good income and good

social status to his professional medical identity: "... my life before I came to Canada

was an easy life ... Hived comfortable with myself ... I workedfor apharmaceutical

company. I earnedgood money and ... I didn't have to work hard"

.
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Sophia was in an advanced stage ofher [specialty] residency experience, v/hsa she

interrupted her professional program because ofmaternity leave. After that, all her family

emigrated to Canada. She shared that physicians had a high income in her country of

origin and related that high self esteem and high social status was attached to her

professional medical identity:

Iwas working in a hospital in [city], the biggest city in [my country], and Iwas
doing [specialty] residencyfor three years. In [my country] the educational

directive ... it 's all merit based You have to be really good to go to medical school.

So people hold them in very high selfesteem, and they are paid qiute well too.

Titere you would have high income ... and social status.

Juan was well employed in the academic medical field, and was practicing as a

[specialty] physician before coming to Canada. He related the professional medical

idootity to having employment, social status and high expectations fix>m others, but not a

high income. He stated:

In my country I have a very busy life ... Iworkfor two universities as a lecturer, as

a professor and ... also I workfor a [institution] as a specialist ... I

have anotherJob where I have to [do] ... evaluationsforpeople who wanted to

participate ... in some[activity] ... I think the social status ofbeing a physician

is very hard ... people expect a lot ofyou because you are a doctor, but anyways

the income thatyou earn is not so high.

4. 2. 1. 2 Social and community networks before coming to Canada -tj

Most ofthe interviewees had a network of friends and family prior to coming to

Canada with much oftheir friendships associated with their profession and work

relationships.

Juan had a well established friendship network back in his country, and he stated:

We meet ourfriends every weekend generally... we share some experiences ... from
time to time we have parties and often we havefamily meetings, celebrating

birthdays... havefriends andmy wife also havefriends andfamily and we visited

them often.
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Hamid expressed that he had a good life and friends back in his country: "/ was

really satisfied with my life there. I had lots ... big bunch offiiends, both within the

organization where 1 worked and at a hospital where I worked I still have contact with

them.

"

Minh said he had a lot of friends and family and they spent time together:

/ had a lot offiiends, Ispent a lot oftime with myfiiends, myfamily
cause myjob is very easy. Ijust had to spend I or 2 hours a day
and the other time Iwasfree.

Manor had a small, but significant fiiendship networic before coming to Canada, and

stated:

In [my country] I had maybe a couple ofvery goodfriends, andfriendsfor me I

mean ...the wordfriendship is very importantfor me. I had 2 or 3 very good
friends, and then Ihadjust the otherfriends who I would hang out withfrom the

university.

Enrique had a family and reported making close physician friends at work. His wife

also had another friendship group, and they spent time together. He stated:

... ourfamilies live there ... my wife'sfamily and myfamily, and aunts, uncles,

grandfather, grandmother ...the group offriends where I used to work as a

pl^sician, they were jfewjphysicians ... we made a real attached relationship with

them ... like more than work mates or co-workers. We used to befriends with each

other. Also with my wife [we had] high school mates... like we have another hind of
group.

Carmen reminisced about her family and her fiiends, and stated:

Also, I have a very closefamily. I need my twin sister. I needmy sisters, brothers,

and nephews so it 's a verypart ofme ... very important that I need to continue to

get connected And I have very good twofriends that we left [our country] at the

same time. They went to Chicago.

Many in the interview study group presented a prior picture ofa strong social

network of family members, friendships, colleagues at the university and colleagues in
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the workplace. Those vAio were married also expressed how they had close relational

networics with family, friends, other physicians, woric colleagues and connecticms oftheir

partner before emigrating to Canada.

Juan described his social networks and community participation mostly around his

engagements at the university: "/ was involved in education that is some kind of
'

communityparticipation.

"

Minh felt he was not greatly involved in civic cooununity participation outside of

work but stated:

/ was ... sometimes ... [involved in] my community, have like a meeting or

concerns, and Iwent to [city] at that time. Iwas some gentlemanfrom
the ... professor of[ajfamous hospital in [city]...

Interviewees referred to their participation in community matters as mostly related to

their involvement in professional meetings, woric meetings, or university and educational

affiliations. All ofthese civic participations revolved aroimd their professional social

networks and medical identity. The move to Canada and losing their status as a physician,

would initially remove some ofthose areas of familiar civic engagement, social

friendships, social networking and community participation for this groiq).

4. 2. 1. 3 Housing before coming to Canada v . ^ h S' y.d

All the interviewees were asked about their housing circumstances in their countries

before coming to Canada. A few did not comment much on this, while most spoke freely

of their prior living circumstances.

Hamid reported that he lived comfortably in housing in his prior country as

physicians were used to and stated: "/ hadmy own apartment ... furniture and belongings

... andgood decorated "
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Sophia reminisced fondly ofher home before coming to Canada, and afiGnned:

"I still have my house back home. It 's afour bed-room house. I have a home there and it

has ayard ... just like houses over here... dining room, kitchen, family room. It's a big

house.

"

Enrique reported that the income was not too high as a physician in his country but

that it could provide for good housing: " You can live well ... you can have access to ...

in this case an cpartment or like a cottage or a little <q>artment".

Juan had lived with his ^inily in an qiartment in his |mor country. Minh did not

state anything about housing in his country. Manor used to live with his mother when he

was still medical student Markus lived abroad from his country of origin to complete his

medical degree. Before he left his country, he was living in a refugee camp. He did not

comment nor describe that experience fiirther. Carmen did not describe her prior housing

situation.

Some ofthe participants felt that their housing circumstances were an important part

of their lives and described a part ofwho they were prior to coming to Canada. The

researcher felt for some, it was not the most important part of their description of life

prior to Canada. However, for those who had been in a refugee camp or who showed

emotion at missing their home, it was evident that it was painful to share this and so they

did not add too much detail even when the researcher invited them to share more.

4. 2. 1. 4 Reasons to come to Canada

All ofthe interview participants talked about their strong and particular reasons for

making the decision to come to Canada. The list ofreasons given were: violeiK^, stress.
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family reasons, marriage, economic reasons, education, a perceived unfair medical

system back home or unfavourable political situations in their respective countries.

All 8 participants are represented in Figure 1 . All ofthem expressed their particular

reasons to come to Canada. The main reason that many ofthem came had to do with their

experiences ofviolence, war and stress in their prior countries. Two participants

expressed that they did not want to come to Canada and came to follow their husbands.

Reasons to

come to

Canada

Violence, war and

stress

Family reasons/

marriage

Economic reasons

Educational reasons

Unfair medical

system

Figure 5. Reasons for coming to Canada.

Juan 's main reasons for coming to Canada were because ofthe viol^ice and stress

in his country and he reported:

... a very main reason was the violence that isfrom it 's all over [my coitntry]..At

last at least 40 years 50years now. And also, notjust the political but the

economical situation ofthe country ... the city is so huge thatyou don 7 think it is

violent. Butyou canfeel it ... Ididn V see [it] but my wife and rrty son were very

close to the bomb, and the glasses were broken ... in the apartment. It was very

stressfulfor us ...But the violence in [my country]you have more odds to be killed

anytime. And especially because ofmy child... Because my country has the number

^
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one ... the highest number in kidncqyping in the world.

Enrique was already married in his country, but he was worried about being able to

establish a family and to have children in his country of origin because of fear. His

strong, personal experiences with violence made him change his mind about his family

growing up in his country and he made plans to come to Canada. He stated:

...we had un incident in the hospital where Iused to work. There was a guerilla

grotqj... [group ofpeople] ... they had the names, phone numbers and every [bit of]

datafrom the physicians who used to work in emergency, and they started extortion

[of} us ... askingfor a money ... we gave two months to them ... it's crazy. So it's

an uncomfortable situation because you never know what is going to hapjyen. So a

friend ofone ofthe physicians used to have three little kids, and the kidnapped one

ofthem. ... Imean it 's not safe to stay [there]. We got married, and we moved to

Canada in [fewyears ago].Once we move here we say, 'oh, maybe we could have

one kid

'

Sophia and Carmen came to Canada because of family issues and to follow their

husband's career. Sophia came to Canada since her husband decided to immigrate in the

business class category and she followed him. The two persons who came to Canada

because oftheir spouses' decisions and family issues, both expressed discontent with

coming and this could be because the decision was imposed by another. Hie decision to

come has had negative outcomes related to the loss of their own professional identity and

potential to work in their profession in Canadian society. These persons not only

experienced the shared disappointments that the other physicians expressed with not

being able to be a doctor in Canada, but they had the additional experience of feeling like

they had no control and did not make the choice themselves to be here. Gender played a

role in their situation. Both indicated that in their religious and ethnic cultures (Muslim,

Latin American), it is normal for women to follow the career ofthe man.
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Sophia had witnessed bomb blasts and gun fights at home. However, she said she

came to Canada to follow her husband and his work. If given the choice, she said she

would not have come. She stated:

It was my husband 's decision to come. He wanted to come because hisparents

were here... Pretty much most ofmyfamily is over here too... The immigration

[said] ... there were noJobsfor doctors. So I wasn 7 heppy to come here. I wasn 't

hcqrpy. Isaw a lot ofthe bomb blasts andgunfights.

The second female in the interview sample came to Canada because ofher husband,

but she indicated that if she had been given the choice ofmaking her own decision,

probably she would not have come. She felt she had to follow her husband. Carmen

a£Qrmed: "[I came] actually because ofhim [her husband]... he landedajob with a

Canadian company, and that 's why I came to Canada.
"

Hamid came to Canada because he married to a Canadian who had a similar country

backgroimd as his own. He also reported experiences with war, violence and stress.

And the reason why I'm here, and what I'm doing here is my wife. She has been

living in Canada many years ...We are relatives ... and [in rny country there is] '

post-traumatic stress itself, and ofcourse some psychologicalproblems

that exist within our community due to the war ... during the war we had all this

kind ofviolence. It was notjust against women and children, but against everybody.

Minh came to Canada mainly because he married a Canadian with his country

background and secondly because ofwhat he described as the unfair and corrupt medical

system back in his own country that required money to get a position. He stated:

Icame here because ... first ofall because ofmy wife [The] second reason is the

unfair medical system... they don 't have a clear ndeforphysicians ... ifyou have

relatives [who] work in hospital before, you have money, you can get in... [it is]

very difficult to get in... [you have to give] moneyfor the person who [is] in

charge ofthat hospital under [the] table. ,. ,
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Nanor came to Canada to woik in an ofBcial observer position at a university

hospital, and he stated: "Igraduatedfrom a medical school m 2001. and then [after 7

months] I had an opportunity to come to Canada to observe."

Before Marhis went to a medical school abroad fixjm his country, he had been

living in a refugee camp. Markus did not state that the violence in his coimtry had

traumatized him, because he grew up in a war-torn country where the violence was lived

as being a normal part of life, according to him. The researcher felt there was more to his

story. When he finished his medical degree, he said he went to Canada because the

country where he graduated sent some young physicians to Canada through a political

arrangement. He was reluctant to clarify how this occurred even though he was asked

aboutit. . ym'yis^-ed ld:--'f_'t ro^'^ch .

• V =
.-.. i-- ,. '?:{

4. 2. 1. 5 Knowledge ofthe IMG Ontario licensingprocess before coming to

Canada

During the interviews, the participants expressed concerns related to the IMG

Ontario licensing process when they recounted consistent and unanimous anxiety about

their expectations ofbecoming a physician in Canada. Many interviewees had

misunderstandings prior to coming to Canada about the actual process of licensing to

practice in Canada. Some participants were not totally knowledgeable about the whole

process prior to leaving and a few ofthem still seemed to not understand how an IMG

could work through all the required process steps for licensing even now. Others had

researched the process carefully, but still had some ambiguity. For that reason, the

researcher explored how much they knew about the entire process, before emigrating to

Canada by asking additional questions: ""Wereyou preparedfor the IMG Ontario re-

licensingprocess?" *'How much didyou know about the process before coming to
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Canada?" The following comments on the process, prior knowledge ofthe process and

barriers identified where given in response to the additional question posed in the

interview.

Sophia did not know anything about the IMG Ontario process to become a

physician before she came to Canada. What ^le knew was that Canada did not havejobs

for IMGs at that time. She answered about her understanding ofthe process in relation to

her friends:

People like me, or myfriends, they came here with their husbands. They were not c

have to have a mindset about it. Ifyou know thatyou have to go somewhere or that

you are going to somewhere, then you startplanning along those lines.

Juan stated that he did not search for any information about the Canadian medical

license process, and stated: "Iwas notprepared I didn 't search ...in the website about

this medical license ... association.

"

-

Carmen had only imclear information from abroad \i«^ch did not specify anything

about the IMGO process, and she stated:

But the interesting thing was when we went through the papers, there was a lady

... [at the Canadian consulate in the country where they were living in]. And she

said to me "well Iwarnyou ... that it is very difficult being aphysician in Canada

'

Hamid had \cry littie information about the medical license process in Canada

before he left his country:

/knew it kind of, but I didn 7 hww it was that tough ... because I used to think

there will be a test ... ofcourse a medical -physical examination test ... like

probably two tests, but the way it is here ... it 's kind ofhard ...

Minh had no idea how hard and how long the process would take and stated: "When

I was in [my country], I heard that when we come here we have to study and take some

exams, but I couldn 't imagine how hard thatprocess was at that time.
"
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Nanor was surprised about the Ontario licensing process and the exams and said:

"Before coming to Canada I would never think I will end iq) doing the Canadian

examinations. I didn 't know what 's [anj International Medical Graduate. I didn 't know

what 's MCCEE etc ... I didn 't know anything about it.

"

Enrique commented that he did not explc»e the medical licoise process vdiile in his

country, and stated: "... it was veryfast between [when] we decUkd to go out [ofthe

country], and choosing Canada".
;>; -

, ti».r a . . •:!><*

Markus knew that he had to go through some exams for lic^ising in Canada, but he

did not realize how complicated the IMG Ontario process was going to be before coming

to Canada..

4. 2. I. 6 Summary ofFTP 's lives before coming to Canada .,

Most ofthe interviewees shared that their feelings ofpurpose and meaning; good

social status, selfesteem and respect; income and employment; and social and

community networics they had experienced previously were related with having a

professional medical identity and being a physician in their countries prior to coming to

Canada. Many described having good housing situations and Mendships before coming

to Canada. However, many were experiencing war and unrest in their countries.

Juan, Hamid Minh, Nanor, Sophia, Enrique, and Carmen did not know enough

about the IMG Ontario process before emigrating Sophia and Carmen knew some ofthe

difQculties ofbecoming a physician in Canada before they arrived. Carmen was told

about the difficulties by the Canadian consulate in the interview, but was given no details

as to viiy, and she felt that ""^once there, it is not impossible."^ _,., ,.
,
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Juan, Hamid, and Mirth, described being engaged in some community and civic

social participation in their countries before they came to Canada. Most ofthe

participants were actively involved in their medical, educational, hospital or work

communities before emigrating and tiiis provided friendships mostly related to their

professional relationships.

Jucm, Hamid, Minh, Enrique, and Carmen described having a good income and

social satis&ction in their countries prior to coming to Canada. The participants had an

identity affiliated with being a physician in their country and employment and

experiences related to this.

All participants reported having good self esteem prior to coming to Canada and

that much of their selfworth was associated with being a practicing physician. The

respect and recognition firom others was embedded in their professional position and

status in their societies. They had relationships with others and a feeling ofbelonging to a

group, the group called physicians and this belonging helped fiame a big part oftheir

overall identity and self worth. Each had important and critical reasons to leave their

countries, and to come to Canada. The main reasons had to do with leaving violence,

stress and war, and the second main reason was for marriage and family reasons.

The physician role that they were engaged in, for their previous society permitted

them to build a particular lifestyle, social networks and to acquire a specific income

related to their medical career. In addition, tiiey reported inhabiting an established

identity and a recognized and respected position in their respective societies, and that this

social, medical, professional identity was accompanied with feelings ofhigh personal self

esteem and social status that they experienced in their communities. Employment,
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relationships and particular accomplishments led them to live and maintain a definite

social position of responsibility and purpose unequivocally related to their professional

medical idraitity prior to coming to Canada. < • . t

,
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country, and a in a new community. However, non-licensed physicians have additional

challenges related to re-establishing their medical identity, paying for and studying to

take exams to get their licenses while doing all the other challenging tasks in the process

ofresettlement The foreign-trained physicians in this study could not work in their

profession at the time ofthe interviews and tMs led many ofthem to find other, what they

considered to be temporary alternatives for work or for volunteer and educational

experiences. Many tried to find work experiences as close to health care as they could.

The participants shared their experiences with settlement in Canada in the

interviews and described some ofthe processes, tasks that needed to be accomplished,

things they completed successfijlly and things still not satisfactorily completed for them.

Participants talked about their goals of re-licensing as a physician in Canada; housing and

living arrangements; language training and experiences; volunteer or paid employment;

educational experiences; fiiendships and community participation; feelings of selfesteem

and self worth; and their health as parts oftheir settlement and life experiences since

coming to Canada. Some described their present life as a story of its own in Canada, and

others described it in contrast to tiie story and life they had before coming to Canada and

went back and forth in describing various life experiences and timefirames. However,

their discussions ofemployment and trying to regain their professional status were

primary to their stories and overshadowed their discussions and narratives regarding all

other experiences with resettling in the new society. All participants expressed that they

had a strong social and medical identity established in their countries before emigrating

to Canada. However, no matter what question was posed the discussion went back to the
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core of their lived experiences — the desire to be a physician again and their struggle to

get licensed again.

The interview participants described that they are still struggling to rebuild their

lives in Canada, and that they are still trying to reach the goal ofrecovering their

professional medical identity. The main prerequisite according to them to successfidly

reach this goal is to get their medical license thoiigh the established IMG Ontario process

that involves: application, a series ofpayments, study, exams and strict and sometimes

inaccessible residency clinical requirements to be re-licensed in Ontario. Only after this

long and challenging process can they reclaim what they previously had - their medical

identity, status as a physician and an opportunity to woric once again as a physician.

While engaged in this licensing process they reported being engaged in other resettlement

process tasks and trying to accomplish everyday living, making an income and raising

their families.

The main themes that emerged fix)m the qualitative interviews about their lives after

coming to Canada had to do with: (1) the importance of regaining the medical identity;

(2) resettlement experiences and barriers; (3) the re-licensing process to become a

physician as a major barrier; (4) changes to their self-esteem and changes to their health.

The core theme had to do with the loss of their professioiud medical identity and trying to

regain it, and most other experiences and themes flowed ftom this. The sub-themes and

relationships between themes were also explored.

4. 3. 1 The importance ofregaining the medical identity

All of the participants stated that becoming a physician in their prior countries was

a high accomplishment and had been a difficult challenge because it was very
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competitive to get into medical school. All ofthem had already met the barriers and

challenges to become a physician the first time in their country of origin. To get into

medical school, in and of itselfwas reported as building a strong affiliation with being a

doctor, and with the institutions ofmedical practice in their countries. All participants

expressed how important their professional identity was to their overall personhood and

self identity. All ofthem felt they had already passed the entrance barriers, financial

expectations, exams, residencies and the rigor ofbeing accepted as a physician. The loss

of this part ofthemselves was the main theme ofthe interviews. Many were discouraged

to have to go through re-licensing and proving themselves all over again, even though the

outcome was so very important to all ofthem.

Juan was very concerned about his medical career, and wanted to be licensed as a

physician in Canada because he believed that his medical career was more important than

anything else in his life. He stated;

... you can define identity in many ways... But I think it affects ... in some wayyour
identity because you are defined byyourjob in some way, and ifyou choose your

life to be aphysician, it 's something thatyou wanted ... thatyou liked to do.

Minh was apprehensive about the process and his prospects of success, and he

wanted to become a doctor soon in Canada. He felt undervalued and experienced very

low self esteem without it He expressed that he felt he had lost his identity. He said:

So Iassumed that now I was not a doctor cmymotre (laughs)... it's difficult.

Sometimes I ... thought that I was not a doctor, but sometimes Ifeel it 's very, very,

very hardfor me because ...I had been studying very hard to be aphysician in

[myprior country]... Like ... complex ... in my life, in my thoughts... About ... that

between I was a doctor and now I was [am] nothing.

Hamid wanted to re-establish being a physician again as soon as possible. He stated:

Well, ifI have the choice to become aphysician [in Canada] ... ifI couldgofor my
residency in one ofthe hospitals, andprobably writing the test the sooner the
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possible, I would have preferred thing that... to get my license, and... start to

practice as a physician.

Nanor said he was a veiy enthusiastic graduate student and had successfully

proceeded to woik and study in the medical eicademic field. Even though sometimes he

thinks he could be a researcher, he still prefers to be a surgeon again in Canada, and

peiiiaps to do research in his area of practice. He is conscious ofthe financial advantages

ofbeing a surgeon over being a researcher in Canada. His desire is to become a physician

again to recover a part of himselfwhich he felt was lost

Isee lots ofthings and every time Igo to morning rounds at 7 am, I think, Ishould

do [the] exam. I should get where I want. I should become one ofthem, Iknow this

is a psychological thing again, but it is a method... why am I worse than them? No,

it's not that question, but I know if... it wasn 't that difficult to become a doctor. It

was like very straightforward... like one exam or two andyou 're in Um, it would

have been so good ifI was in the system [already].

Sophia had lived in Canada for many years. When she came to Canada, Sophia

initially perceived that there were no opportunities for IMGs to get into the Canadian

medical system. She has gone through the long IMG Ontario exam process, but still did

not get a residency spot She wants to become a physician in Canada "at any sacrifice."

She did not consider herself as a doctor in Canada. She lost a big part ofher identity, and

she said she needs to recover it at any sacrifice. She affirmed:

/ would never mention that I'm a doctor here in Canada ... because I'm not

working, and I don 't have a license ... Call myselfa doctor over here?(Laughs). Hi
my name is ... (last name), and I've been here in Canadafor 9 years. And if

somebody asks me what were you back home. Ya, then maybe I would mention that

I was a doctor back home.

Enrique came to Canada a few years previous. After living one year in Canada, he

particularly missed his medical profession, the hospital environment and his patients. He

expressed pride in being a physician and had high selfesteem attached to this. Because he
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did not get his Canadian medical license yet, he is not recognized as having this

profession, and he now considered himselfwithout a place because he feels like nothing.

He lost a big part of his identity. He was concerned about getting his medical license in

Canada and had just started to engage in the IMG licensing process.

. . . But after a year, you started missing whatyou areprepared to do. Likeyou want
to be again in ... in the hospital environment, and the patients... So it is quite hard

to compare the professional life you used to have inyour country and the life you
have here. ...In health [care]I thinkyou have to go down and start all the way
back tq). So let 's say the hardpart at the moment is realizing that it is so difficult to

get there again ... To be a physician again. ... Here sometimes I like to say that

I'm a physician, and Ifeel kind of good But sometimes Iprefer not to say that

...It 's a very hard situation to be in the middle of everything. ... So you are kind of
without aplace.

Carmen has been living and woridng in Canada for many years. Even though she

has worked in the health field, she wants to become a physician because she feels like she

is dying everyday in Canada. Her professional medical identity is lost, and mostly it was

not her choice, so the biggest part ofher identity is gone according to her. She said:

So when Isaw that we were going to stay, I said I'm going to do something about

my medical career because it 's my passion. It 's some part ofme that I cannot give

tq>. It 's like ifsomebody has taken apart ofmy life ... either recovery or Ifeel that I

die every little ofinch of[me]every day. And it 's really hard to live like that.

Markus stated that being a physician is a learned profession with a strong identity.

He observed that medical students generally have high self esteem and this is developed

and brought out in the medical school, where their professional medical identity is

initially shaped:

Andyou see changes in the personality in thefirst year. Those studying nursing

were more open, more into the parties etc ... and they were the same people ... Just

students in medicine are more focused more serious, don 't want to talk to

anybody, they have this high self- esteem...and it was interesting to have noticed

that they come in the same way but due to the profession ... they aren 't the same ...

it 's learnable.
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4. 3. 2 Resettlement experiences and barriers

Participants were asked about their life since coming to Canada Most oftheir

responses had to do with not being able to claim their physician status and identity in

Canada. They described their experiences in resettling and their lives now attached to

employment, income, housing and social networks. They described the barriers and

facilitating factors they encountered related to resettlement and attainment oftheir goal to

be re-licensed. Many of their comments were described in association with the core

theme. '
*

,^

4. 3. 2. 1 Employment experience after coming to Canada.

Figure 7 summarizes the variety of employment experiences, alternate work and

limited opportunities for employment FTPs described by the study participants since

coming to Canada. Many ofthe work experiences have been for low or no income. The

lack ofhaving a suitable income and work related closer to their professional background

led many ofthem to feelings of isolation, loneliness and a lack ofbelonging. As a result,

in a variety ofways, many ofthem expressed feeling a lower sense of self-esteem.
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finding ajob in another professional activity should re-licensing take a long time or not

be successful. Some FTPs searched forjobs in the health care field, while studying for

the IMG licensing in Ontario. Some were working in any job available to cope with their

lack of financial resources and to supply for their family and personal needs.

Juan is a specialist physician from South America. He arrived in Canada a few

years prior to the research. Presently, he is finishing a Master's degree, and his goal is to

work as a researcher in the interim because he needs a job. He realizes that woridng as a

researcher, will support his studies to go throi^ the IMG Ontario licensing process, and

to support his family. He worked as a volunteer where he gained good experi^ice in the

health care field. He stated:

/ worked as a volunteer. [I] was a coordinator of ... volunteer group that deals

with a diabeticpeople in a Community Centre ... and in some way we were the

liaison between the Latinpeople and the centre, I also worked as a researcher, and
it was a very good experience ... and they advised us to stucfy English.

Hamid decided to pursue a Master's degree, and more recently had set an interim

goal to get ajob as health promoter to raise his family. He said he did not know initially

what he could do in life besides being a physician and he was still eager to get his

medical license in Canada as soon as he could. He expressed discouragement because he

was not doing what he had planned in life:

Andfor me, I know it 's challenging life here. I started to go back to school. Now
I'm doing my make-upfor Masters at [university] which is kind ofa change. But of
course ... like all the physicians, they're trying to work as a physician because this

was the initial goal why we started to go to medical school IfI don 't be a

physician, what will I be? IfIdo my Masters then [I] can get ajob because Iwon 't

be economically able to stay that long and after two years, then thir^ about

preparingfor the exam.
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Ncmor was engaged as a Master's student and as a paid research fellow. He

explained how being in the health field and working with other colleagues made him still

felt included and recognized and this elevated his selfesteem. He stated:

So I was observing and then one offaculty members offered me to stcy as a
researchfellow. I stayedfor another year. Professionally I was excited IJust

recently got an award ... so right now Ifeel the recognition by everybody, but not

before. So nowprofessionally Ifeel way better than when Istarted And then

professionally Istartedfeeling like apart ofthe team doing some work equivalent.

I'm a researchfellow. I'm recognized ... I started [to earn] money.

Carmen in the early years of living in Canada dedicated her woric to taking care of

her children and taking re^wnsibility in the home. She explained the implications of

being a woman and going throi^ the IMG Ontario process and having little time to

dedicate to studying because her work to the family. She explained: :

Andfinally I studied here, trying to take the medical American [Canadian] exams.

Thenfinally I didn 't because Igotpregnant and I had my second child So Ihad to

dedicate my life to the children ... so it was hard
,

Sophia also reported on this re-entry to the work phase after being in Canada for a

while and stated:

// is hard when you come here... Thefirst three years ofstarting out ... even though

you 're settled back home, butyou 're starting offover here. It takes a lot ofmoney
to get settled andfindjobs. Andmy husband had to start his money too. So I

couldn 't work in something... and even when Icame Ihad a one year old one

[son] ... and it was hardfor me, but I triedfor the medical exams. But I didn't

have that much timefor the exams.

Juan was concerned about finding a job, because he needed to support his family,

and also needed time to study for the IMG Ontario licensing process. He reported that he

experienced high levels of self pressure, and pressure fiY>m his family and fiiends to

become a physician in Caiuida. He expressed humiliation while receiving welfare and

social assistance and being limited to working in odd and low pay jobs.
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IfI don 't get ajob here, I have to go and leave. I have to immigrate again to the

States, to Australia, to Europe, Spain, Brazil ... anyplace that can offer me ajob...
like researcher or physician. But Idon 7 like the kind ofjob thatyou can get here as

a cleaner, or as a clerk Idon 't think this is good and notfor me ... I thinkyou look

for somethingelse ifyou are not allowed to work as aphysician ...

He spoke ofthe pressure from selfand others and how his selfesteem has gone down and

he does not feel smart anymore himselfor in the eyes of his family:

... the pressure that comesjrom yourfamily... from society, fromfi^iends... but there

is a very PiighJ self-pressure. Self-pressure about ... you are not able, andyou are

not smart enough ... you are stranded ... you 're not at home, you 're thinkingyou
don 7 have the capacity to be aphysician anyway ... maybe you are underestimated

... your capacities, becauseyourfamily thinks ... you don 7 have the capacity to be

a physician anyway ... thefamily [members] thinkyou are not smart.

Hamid had a new baby since coming to Canada, and he compared his previous

economic status before coming to Canada, with his current status. He was discouraged,

and unemployed and expressed feelings ofhumiliation. He borrowed money and he did

not know vdiat his financial situation would be in the future. He stated:

/ had no problem economically [before]... I was set up well there [in my country]

rather than being here, cause Idon 7 work here. I don 7 have ajob. I reallyfeel I

have tofind ajob ... be any kind. As ajull-time student I applied ... and I didget

moneyfrom OSAP as a loan.

Minh searched forjobs and found only ones with low pay. These odd jobs made him

tired and made it difficult for him to attend his English classes. He identified this kind of

job as a barrier to being able to study for his license. He said:

/ try [tried] tofindwork ... Igot it as a cleaner ... Iwas [am] [the] husband in

family. In ... my culture the husband has to work and ... and the man ... is the main

[head] in thefamily ... Ifeel [felt] very tired Because thatjob I have to begin at II

pm andfinish ... about 5 am, and when Igot home I'm [was] very tired ... and I

had to sleep. I couldn 7 go to English school.

Markus had been working in short term self employed contracts to supply his

financial needs. He rep)orted that according to lower paid employees he has spoken to
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who make minimum wage, that physicians in Canada are perceived as belonging to a

high class in the economic and social hierarchy. Being a physician and working in a low

pay scale is unusual according to other Canadians he has met, and they were astonished

that physicians were working at such jobs, wben they find out He really believed that the

reason he was working at suchjobs was because ofthe barriers in the licensing process

for IMGs. He stated:

Ijust did itfor a month [worked in a construction company] to get a 1,000 dollcjrs

for the [MCCEEJ exam. [At the greenhouse]... But once they knew I was a doctor,

they changed their way oflooking at me. And also there was ... a woman that

worked with me .... She 's Canadian... But then the third day, someone told her that

Iwas a doctor and that day when we started in the morning she was ... oh ...
' this

is how we live here the people oflow income. You shouldn 7 be here. You should be
savingpeople. ' Isaid 'yes, but it 's not up to me.' Butfrom there on, all the

conversations with her were all about me not being there.

Enrique got ajob at a health center after a few months of being in Canada, and he

reported that many times he is too tired after work to study for tiie IMG Ontario licensing

process. Markus also expressed being too tired to study:

And I was doing different things ...I did a kind ofpositionfor afulltimejob at [a

health centre] ... I don 't study now everyday. Some days at work it 's busy. So you
get tired and you get like you don 't want to do ariymore ... But the rhythm ofthe

study goes down becauseyou are doing more things during the day.

Markus has woriced in tiie health field in Canada and after finishing work he felt

tired and with littie time to study his medical courses. Even though he was single, he

stated: "/ work and then [do my] medical studies. That 's very tough. Evenfor me it 's very

tough ... because there 's no wayyou can cover it ... not it all.
"

Carmen, after living in Canada for few years as a homemaker and taking care ofher

children decided to look for a job. After looking for other available jobs in the health

field and being denied, she finally found work in home care and social work, and stated:
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And I couldn 'tfind anything in the healthfield. So I noticed that in the social work

field, or usingyour language as Spanish immigrant ofcourse, there were some
jobs...but ofcourse, [they were] in the low rankpay. I was working as a nurse. I'm

working as a community high-risk nurse ... community home visiting nurse. So it's

not the same [as] a clinician or clinical nurse in the hospital, thatyou can inject or

you can administer therapeutical [drugs] ... / carmot do arching ofthat. What
happens is I was so desperate to work for the experience that I started working in

the social workfield helping immigrants in the Spanish community. I started

doing... medical translations and interpretations.

Researcher's note: Her desire to have a professional identity was so very stroi^ that she

described her work as like a nurse and as a social worker ev^i though these are

professional designations in Ontario are under the Regulated Health Professions Act

(1991).

Manor lived the first months of re-settlement ^ing financial problems and it made

him miserable. He also felt loneliness and reported feelings ofbeing excluded. He stated:

/ was thinking I shouldgo back and I should have some money to continue my
living in [my country]. So [the]first 5 months werefinancially notgood caidmy
professional life at the hospital was not as good too because I was not apart ofthe

system. And that was kind ofa pressure on me, [and] loneliness occurred.

... Separationfromfamily. Ihaven 't seen my momfor three years and ...

they're more like problems ... )

Sophia remembered when her family settled in Canada, and how her &mily had

financial problems during the re-settlement period. She felt depressed and felt low self-

esteem. She explained how being a woman and being imemployed and without an income

has influenced her experience ofthe IMG Ontario process. She stated:

So I couldn 't work in something ... and even when I came I had a one year old one

[son]... I was not at the point that I couldgo to a doctor arui get a prescription. I

could deal with it ... the depression ... and low self-esteem. I could deal with it. I

still do. [I have some depression] sometimes, not all the time .But I had a bad time.

About three years ago ... [I]just stressed out. Just not being able to do ariything

and... you have to try to getyour license...

Carmen decided to look for ajob after a few years of living in Canada when her
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children became more independent She found some barriers in her quest for ajob, and

explained that her over-qualification was a barrier to find ajob in Canada. She stated: "I

started lookingforjobs, and they would tell me 'oh ... you 're over-qualified Go and

practice as a doctor' Like it was so easy (laugfis). So Iwasfinding the barriers.

"

4. 3. 2. 2 Experience with acculturation in a new country

Many of the interviewees spoke ofother expeii^ices related to dealing with a new

country and finding ways to learn about and to adopt to parts ofthe new culture. Juan

reported his experience of living in a new country, and in a new culture as being

dramatic. Not knowing the language and culture ofthe new country, and never have lived

in an English speaking country he found it to be a very stressful experience for him, and

he explained: "// was a very traumatic experience ... a very huge change when we came

because we were not used to the language, andwe were not used to the culture ".

Manor had been learning about the Canadian culture and integrating into it and did

not raise any big concerns about his acculturation. He enjoyed being in Canada and

stated:

I learned things. I'm interested in this country. Historically, this country is very,

very new. My country is three thousandyears old and like ifthere 's a house

... [like] this house is 100years old and it's a historyfor Canada. But, Ido
appreciate Canada.

Markus experienced this new society as different fix>m his place in the social system

in his own country and as a physician before. He talked about his work here in what he

felt was in a lower class. He stated:

... As a physician, and now that Ishould be looking because this is the waypeople
oflow [class] ... so now all the conversation is towards the social classes. Andyou
realize that ifI didn 't tell I was a doctor, everything would be different. But it was
interesting at the same time, to know a little bit more about the low classes ... how
theyfeel about this model ofsociety.
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Markus lived in a refugee camp in his country before going abroad to study

medicine. From there he came to Canada. He felt the model of society here was different

from tiie two coimtries v^ere he had lived.

4. 3. 2. 3. Housing after coming to Canada

Since coming to Canada the FTPs have had to find a place to live and their various

housing situations were recoimted in the interviews. Some described their new living

conditions of living in apartments, shelters, with relatives and in low rental places or

homes in contrast to what they had before. Many shared their challenges of finding a

place to call home and feelings of isolation and loneliness related to >^ere they lived.

Jium left his own apartment in his own country and came to live in a shelter

when he first arrived in Canada as a refugee. He explained that it was a consequence of

being unemployed and without an income. He had to live in a shelter with people from

different cultural and economic backgrounds. He felt living in a shelter positioned him

and his family in a lower social position than they were used to and it was humiliating to

him until they could get their own apartment:

i;

We lived in a shelter ... a shelter is a big house whereyou have to share everything

with peopleft-om all over the world... it was hard because I have [lived] ...for the

[last] tenyears with myfamily and it was a contrast, because we lived in our own
cpartment in Colombia... ...you need to cope with different cultures... we were

supported by the welfare system... . and they gave usjust money enough to pccyfor

an apartment in [City]...

At first, Hamid's family was Uving with his parents-in-law. He expressed

dissatisfaction with his lack ofprivacy, and he expressed humiliation to be supported by

them and having to receive donations ofold furnishings. He later rented an apartment and

stated;
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We used to live with herparents at herparents ' house ...my in-laws, butfor the

first three months, but then we had to [move] ... cause they have a bigfamily, and
you know ... and we needed our ownprivacy and our ownplace, so wejust moved
And now we live in an apartment.

Sophia was living with her parents-in-law v^en she first came to Canada and fondly

and proudly reminisced about her home back in her country which made the researcher

believe that her social status in Canada was not the same as she had before back in her

coimtry. She stated: "I still have my house back home. It's afour bed-room house. Ihave

a home there, and it has ayard ... just like houses over here. Dining room, kitchen,

family room. It 's a big house.

"

Enrique lived during bis first year in Canada in what he referred to as a "low level"

building. He did not appreciate that. After one year he got a fiill time job and he moved

into a better house. He stated:

We used to live in an apartment ... in a building ... only [it] was a low level ... a
low price. So fit] was [a] low level building. Finally, after one year we moved to a

rented house in a better neighborhood So ... I think Iwas lucky because I was

doing a volunteer in a health centre.

In this quote. Manor expressed dissatisfaction with his early accommodations in

Canada, his low finances, limited choices ofhousing, and the loneliness he experienced

in his housing circumstances and stated:

// was a tiny room ... even no bathroom ... no ... no washrooms in my room... lots of
people. And I had very little money to live ... And that was kind ofapressure on me,

be cause Ididn V like thatplace ... loneliness occurred

Several expressed satisfaction with their housing situations since coming to Canada.

Minh stated: "... we already have a place to live. " Markus was asked about his housing

situation vtiien he came to Canada up until now. He said that he have shared an apartment

with fiiends but did not express satis&ction or dissatisfaction.
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Carmen related that her husband is a successful executive of a Canadian company,

and before they had decided that Canada was a place to live, they had lived in other

places around the world. She did not refer to any housing problems, since adequate

housing was offered because ofher husband's business status and stated: "But, so I really

stayed ... agreeing because ofhis career too. He [her husband] was doing well, and I

said 'wellfor the kids it's good."

4. 3. 2. 4 Social and community networks after coming to Canada

Hamid reported that he does not have friends in Canada, and that his social life is

basically around his family. He did not have friends or acquaintances here as he was used

to because they did not have much in common and he felt isolated. He stated:

But coming to thefriend ...thefriendship, Idon 't really havefriends here. I don 't

really havefriends cause the reason isfirst ofall, I'm in here. And the second

reason is I don 't have social life. Idon 't socialize... maybe we don 't have anything

in common... exceptfor the siqyerintendent we used to say 'hi ' and that 's the only

conversation we have.

Enrique felt one of his top barriers since coming to Canada was not being able to

make social connections with others. He felt that was associated with not being with

other physicians and stated: "The second (barrier) will be the connection to the people.

When I came Iwasn 't introduced to aphysician, like a GP [generalpractitioner].

Nanor reported that he was very socially active, since coming to Canada, unlike

some ofthe others, and he had contacts with his own community where he lives. He

reported that he has many friends, a love in his life and social connections and this did

not allow him to experience much loneliness. He declared:

In the secondyear I had afriend who came with the same project to study here. He
did thatfor 6 months, so I was not that lonely. And he went back There 's a big

community here, 30,000people. I was involved Almost everybody knows me ...

almost everybody who is active in the community. I havefriends... there 's a huge
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difference between thefirstyear and[secondyear]. Ifeel very happy now ...

well recently I met, I think, the love ofmy life who is waitingfor me in our house

which is close to here...

Soi^a's life is dedicated to her fiunily and community women friends who are in

like circumstances. She stated: "People like me are myfriends, they came here with their

husbands. " Carmen also recounted that her friendship network was related to her

husband's successfril career, and this affected her successfril adaptation to the Canadian

culture. She explained: "/ wanted to tellyou that because we adapted to the Canadian

culture ... We madefrieruis. My husband did well in his career. So we had compare,

acquaintances. Wemadefiiends".

Markus was very enthusiastic about his work in an allied health care area since it

was still close to his medical career. In addition, he reported that he is engaged in sports,

participates in the community and has formed some IMG friendships. He did not talk "

specifically about his other personal friendships but that he was being involved in some

social and recreational activities such as basketball and bicycling riding. He stated:

Mostphysicians ...most ofthem marry a girlfrom their country. Because also in

your communityyou have this high standard andpeople are watchingyou, and they

wantyou in the community so they do their best to keepyou in the community.

4. 3. 2. 5 Language experiences and impacts after coming to Canada

Juan experienced some barriers like related to not knowing the English language at

first, and it made him feel isolated, and he stated: "The main barrier is the language....

they won 't talk to you ... and this is something that is very important ".

Minh had some problems understanding the IMG Ontario licensing process because

ofthe English language barrier, but he stated how he felt better as he started to study

English and it elevated his self esteem and connections with others:
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/ begin know a little English, and I begin tofind out about theprocess to become a

Canadian doctor. And Iget more upsetfiir because [it is] very tough. But one thing

different is [that] my English is getting better.[I] communicate with Canadians

better. And Ifeel better.

Enrique classified the language barrier as the most important barrier for him. He

stated:

Afterfouryears, I'mfeeling that I'm starting to understandpeople and
a little bit better to explain [to] people.... I think thefirst thingyou develop is

written, and only after many years you can developyour speaking. And that 's a

real huge obstacle.

Minh reported his experience ofnot having language fluency and how he felt

discriminated against as a result of this, and the negative impact it had on his selfesteem.

He reported the subtlety ofthose experiences:

I have some experience now with discrimination. When I went to a [store] ...to buy

something in the mall ... when I ... because my accent is very strong andpeople ...

couldn't understand me ... and Isaw some ... something in theirface, and Iknow
... they have some talk not good about me.

Markus recognized the strong language barrier through taking the TSE exam:

And Iknow people who have written the TSE ten times and they speak better

English than me, but I don 't know what happened. Ifthey get nervous or whatever

during the exam. And they haven 'tpassed it about 10 times... so TSE is becoming a
realproblemfor the IMG.

Manor reported his semi-traumatic experience at the hospital because of his accent

and how its affected his sense of belonging. He explained it:

Afyprofessional life at the hospital was not as good too because [ofan]

experience when one ofthe doctors asked me to read something. My
English was good but not as good as now, and I read with wrong
pronunciation ofwords ... pharyngeal .... I waspronouncing
it wrongly... just to makefun ofme, but Ifelt really uncomfortable

because my pronunciation wasn 't good. And then in thefirstfew months

they were talking reallyfast. I wouldn 7 understand what they were talking

sometimes. I was not apart ofthe system. I was observing ...lean re-call

semi-traumatic . .

.
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4. 3. 2. 6 Experiences ofSscrimination and exclusion after coming to Canada

Several participants reported feeling some discrimination and some described it as

more a subtle feeling of uncomfortableness and feeling different

Hamid felt he had experienced some discrimination and exclusio and stated: "Well,

I didn 7 reallyfeel exactly, but Iknow like ... there is something going onfor being [a]

different color".

Nanor explained his feeling about his experiences ofdiscrimination as feeling

more a feeling ofuncomfortableness.

But there is... some kind ofdiscrimination towards I think newcomersyou 're kind

oflost ... That 's sometimes when Ifeel out ofthe conversation. It 's not

discrimination Sometimes it comes to discrimination... Somebody said something

that I didn 't like and I though that itpassed the border ofuncomfortableness and

discrimination.

Enrique tried to explain what he felt was discrimination against IMGs generally:

/ think there is aproblem when we want to generalize. Because not all the IMG
are the same. So Canadians andprobably Americans also, they have a prototype on

the IMG. They think ofthe IMG as a sometimes a low level doctor who prefers to

drive a taxi, or clean or something instead ofpass the test ... but they don 't know

that the guy needs a house, needsfood, needs clothes. So many ofthem ... Canadian

physicians think about the IMGs as ... not trustful.... I think that 's the unfair thing.

Carmen expressed that the EMG licensing process itselfwas discriminatory against

the IMGs, and that this was contradictory and hard to understand because Canada was a

fantastic country open to accept reAigees and seen as a pioneer in many issues. She

stated:

Ido resent Canada ... a lot tome is a contradiction. It 's such a country open to

issues ofspace, ofmediation, ofunderstanding refugees, political issuesforpeople

in many, many ways. They are pioneers in a lot ofthings as a country, and as a

culture. I truly resent why they are so discriminatory and racist when it comes to

foreign-trainedphysicians. I don 't understand
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Markus referred to what he knew ofthe discrimination experienced by the aboriginal

population as an example of ^^lat he saw as similar discrimination experienced by

refugees and immigrants in Canada. Markus expressed his thoughts about this general

discrimination:

Definitely that [discrimination] will always be in society, with different classes and
all these philosophies that teach ... that democracy is based on. You will always

find this dimension ofself. You 've stayed ... here in Canada? It 's not spoken

about. People don 't show it, but it 's always there.

Markus referred mostly to the discrimination e}q)erienced toward EMGs regarding

re-licensing. Markus described v^iat he felt was a very strict selective process that could

leave room for discrimination since there was an excessive and higher number of

unlicensed IMGs in Ontario all competing for positions. He raised the possibility of

existing racism in the EMG Ontario process itselfand recounted the story of a friend's

experience:

/don 't care how many exams. What I carefor is after I wrote . . . after Iwrite all

Those exams, Ishould be in, because I have shown, and I have proved that I have

the knowledge, and I have the skills. I know somebody who has gone through the

IMG three times now. So he wrote the 3 Canadian exams, evaluating; qualifying

1; qualifying 2, wrote the American 2 exams, and have gone through the IMG 3

times; so he has 8 exams runv ... and he passes. Always he goes to the OSCE (It

staruJsfor objective structured clinical examination,..), but then in the OSCE they

don 't admit him because ... heJust can 't explain what is going on ... well actually

he thinks there is some racism going on... That 's what he thinks.

4. 3. 3 The licensingprocess to become aphysician in Canada as a
major barrier in resettlement

Gaining the Canadian medical license to practice in Canada is seen as the major

fecilitating factor in the re-settlement process according to these participants. However,

in reality, these interviewees found the IMG Ontario licensing process itself to be a major

resettlement barrier, since it is so long and often does not result in success for many to
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actually gain their license. They see the licensing process, as it is now as a huge barrier to

surpass for overall successful re-settlement for them. It is seen as the msqoT barrier to

many of the other goals: professional identity, income, self-esteem, housing and social

networks.

For these FTPs, to not i^actice medicine ever again represented the elimination of

the professional dream which they felt they had already accomplished. Through the

interviews, the participants talked a lot about the re-licensing process itself that they were

engaged in and their experiences and opinions of it They identified many problems and

barriers related to being able to successfiilly re-estabUsh their career and to actually get

their license in Canada. The barriers associated with re-licensing included: the niimber of

exams, the cost ofexams, the time involved, the lack of availability of residency spots,

the protracted length oftime, the institutional barriers and the obscurity of the process

itself

For many, the cost ofthe licensingprocess was identified as a problem. Juan,

Manor, Sophia, Carmen and Markus stated that the costs oftaking the required exams

were seen as exclusionary for those who were imemployed or employed in minimum

wage positions.

Juan stated that he did the MCCEE for the first time, and passed this exam. After

that he took the MCCQl and other exams and had to borrow money. He shared his

experience:

The qualifier one and I didn 'tpass. This is a lot ofmoney because thefirst one cost

1, 000 dollars and the second ... 650 [dollars], and on the other handyou have to

take the English exams, the TOEFL and the TSE, and [they are] 180 [dollars] each

one, andyou have to repeat [them] at least once or twice. The TSE that is very

hard I borrowed some money, because ifyou earn the salary that these people earn

it's not enough to take these exams ...
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Nanor stated that besides the high costs ofthe exams, the selection ofthose to

practice by access to finances is discriminative and unreasonable since foreign-trained

physicians could help the country but have little money for the licensing process.

// will be a burdenfor me to pay 1,000 dollarsfor GP [exam]. That 's huge money
... like I don 7 think there ifmaybe there are immigrants who are coming saving

50,000 dollarsfrom their country... I came with almost no support.

It is not right to not allow people who don 't have money to become specialists and
doctors. That is selection and that is discrimination IfI'm brilliant enough you
should help me to become whatever want to do, because I'm going to help the

country.

Sophia explained that even after the FTPs spent a great deal ofmoney and passed

all the exams, there is no guarantee that they will get a job.

Andpassing these exams does not make you ... make an assurance thatyou will get

a job. So it was a lot ofmoney at that time, and we didn 't have that much money. It

was 1,000 dollarsjustfor one exam and thenfor other exams there were different

fees.

Carmen described the high costs not only associated with the exams but also for the

resources to study the courses recommended by AIPSO: "...to be certified as a doctor

it 's very expensive. You need the money. They 're very expensive [the exams]. I have to

payfor resources to study. Ihave topayfor courses.^

Marcus stated that he would like to write the next exam, but he had no money at

this moment, definitely: " iflcmddget some more money I would be writing that written

examjust to widen mypossibility.

"

For some, the lack ofclarity ofthe IMG licensingprocess was identified as a

problem. Carmen and Markus shared many thoughts about what they described as an

obscure and unclear IMG Ontario licensing process. Carmen said:
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[It is necessary] ...to make it more transparent.. They have not been negative to

me. They have been helpful and I've been treated well. I don 't have any complaints

regarding them flMGOJ. With the government ... Idon 7 understandsometimes

their approach. Because they really need doctors, and they are putting [up] the

money, but on the other hand I don 't know ifthey... the system [will] to be Me to

meet the needs.

Markus claimed that it was impossible to interact directly with the examiners and

decision makers, because of all the IMGs trying to get residency spots. He shared his

experience with the IMG process in Ontario and having to prove his knowledge over and

over and still not being certain that he would be successful:

How doyou know what kind ofperson Iam ifIdon 't have the chance to show them

who I am. So it 's easy to say that ... 'ok, you have very good courses, but we don 't

wantyou in because wefound someone who is better than you. ' But how do you

know that somebody is better than me, ifyou haven 't interacted with both? I will

show them that I have the knowledge. But there is no guarantee that by showing

them, I will be in.

Many ofthe interviewees expressed concern about the number ofexams. Juan,

Nanor, Sophia and Markus stated that there were too many exams. Markus agreed that

having to do all those exams was difficult, but he objected mostly that even after doing

all those exams, he wasn't sure he could be successful. He displayed high anxiety about,

and disagreement with the IMG Ontario process and the exam process. About the numb^

ofexams, Juan stated:

I think there are many exams ... and the best way ofevaluating a physician

is seeing him or her in the practice. I think the practical one ... check the

answers and the attitudes of... theforeign physician and I think it 's the best.

About the exams, Nanor stated: " Ifit wasn 7 that difficult to become a doctor... [If]

it was like very straightforward ... like one exam or two andyou 're in.

"

Sophia explained that the system of exams in United States was different: "It's not

like that over there [US]. People pass ... a lot ofpeople pass. Some may not get a
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residency spot, but they stillpass. They 're still doctors. There 'sjust one examfor both

licensing and residency ".

Sophia described how it is difficult to explain people that she is still going through

tfie IMG licensing process:

[People] always ask me, 'Are you still doing exams? What kind ofexams is this

now? ' There are different exams. People don 't understand that there are Afferent

exams. Even my husband gets confused.. So they're complicated It's notfair. Their

own people [Canadians] don 't go through so many exams ...

Markus was not concerned about how many exams the IMG Ontario requires to

succeed in getting his medical license. He did feel strongly, however that after the IMG

completes all those exams successiully he or she should be able to be re-Ucensed and he

questioned the fairness ofthe license process. Markus explained: "And so, are you going

to tell me that with 5 or 6 exams written andpassed you don 't have the knowledge to

work? There 's no way. So it 's not about knowledge, it 's about quantity [ofexams].

"

Many discussed the problem ofhaving such few residency spots available for IMGs

and therefore, even after completing all exam requirements many are not able to complete

the last requirement of clinical practice in a residency. Juan, Hamid Sophia, and Markus

criticized the availability of such a small number ofresidency spots. The available

numbers did not increase in proportion to the current increased number ofIMGs living in

Ontario. There were only 200 residency spots available to IMGs living in Ontario

according to AIPSO (2004).

Juan explained: ""It's hard... it'sjust a very smallpossibility thatyou have because

at least there are 3,000foreignphysicians here and the positionsfor [residenciesfor] the

foreign physicians are 200 [each year]. " Hamid said: "And it 's very competitive because

chances are veryfew ... it's a longprocess.
"
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Regarding the licensing process^ Sophia stated:

IMGs? The written exam was out of1,000 [people] ... 994, something like that

their figure was ... but there were a lot ofpeople]... There are like 550 applicants

for 200 positions (laughs) They have 200 spotsfor IMGs ...for [beginning] level up

to the practice ready level.

Regarding residency spots, Markus was concerned about the number of available

positions and shared:

... it 's not about knowledge, it 's about quantity. So they wanted about 3 or 4 years

ago ... they were accepting between 25 or 75 people only ayear. But now they have

raised their numbers to 200 which is...which is good, but not great yet.

Markus stated that, even though the IMGs who pass the MCCQl and MCCQ2,

most ofthem will not get in the residency program because ofthe small number of

residency spots, and ifthe IMG does not get in the residence program, he or she will still

not get the medical license and will not be able to be called doctor.

Many expressed concern about the length oftheprocess to be able to get their

license in Canada. Hamid Minh, Carmen, and Markus strongly disagreed with the length

oftime it took to go through the re-licensing process. Generally, it takes firom 3 to 4 years

to wait to get into a residency program even after completing all exams requirements for

IMGs in Ontario (AIPSO, 2004).

Hamid strongly disagreed with the length ofthe licensing process because most of

the IMGs at the Welland AIPSO meetings have commented that four years was the least

amount oftime to get into a residency program aRer finishing the exams, even though

most never even reach this stage.

Minh related that the IMG Ontario process is very stressful, and many get depressed

after a few failures. He stated:

[the IMGs] have toface a lot ofstress, and [it is] easier to get ... depressed Easier
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than another group ofpeople. I will keep on going... to reach my goal. Quickly.

Anybody wants to go through thiaprocess as quick as they can ... because infact a
lot of physicians quite studying to become a physician because after afew years
trying ... they give up. And it 's very stressful... it 's very hardfor us. Youjust give

up.

Carmen relates the difTerences between engmeering field and the medical field in

order to get ajob in Canada. She explained as she sees the difference:

My husband came here with ajob offer as an engineer. He has worked all his life

as an engineer. He has never had to take an exam and he 's a professional. He 's a

successfid executive now ofa company. He never had to do arching.

Some expressed concern over the institutional barriers they perceive to being able

to get their license. Carmen and Markus believed that the power ofthe Canadian Medical

Association (CMA) through its divergent political ideas and its institutional influence,

was the central factor responsible for creating the lengthy and difficult licensing process.

TTiey identified the position ofthe CMA as an institutional barrier to IMG licensing and

success, Maiicus also felt there were institutional barriers to obtaining observer positions

that are fiindamental to getting a Canadian acculturation medical position to gain the

experience, understanding and skills to be able to work in the new societal context

Markus criticized the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons of Ontario, which claims

to want to keep the Canadian health care system as the best in the world for supporting

such a difficult licensing process for FTPs. He felt they used the claim ofhaving a good

health care system to convince the Canadian population those lengthy and hard exams for

IMGs, and a highly competitive process to get their medical license is required and

necessary. He felt ifthe Canadian government wanted to improve health care to

Canadians that a clearer process with residency opportunities would be more available for

IMGs. ^*^'
' '
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Figure 8. outlines the major hairier identified hy the interviewees as the IMG

Ontario licensing process and aspects ofthat barrier as described by the interviewees in

more detail.

The IMG Ontario

licensing process

as a major

barrier

Costs ofthe required

Exams for licensing

Number of exams

Few available

residency spots

Length of the process

Institutional barriers

Obscurity and lack of

clarity of the process

Figured. Hie licensing process as a major barrier and aspects ofthe barrier

4. 3. 4 Changes in FTP selfesteem and health status

TTris theme will discuss the findings ofthe study as recounted by the participants

related to changes in their self-esteem and their self-related health status during their

resettlement in Canada and their attempts to regmn their licenses and professional

identities. Participants shed light on aspects of self-esteem and health and relationships

between these factors emerged fiiom the data.

Self-esteem is the worth and regard one feels about self. Feelings of high or low

self-esteem are associated vrith how one feels about oneselfand this is known to be

developed often with influences fix)m the social context (Rosenberg, 1%5). These
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feelings can be influenced by life experiences, social engagements and interactions with

others, and many other factors. For the interview participants, much oftheir self identity

and self concept was attached to their role as a physician. Many ofthem had already

experienced high self esteem by being a respected physician with a professional status in

their countries prior to coming to Canada. These FTP's who could not presently woric as

physicians were at various stages in resettling in Canada, and this study was interested in

the impact resetdement and struggling to regain their professional identity may have had

on their self-esteem and health and whether health and self-esteem were related to one

another..

For those involved in the study, to be licensed again as a physician was seen as the

desired route that they wanted to take to pursue their future goals and careers. The present

licensing process was seen as a barrier to being able to ever practice again. They all still

strongly expressed their desire to be a physician again as the most preferred way to re-

establi^ themselves and to be hqjpy. These IMGs were clearly directing their lives to get

into the Canadian medical system. >r • ca-.*-

Resettlement barriers reported by refiigees and immigrants such not having their

inx>fessional license, imderemployment, lowered income, discrimination, exclusion,

language deficiency and some social isolation often placed them in a lower socio-

economic status which also contributed to lowering their overall self esteem. Their core

concept of self appeared to be that ofbeing a physician and over time not being able to

operate as a physician was negatively affecting their self-concept and self esteem.

All these experiences had placed this group in a new social role in the new society

as a newcomer, without a profession of their choice and without full use of their talents
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and skills. They were engaged in a long route to reclaim their professional id^itity. This

was believed to be a possible indirect and contributing factor influencing their overall

health status and their self-esteem. The qualitative interviews investigated the

connections between their professional medical identity and their selfesteem and health

during the resettlement period in Canada and found through their self-reports and words

that these were connected.

4. 3. 4. 1. Self-esteem andprofessional identity

Juan expressed sadness when he was asked about his selfesteem. He felt the

pressure that came from his &mily and friends, and his own selfpressure to become a

doctor again. He clearly did not feel good about himself at the present and was even

expressing doubt about how smart he is, and that something was wrong with him, since

he had not successfully made his way through the exams and to be a physician again.

Presently he felt under-valued, and was unable to successfully maintain a goodjob to

support his family, while studying for the IMG Ontario license at the same time. He

expressed the self pressure and pr^sure he feels from others to get his license and to

prove himself This pressure and stress has an impact on health.

... maybe you are ... underestimated ... your capacities because ifyourfamily

thinks ... that ifyou are not able to work as a physician maybe...you don 't have the

capacity to be aphysician anyway... Ya. [wet eyes].

Even thougb Juan reported that he might have to pursue a different professional

activity, he declared that he is under a lot of self-pressure to restore his professional

medical identity because it is what he truly has always wanted to be in life. He did not

like this pressure he placed on himself to be a physician again and seemed to have

suffered a lot from this.
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... as a human beingyou can be anything ... anything thatyou wanted to be ...

but there is a very [lot of] self-pressure.

Juan and Hamid expressed sadness when asked about their self esteem. Juan

expressed frustration, and said that the IMG should look for another career because it was

so difficult to re-license. Earlier he stated that the physician's career is more important

than anything else making the researcher beUeve that he now has mixed feelings ofhope

and lack of hope.

Hamid Minh, Enrique, and Carmen reported that they prefer to not tell people here

that they are physicians. They hide that they have this profession fix>m people because

they do not have their Canadian medical license. They felt they could not declare to

everybody who they really were. They reported that they felt shame and embarrassment,

and that their self esteem went down generally when they were not able to claim that they

were a doctor in Canada anymore.

Hamid staled:

I hide it. Idon 't want them to know that I'm aphysician. Idon 't tell them ...Iwon 7

tellyou unless I really have to. Because it's kind ofembarrassing ifyou ...if they

know you 're aphysician andyou don 't haveyour license... you don 't say it the way
... the self-esteem you hadand the courage you have to sayproudly to everyone that

you are a physician But here you can 't say it with aproud [pride].

Minh stated:

... sometimes. I don't want to tellpeople because sometimes... Iwent to theplace

where I work [worked] ... and her customer asked her about me, and she told them

that I was ... a doctor and they encouraged me a lot [and Ifelt]proud ofmyself.

In this regard. Carmen shared:

Personally myself ...I neverfeel good having to hide it. The only reason why I
'

"

don 't practice here is because they don 't allow me to practice. But on the other

hand, I noticed that as a country, and as a culture, I was never allowed to say I'm

Dr[name]... They take that awayfrom you. When Istarted working where I am,

they asked mefor myprofessional past, and they asked me what name and letters I
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wanted in myprofessional card. And naive ofme Isaid 'well, I'm M.D., and they

came back to me and said we were never be able to put thatforyou because

you 're not a medical trained ... 7 said what do you mean? Iam a doctor '... but

you 're not certified in Canada, soyou cannot carry the letters M.D. So I had to put

health specialist. Or sometimes Iput B.Sc. which is Bachelor [off Science. But it 's

not true, because Bachelor[of] Science is halfofmy career.

Carmen reported feeling low selfesteem, and a mixture of feelings such as

embarrassment, sadness, resentment, anger, firustration, and feeling that a part ofher has

died since she is not able to claim her professional identity.

Ifyou ask ttk, ifyou don 'tpractice medicine again, or whatever, Ifeel thatpart of
me is dead.... I willfeel embarrassment. I willfeel anger. I willfeel resentment that

I have dedicated the bestyears ofmy life to a medical career, and because of
destiny, Ifollowed my husband.... Why should I have (it - being a doctor) taken

from me?

Markus made references to his selfesteem, and that no one (even the politicians) can

take his knowledge away. However, you get the iminession that he is fighting to keep his

self-esteem intact: "But my self-esteem is still high because I know Ihave the knowledge,

and that knowledge ... no one can take it. Not even the politicians.

"

4. 3. 4. 2. Selfesteem and its connection to health
,

Juan was asked ifnot being a physician in Canada could have an affect on his

health. His answer was: "ofcourse ...it'syowjob. It's our career and our career is more

important than anything else.
"

Enrique related that he sometimes felt depressed mainly when the tests results

arrive, and he did not succeed. He almost cried, "Sometimes ... youfeel sad andyoufeel

like crying orfeeling ... you don 7 know ifyou 're doing the right thing.

"

KGnh, Sophia, Enrique, Carmen, and Markus all reported that their present lack of

having their professional medical identity was related with their experience of low self

esteem, frustration, and depression. For some, the loss of selfesteem was expressed as
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linked with feelings of depression. Some felt they lost their self-esteem altogether when

they lost their professional medical status. Minh stated: " [my selfesteem] goes down...

on the other hand it 's depress [depressing] ... I don 't know how to Ascribe thatfeeling

... a lot oftime Ifeel very depressed ... andfrustrated ... [shedding a tear.

"

Sophia stated:
'

^

Twos not at the point that I couldgo to a doctor andget aprescription. I could deal

with it ... the depression ... and low self-esteem. I could deal with it. I still do. [I

have some depression] sometimes, not all the time. But Ihad a bad time... [I was]

just stressed out. Just not being able to do anything and ... not get ... likeyou have

...you have to try to getyour license. •

Figure 9 connects the themes presented in the earlier section. The inability ofthis

!

sample ofFTPs to recover their professional medical identity in Canada was reported to

have led to unemployment, underemployment, having to get loans, and not feeling

included. All oftheses outcomes were reported to have an impact on FTP's self-esteem

by their experience of feeling undervalued, humiliated, embarrassed, fiiistrated and

angry. Many expressed the feeling ofhaving high pressure on themselves and feeling

powerless to raise their families as they wished. Participants reported that these

experiences had a negative impact on their self esteem, and that this in turn impacted on

their overall psychological health and many experienced feelings ofdepression, anxiety

'"• ''"''-
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and stress that resulted from their lowered self-esteem.

Not having

professional
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requirements

Underemployment
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Self
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^ ,
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Pressure/stress

from self& others

Impact

on overall

health

Figure 9. Loss of license and professional medical idoitity and impact on selfesteem

and health.

Nanor recounted in the interview that his self esteean was negatively affected during

the first 6 months of living in Canada. After his achievements in the academic field, in

Canada, his self esteem began to increase as indicated in his quotes. His health status

elevated at the same time. Even though he considered himself lucky to be in the system

as a research fellow and a Master's student and he had a good professional network at the

university hospital, he still wished he could declare the fact that he is a {^ysiciaiL Nanor

was appreciative when his badge was visible, and pe(^le could know he was a new

young physician at the hospital where he worked, although he was not licensed yet
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In this case, Nanor was allowed by the institution in which he v/oiks to exhibit his

medical professional identity, so he still felt proud ofbeing a physician. Carmen, in

contrast was not allowed to claim her professional background and identity. Carmen

consequently reacted with anger and resentment because she felt humiliated, and her self

esteem lowered as did her health status, ih'^'-ss. - ;^ > ;•

In the cases ofNanor and Carmen, the researcher was led to believe that there is

not a Canadian inunigration standard regarding the use ofa badge with the identifier as

M.D. Tliis was reinforced by Nanor's quote, when he afGrmed that his immigration card

had M.D. on it, and he asked the immigration ofBce If this was to be removed and they

said "no." This makes the researcher believe that it was a specific decision of each

institution and the standards ofeach province as to whether they can put M.D. on their

badges. , ;

Given that the use ofthe written badge with the M.D. credential was not allowed

for Carmen, the researcher understood that it was either an institutional decision to be

clear about who is licensed to practice in Canada, or it could be a discriminatory act,

because all IMGs carry an M.D. or equivalent on their medical diploma, and the

researcher believes that they can state they are an M.D. but not licensed in Canada. No

one can take this fiom them, as Markus stated ^en he stated his medical knowledge

caimot be taken away fix>m him. Carmen's quote is very understandable when she

recounted feeling discrimination related to the experience of not being able to say she

wasanM.D. .: -.,i

Markus realized that the IMG Ontario licensing process is the standard to meet and

is a political issue, and he has decided that these will not keep him fix)m his profession.
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He stated that no one could take the medical knowledge from him, but he was afraid of

losing his selfesteem in the future ifhe was not successful in getting his license again.

As a consequence of not being able to woric as physicians, these IMGs had

experienced underemployment and unemployment, as well as frustration related to the

unsuccessfiil path through the IMG Ontario Ucensing process. Low self esteem, anxiety

and depression are associated with overall health, even though these effects may not be

recognized, reported or manifested with symptoms yet Sophia did not identify her health

issues on the survey, but she referred to being stressed and depressed in the interview.

Juan rated his health status as being affected mostly in the first months ofbeing in

Canada.

The pre-interview survey asked about ratings ofhealth status, stress and quality of

life before and after coming to Canada. The pre-interview survey also asked participants

to identify some physical problems and diseases that were jnesent before they came to

Canada, as well problems and diseases that had developed after coming to Canada. Only

2 FTPs reported having a health disease or a health problem before resettling in Canada

(asthma and thyroid problems). After coming to Canada, 3 participants reported

experiencing stress, 2 reported dental problems, and 1 reported having visual problems.

4. 3. 4. 3 Selfesteem and its connection to stress and anxiety

The qualitative interviews yielded more subjective information about their

experiences with aspects of their health during their resettlement in Canada. Many

expressed that their struggle to regain their professional license and identity in Canada

gave them experiences of stress, anxiety and depression. W f-^t. ' «?:*. « t arnr
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Juan, Hamid, Enrique, andMarkus reported expmoKiing some stress before

coining to Canada often related to conditions ofviolence in their prior circumstances.

After their arrival in Canada, the stress related with previous violence in their countries

lowered because their experiences with war and violence lowered after arrival in Canada.

However, Juan, Hamid, Minh, Nanor, Sophia, Carmen, and Markus actually

reported that their stress levels were raised since coming to Canada which made the

researcher conclude that a strong and new &ctor appeared to be triggering this stress, n

Most ofthe FTP sample related that the most important stressor they were dealing with

was their inability to re-establish their professional identity through the IMG Ontario

licensing process and all ofthe other areas of their life that were affected as a result

(income, employment, self-worth). .\ ic t ; v . ; i
' i.y

In the survey, their ratings of experience with violence went down as they resettled

in Canada. However, their ratings of their health status also went down. Two reported

their health rating as the same after coming to Canada as before coming to Canada. -

Carmen's health status was reported as lower after 6 months. One would have expected

that the reduction in violence might have had a positive effect on their heal^ status, but it

would appear that resettlement, trying to re-license and not being able to practice

medicine may be the paramount influencers on lowering health status.

IMGs going through Ontario licensing process require financial resources, not only

to pay the fees, but also to provide support for the individual and the family and to be

able to dedicate themselves entirely to study and succeed in the process. They need time

and finances not only to improve their general langu£^e skills, but also to update their

medical knowledge and skills and to learn about the Canadian health care context
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Hamid explained that because he could not be a i^ysician in Canada his mental

healtii was negatively afTected, as well as his social health, and tiierefore, his overall

health was affected as a result Hamid relayed experiencing feelings of isolation,

frustration, and discouragement: "// affects you, notjustyourphysical health At the same

time it will affectyour social health and social life, and mental health too.

"

Sophia rated her health status as verygood during all resettlement period on the

survey, but said she was stressed out and displayed a lot ofdiscomfort with the questions

about impact on her health during the interview and said:

Nothing ... just stressed out. Just not being able to do anything and ... not get ...

like you have ... you have to try to getyour license and at thatpoint I was not

trying. I was not even studying. I wasn 7 interested

Enrique had some bad times and said: "Sometimes ... youfeel sad andyoufeel like

crying orfeeling ... you don 't know ifyou 're doing the right thing.

"

Carmen was asked ifthe IMG's health could be affected during the resettlement

process, and she answered:
'

Ya, definitely...with the stress that we went through and that theyput us through to

be able to practice. Andyou, you had it very clearly ... You displayed last Saturday

at the AIPSO meeting when that Colombian doctor ...Ofcourse .Not only that, even

emotionally in his situation Iassume he 's apolitical refugee, so he cotddn 't go back

to his country.

Carmen answered the question afiBiming that her health was affected and talked

about her OAvn experience ofhealth problems such as stress, insomnia, depression, and

feeling like a part of her is dead.

Markus talked about stress as being associated with the IMG Ontario exams, the

process length, and perceived lack of fairness. He stated that he was under stress, and

seemed very anxious when talking about this. He noted changes in lifestyle, craving poor
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foods when under stress, and being sedentary because people do not exercise or care

about themselves when they are trjong so hard to study and get their medical status back.

What stresses me more? Because ofthese exams. This process... the length ofthe
process. It 's not the process itselfbut the length and the lack offairness when I look

at it. Idon 't know why, but I look at it like it 's notfair. And also, there 's another

point. Youpass the IMG, you get in andyou have to sign what they call. ..It's an
agreement where you have to go 5 years ... you studied medicine abroad They

didn 7 have to payforyour medical status. Five years is notfair.

Stress was described as being present throughout the resettlement process, not only

because of the daily challenges and barriers in resettlement fliat FTPs had faced, but also

because ofthe IMG Ontario licensing process demands itself. Social support and personal

coping style can positively influence the individual's response to distressing events. This

group ofFTPs reported feeling stressed in the interviews and this was supported by the

pre-survey information on their ratings.

Participants who talked about experiencing war, trauma and violence before coming

to Canada, including Juan, Hamid, Enrique, and Markus had their level of violence

lowered after arriving in Caiuula. However, they had their level of stress elevated during

resettlement mainly because ofthe lost ofprofessional identity, and the steady v

challenging efforts to recovering it through the existing IMG Ontario licensing process.

4. 3. 4. 4 Lifestyle changes and health impacts

Enrique, when asked ifthe IMG could have their health affected during the

resettlement period affirmed this, but also explained some ofthe health risks he

experienced related to this:

You change your lifestyle. Like you start having a small breal^ast, probably a

coffee or that 's all. A veryfat lunch, like a hamburger or sandwich or something.

And a big meal thatyou eat in the night. You start gaining weight, bloodpressure,

diabetes etc... But the last thing is your sport activities go to zero in winter time..

Tropical countries are all the time same temperature...there is a riskfor sure. High
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risk. You see some ofthe physicians having some health problems.

The researcher asked him ifhe knew about other physicians [IMGs] who had some

health problems, and he said that he knew some and explained:

Ya. I have some ofthe IMGs some ofthem[have] like psychiatric problems, like

depress [depression] or anxiety or stress ... they don 7 like to talk about that. They

prefer to keepfrom them. But someproblems they cannot hidefrom everybody like

hypertension, or gastricproblems, or diabetes. What I'm sure is that the possibility

ofsome diseases goes up.

Carmen recounted knowledge ofother physicians and their health risks when she

was asked the same question:

Ofcourse we are at more at risk... high bloodpressure, because I'm pretty sure

that those two basic things or ... digestive psychosomatic problems. I'm sure they

are much more. Definitely... ulcer, irritable colon irritable syndrome. They have

higher incidence than the generalpopulation.. I'm experienced in that ... insomnia

... signs ofdepression, lack ofsleep.

Markus was asked about the influences ofresettlement on his health, and he

explained changes of dietary to higher caloric food for immigrants and re&gees, and that

this could have possible effects on their health.

'

... what they realize is thatpeople who come to Canada change their diet ... that

highfiber diet they had in their countries ... to these very high caloricfood ... fast

food mainly ... this is the main thingyoufind here... I remember in Africa I have

never eaten Mc Donalds, and I have somefriends who came here and they would

eat McDonalds every week...

Markus explained the changes in life style in coming to Canada and the possible

efTect on the health status of immigrants and refugees, because of eating high caloric

foods plus having a more sedentary life that could lead them to become overweight or to

develop hypertension or diabetes.

You don 't exercise as much as you did in your country. So that 's a contributing

factor. The...but the main thing is the diet. People are changing their diet and

sometimes even being aphysician you don 7 watch whatyou 're eating. You get all

these weightproblems ... mainly obesity ... all these diseases that you get as you get
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obese... the sedentary lifestyle they are living in.

4. 3. 4. 5 Summary ofoverallfactors affecting health and their impacts

The study interviewees recounted experiences in many ofthese areas that determine

health status as Hyman (2001) had identified and suggested they could lead to illness.

This study participants primarily reported experiencing stress, depression, anxiety and

some lifestyle changes (dietary and exercise changes) within the interviews.

Juan, Hamid, Minh, Sophia, Carmen, and Enrique confirmed that their self

esteem was negatively affected in their interviews. Hamid, Minh, Enrique, Juan and

Carmen reported on the survey that they had their health status lowered since coming to

Canada. Carmen expressed anger and resentment about not being able to claim her

medical professional identity because she felt humiliated, and embarrassed, and her self

esteem lowered, as did her health status.

Honor had his self esteem negatively affected diuing the first 6 months of living in

Canada. After his achievements in the academic field, his self esteem improved again as

he stated on his quotes. His health status was reported to have improved at the same time.

Markus described what he identified as a political issue going on the IMG Ontario

IMXx^ss, and that he was determined to not let this barrier keep him away ftam his

profession. Markus stated that no one could take the medical knowledge fit)m him, but he

was afi^d of losing his selfesteem more in the future, and his selfesteem ratings

lowered after he arrived in Canada according his questionnaire answers. His health status

was reported as excellent.

All participants had their selfesteem lowered at one time in their resettiement

period. Only one participant. Manor had his selfesteem and health status elevated after 6
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months ofbeing in Canada. However, he is also the only one who could report that

although his physician status is not fiilly re-established he is the only one who l^s

worked closely again in a hospital, with medical colleagues and gained some {nx)fessional

status and identity back. Only one participant, Markus, related the same excellent health

status before and after the resettlement period, but his self esteem lowered during the

resettlement period. Only one participant, Sophia, reported excellent health status, but

recounted in the interviews to experience low self esteem, stress with dq)ression. Sophia

rated her health status as very good, even though in the intCTviews she referred to being

stressed and depressed. Jtum had his health status negatively affected in the first months

ofbeing in Canada.

The participants in this present study described experiences with stress, poor self

esteem, depression, and poor economic conditions. They recounted experiences with

imemployment and imderemployment while not being a physician. They further

conveyed that those experiences were primarily related to not being able to reclaim their

status, identity and employment as a physician, and had negative impacts on their health

and self-esteem.

The common experiences ofthe participants in this study, point out that this foreign

physician group was passing through a long, and stressful resettlement experience, in

which the most important and unfavorable barrier was their inability to get their medical

license as ofyet Without the license, their medical professional identity could not be

restored. Without this they experienced all the other problems of distress, poor self

esteem, and poor financial situations. The regular resettlement process of being a

newcomer in a new society alone was not the paramount problem for this group.
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Paramount to their selfesteem, and their overall health, was to be able to be a i^ysician

again in this society.

Figure 10. describes the results ofthe overall research inquiry. It includes their

stories of life and experiences prior to coming to Canada; their reasons to come to

Canada; the changes and losses they experienced and the areas of life they had to rebmld

and re-establish after coming to Canada. It also includes the main themes that emerged

fix)m the interviews regarding loss ofmedical identity; resetdement experiences and

barriers; the licensing process as a imgor barrier; and changes to self-esteem and health.
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CHAPTER 5.0 DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated the experiences of foreign-trained physicians who had

resettled in Ontario, Canada; who were presently not able to practice their profession; and

who had a desire to be re-licensed in Canada. The loss oftheir professional idaitity, their

resettlement experiences and the relati(»iship ofthose experiences to any changes in self

esteem and health were ofparticulzir interest in this inquiry. The results ofthis research

added new insights into foreign-trained physicians and their res^em^it in Canada. The

central findings indicated there were changes in selfesteem as a consequence ofthe loss

ofprofessional medical identity as well as the experiences of increased stress, anxiety and

depression among FTPs. The findings also identified their experiences with barriers to

successful resettlement; with licensing as a physician being identified as the main barrier.

The qualitative, grounded theory research methodology helped to gain a deeper

understanding ofthe resettlement experiences ofnewcomer physicians, the settlement

processes they go through and how various factors influence their self-esteem, health

status and identity. Grounded theory is an interpretive research methodology used to help

discover the main concerns of subjects and as they define their situations, common -

patterns ofbehaviours and perceptions emerge. The rich stories recounted in these

qualitative interviews yielded important information related to the areas of inquiry. The

pre-interview survey results indicated identified changes since coming to Canada,

especially in the areas of increased stress, decreased self-esteem and their health status

f

were occurring. The qualitative interviews yielded information about v/hy this was

happening and how it was experienced personally and subjectively. As they defined and

described their lives, patterns emerged and helped the researcher to intapret the results.
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5.1 Discussion ofidentity, self-esteem and health ofFTPs

The loss of identity reported by these FTPs that occurred as a result ofthe loss of

^ir medical licenses, made the regain of it, the main goal in their lives. Hie medical

licensing process was the most relevant ofthe resettlement experiences were rqxMted as

negatively affecting the self-esteem and health status ofthese FTPs.

Figure 11. outlines some ofthe changes they spoke about related to some of tiie social

determinants ofhealth alter coming to Canada. The loss of their medical license impacted

on their identity, self esteem, health and many ofthose social determinants.
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5. 1 Discussion ofidentity, self-esteem and health ofFTPs

The loss of identity reported by these FTPs that occurred as a resuU of the loss of

their medical licenses, made the regain of it, the main goal in their lives. The medical

licensing process was the most relevant of the resettlement experiences were reported as

negatively affecting the self-esteem and health status of these FTPs.

Figure 11. outlines some of the changes they spoke about related to some of the social

determinants of health after coming to Canada. The loss of their medical license impacted

on their identity, self esteem, health and many of those social determinants.
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Figure 11. Changes in the social determinants of health of FTP's
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"Hiis sample ofFTPs reported losing a central ingredient in their sense of self

identity when they came to Canada and were ino longer able to claim their status and

work as a physician. Person-based social idenltity, according to Brewer (2001) is built and

established in the individual self concept. ThcDse concepts are specifically influenced by

the individual's attachment to a definite soci£^ group in which socialization experiences

are shared. As a result ofhaving a strong fonmer membership in a physician group in

their coimtries prior to coming to Canada, these FTPs longed to have this social

affiliation and self concept again. This FTP sample lost a main ingredient of their social

identity when they came to Canada, and in addition, lost their relational social identities

and grotqj based social identities as described by Brewer, since they were no longer

formally coimected to their physician role, coflleagues or group institutions in the

Canadian society.

Stets and Burke (2003) stated that identitty theory involves having individual control

over one's behaviours in a manner that is comstantly attached to their goal identity. These

identity standards provide an ideal, or goal stMe to aspire towards. This group ofFTPs

had a prior strong affiliation with their medicad identity, and aimed toward the ideal goal

state of having a medical license and an identiity as a physician in Canada.

Hie i^ysician status already attained {xia>r to coming to Canada permitted each of

them to enjoy a particular lifestyle with active social and community networks, a

respected and publicly recognized social stancHing in their society and a favourable

income, no matter how long they had their medical license. The benefits of having a

license to practice medicine were all found ta> be cormected to having a personal.
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IMX>fessiQoal medical identity, high sdfesteem and positive social status in thdr

communities. Prior employment, relationships and particular accomplishments helped

provide and maintain a way of living and a certain lifestyle related to being a physician

before coming to Canada. Through having ttds profession, they were also able to

maintain a definite level ofresponsibility that contributed to their own hvelihood and to

humanity. Many ofthe successes they told about were seen as connected to their strong

professional medical identities that had already been established.

It had be^i previously indicated that the health status ofthe immigrant population

often deteriorates over the first five years post-entry to Canada. This has been referred to

as the "immigrant effect" (Hyman, 2001). This Master's thesis exposed possible new

&ctors and process information related to this immigrant health effect Some ofthe

decrease in health status after five years in Canada for this g?x)up may be based on the

loss of selfesteem, experiences with imder employment, unemployment and the loss of

professional identity associated with the changes this FTP group has experienced.

Altfaou^ each ofthem came to Canada at different times and for different reasons,

the processes and tasks ofresettlement in Canada had many similarities. The tasks that

they reported having to accomplish in this process included: gaining knowledge ofthe

licoising requirements, completing the legal process ofentry to Canada and eli^bility to

work, setting up housing, s^tlii^ themselves and their &mily in a community, seeking

employment, earning an income, acquiring language education and proficiency, building

fiiends and social networics and participating in the commimity. Many steps in the

process are not unlike the settiement tasks ofany newcomer to Canada. Like other

newcomers, if they had experienced prior trauma, violence, war, or genocide, their
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lesettlement and health would be even more complicated as they dealt with &ose internal

memories, stress and potential emotional blocks.

TTiis ^udy showed that this particular group ofnewcomers had experienced

resettlement and personal and jnufessional bairiers that placed demands on them in

addition to the usual resettlement challenges. First, Hbey had to deal with a significant loss

that was expressed by all ofthan to be at the core ofwho they saw themselves to be; the

loss of their professional, personal, social, relational and group-based identities as

physicians. Second, this loss created additional tasks in the process of re-establishing self

and settling that included understanding the medical licensing process, studying for a

series of exams, making additional money to pay for each set of exams, finding time to

study, becoming proficient in enhanced English related to medicine and competing for

few potential residency spots. Participants in the study indicate that these additional tasks

while trying to make a living, and relating to fiiends and family has had an impact on

their health and self-esteem.

The participants in tiiis study stated that a si^ficant part oftheir sense of identity

was comprised of being a i^ysician, and that the loss oftheir professional lic^ise v^en

they immigrated to Canada took that away. While many ofthem still felt like a physician

inside, they could not be acknowledged as one by others or be engaged in their

professional work.

AflCT this FTP group arrived in Canada, they started to rebuild their lives and to

engage in trying to get their license to re-establish their professional medical identity.

This is identified as the basis ofthe resettlement process as stated by Bernstein (2000),

and considered at the core ofthe setdement process and the health ofdiese immigrant and
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refugee physidans. From the results ofthe qualitative interviews, this would ai^iear to be

true. At the very center ofeach oftheir personal stories they stated that successful

resettlement for them involved reclaiming their professional identity and employment as

a physician.

The loss ofprofessional identity led them to rqmrt stress, anxiety, and depression as

the major health problems which could compromi^ their mental health. They also

rqx)rted accompanying feelings ofan empty sense of life, and a lack ofhope ifthe

recovering ofthe professional medical identity was prolonged over a long period oftime,

ornot attainable.

The development and maintenance ofa person's self identity has been shown to be

important and involve affiliations within a social, ^x>up and institutional context

(Brewer, 2001; Brewer & Cast, 2002). The development ofselfworth and identity capital

is seen as an investment in a present and future resource (Cote, 1966). Cote's concept of

identity aqtital theory suggests that individuals should be stimulated to invest in and

empowered to explore their uniqueness since future additional dividends will be

produced. People need to be motivated to widen their identity capital and this can aid

people to surpass the stressors oftheir daily life. This sample ofFTPs was intrinsically

motivated to be re-licensed, but did not feel efifectively aided by the new society in their

resettiement goal to woric and be recognized as a physician again. These FTPs reported

facing many barriers to beii^ able to re-establish their previous social nAes and identities

as physicians.

Mueck-Weymann, Petrowski, Gottschalk, and Poehlmann (2004), related that

having goals are a significant &ctor for subjective well-being as well as for physical
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health. The authors a£Brmed that the i^ysical well-being depends on: feeling committed

to individually important goals, the kind of goals pursued, and the degree ofthe progress

made in being able to accomplish those goals. These participants had ^long goals, but the

degree of progress towards accomplishing them had many barrios in the way, and this

was discouraging to them.

As Minh expressed: "fit is] complex..An my life, in my thoughts... Aboia ... that

between I was a Doctor... andnow Iwas [am] nothing.'^

Carmen expressed M^iat many ofthem conveyed in the interviews:

... write my story to make it known topeople what I had to go through

to be able topractice myprofession again. And the reason why I did is...

because I tell thatpart ofme was dead

According to Burke and Cast (2002) identity theory focuses on the degree to which

individuals are able to achieve success according their pretensions. Self-esteem can have

a direct effect on positive self-verification that is part ofthe normal process ofa role-

identity. The interview group ofFTPs had not succeeded in going through all ofthe

medical licensing process in Canada yet, and therefore, their positive self-verification had

not been attained. They have faced not only the resetdement process stressors, but the

additional stress, anxiety and depression ofnot meeting their own and others'

expectations to be a licensed physician ^ain. As a result, this sample ofFTPs had their

selfesteem decreased.

Bernstein (2000) claimed that restorii^ the professional status of foreign-trained

I^ysicians, as well as other i»ofessional newcomer groups after migrating to a new

society, is considered at the core ofthe settlement process and the health of immigrants

and refugees. He claimed that the re-establishment ofprofessional identity provides
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iiKX>ine and financial support for newcomers, and it plays a fimdamental role in

maintaining self-esteem and self-identity. The results ofthis study support those claims

and relationships. : irvtS. - ^«<;»> j '»j<,*u

Bernstein and Shuval (2000) stated that more than for other professional newcomer

groups \^o are new to Canada, a physician's professional status and woric fimction are

often more prominent in their social hierarchy, and this has a potential to contribute to

reinforce their positive selfof identity. Not to be able to quickly reestablish a physician's

professional identity and quickly, therefore could have detrimental effects on thdr health,

sense of identity, and self-esteem. The results ofthis study support his clainu

Without being able to use their skills and abilities, they felt underemployed and

devalued. Th^e experiences affected their self esteem in a negative way. TTiey reported

feeling like nothing, or sometimes feeling dead inside.

Kokko and Pulkkinen (1998) related unemployment to the psychological distress

caused by poor economic situations and poor self-esteem. These FTPs expressed

psychological distress in their interviews. They related much ofthe stress they were

experiencing to the loss ofprofessional status and woric in their field, and that this was

connected to poor self esteem and poor economic situations.

By being imonployed or earning mostiy minimum wages, these FTPs generally

could not fiilly re-establish their lives at the same level in this society as in their previous

At the same time that the FTPs changed their economic social status and lifestyle,

they reported their social life became limited to specific social groups or that they

experienced isolation. They missed being included and belonging to their profession and
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having colleagues in health care and medicine. Many sought work in allied health fields

or health research to be close to what they had before.

Some ofthe FTP's enrolled in a Master's Pro^iam because they hoped to find a

job in the fiiture in the health field in an alternate career if licensing was not possible. The

income fix)m their reported present employment was expected to financially contribute to

a family, cover housing and expenses, and to pay for the IMG hcensing process in

Ontario while they struggled to find time to study and to keep their selfesteem at an

acceptable level. In the end, the FIP's hopes and major aspirations were to become

physicians once again.

Statistics Canada (2004) indicated that social health determinants such as housing,

education, relationships, employment, and income are also associated with the overall

health ofthe individual. Kemenade (2002) stated that social cohesion is an aspect of

social capital and is a health resource that allows individuals to enlarge their values,

decreasing the differences in wealth and income in the same social group..

At the time ofthe interviews, no matter how long they had been in Canada, this

FTP group felt they were still struggling to rebuild their lives in Canada, and struggling to

recover their professional medical identities by trying to meet the prerequisites to getting

their medicd license though &e IMG Ontario licensing process. Most ofthese FTPs

reported they did not have enough information about the IMG Ontario licensing process

prior to coming to Canada, or detailed information about the timefitime, costs and

barriers to re-licensing.

Woricing outside ofthe medical profession, often in menial, short-term, and low

paid positions generally did not allow the FTPs to restore or build the economic and
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social status to ^^ch they were accustomed. Many felt like a physician inside but could

not tell others that they were or to claim this in tiie new society. This qualitative study

supported those findings and identified the relatioa^ps within and between those factors

and the major bairiers faced in getting their license and resettling more successfully. This

infonnation was helpful in the development ofsome potential models and &eories using

the grounded theory ^proach chosen for this study. •

'

Statistics Canada (2003) reported that foreign-trained physicians have their needs

fiiistrated vslien they try to restore their professional life. The Intematitmal Medical

Graduate (IMG) licensing process is a long, exhaustive, and expensive process which

requires patience, persistence, and the dedication ofa lot oftime. As the process is

presraitly established in Ontario, Canada, it may be a source of stress and act as a

negative determinant of health.
'

Dealing with a new language, and preparing for the examinations which include

practical and cultural context clinical ^dlls» for most ofthe FTPs was a difScult ladder to

climb. Most ofthe participants had to work in oddjobs to survive, to provide for '

thonselves and their families and they had little time to dedicate to the intensive study

required. Most ofthe newcomer physicians >»^ cannot practice in Canada have to start

fipom the first step of tiie IMG licensing process ladder, and they might never reach the

top. They also often struggle to surpass the daily barriers ofracism, isolation,

discrimination, and depression that can be fi^quoit experiences for immigrants and

refugees. Foreign-trained physicians while trying to meet their physiological needs, such

as employment and housing are challenged after passing all tiie examinations, to compete
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for a residency program spot ofthe few 200 positUMis available to them in the Province of

Ontario.

According to Milne (2003), for IMGs to be successful, they arc required not only

to pass all the exams in effective French or English, but also they need a solid flow of

money, infinite tolerance, and determination to surpass the many barriers to re-Ucensing.

Because ofthe magnitude ofthe barriers that IMGs fece in Ontario barriers and the

l^igth of time without success, dieir self-esteem is negatively affected, and potentially

interfered with their optimum health status. IMGs often do not get medical residencies

quickly, or at all. At the same time, there is a consid»:abIe waste oftime, money, human

talent, and needed skills for the society when this group is under-employed, tmemployed

and not included as physicians. Because the findings of this study indicate that the IMG

Ontario licensing process as it operates jwesenfly is a major barrier itself, it deserved a

special section to be written in the findings and implications ofthis research study.

In ihe interviews, many suggested that their stress, anxiety and some depression

were evident However, all FTPs identified their ^'eatest stressor was not being able to be

a physician in Canada and was connected to their struggle to study, to make a living and

to take the tests for the IMG Ontario license. This was reported by all subjects as &e

main stressor in their present lives. Stress was present throughout the resettlement

process not only because ofthe usual resettl^naent barriers but also because ofthe

licensing process demands and accompanying feelings of anxiety and pressure. These

FTPs reported their self esteon declined not only because the loss ofthe personal social

identities which did not allow them setf-verification, but because of tiieir experiences

with otiier re-settlement baniers. The licensing process was the most important barrier
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and provided a great deal of stress for this FTP's groiq) and ^>peared to be responsible

for the major loss of selfesteem. As a result, their stress, anxiety and depression were not

buffered fix)m them by a positive selfconcept and verification and this affected their

health status (Burke & Cast, 2002).

Osborne defined selfesteem as a relatively permanent positive or negative feeling

about self that may become more or less positive or negative as individuals encounter and

interpret their successes and fidlures in their daily lives (in Winstok& &K>sh, 2004). Low

selfesteem experienced as a result of losing their professional medical identity added to

their disappointments and &ilures through the IMG Ontario process, and supplemented

by the resettlement process stress itself, could provide the multifaceted triggering factors

that could lead to their reported stress, depression and anxiety.

As a consequence ofnot being able to work as physicians, these FTPs had

experienced underemplo)rment and unemployment, as well as finstration related to the

unsuccessful path through the IMG Ontario licensing process. The feet that this groiq>

had to work outside oftheir medical profession was found to have a primary effect on not

allowing this group the needed time, money or energy to restore their employment, their

income or the social status that they had already experienced and attained before coming

to Canada. Underemployment at low pay and in low status positicHis lowered their self

esteem, and provided a barrier to licensing because they felt tired and had little time to

study.

Socio-economic factors associated with chronic unemployment and

underemployment can create anxiety, low selfesteem, poverty, and depression in

newcomers, as stated by Davis (1999) and Wilton (2003). This £^)pears to be the case in
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this study. The lack ofemployment compatible with tfadr education levels also did not

allow them choices in housing and educational opportunities to quickly acquire their

license. These experiences were repotted as cmnmon to individuals in other studies and

to those interviewed in this study.

Kliewer and Jones (1998) analyzed changes in health status among immigrant

groups and found that higher self-ratings ofhealth status wi^^ associated with being

onployed, using one's qualification at work and being satisfied with theirjobs and life.

Many ofthose interviewed for this study did not report having these positive conditions

and influencers on their heaMi. ...*'•.;' ---
. ., j.-.^^'-:. -

;

Hyman (2001) highlighted that newcomer living conditions and their living

environment often determined their health status. Social stressors related to

unemployment, underemploj^nent, income, racism, isolation, housing, and the resultant

experiences ofpoverty, marginalization, and class inequity were found to lead to illness.

The study interviewees recoimted experiences in many ofthe areas that determine

health status, as identified by Hyman and that could lead to illness. It also may have an

impact on their experience ofthe immigrant health effect, wh^^by their health acbially

could deteriorate over time in Canada. This study participants reported experiencing v

stress, depression, anxiety and lifestyle changes (dietary and exercise changes) in their

interviews. ' '-•'
-

Low selfesteon, anxiety and dqpression could potentially have detrimental

consequences to their health, even though those effects may not have been symptomised

or recognized yet. As a result, this may not be fiilly reflected in the health status survey

answers at the time. Many of the interviews showed that the FTPs went back and forth
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between feelings ofhope ofrestork^ their medical identity, and feelings ofhopelessness

and despair. While they showed rcsiheiKe in moving to Canada and making a new life,

this san^le did not feel they were fiilly settled yel without also having their physician ^

status and to be able to work in their profession.

When newcoma:s come to Canada, their health challenges also include a change

of diet, temperature and lifestyle to adapt to a new society. The sedentary life rqwrted by

some ofthe study participants while they worked and studied could also affect their

health and factor into the development ofother possible healUi problems such as

hypertension and diabetes. Their reported stress, anxiety and depression are health

symptoms that can work along with changes of life style, diet and sedentary life to

negatively affect overall health. Stress, anxiety, and depression are factors affecting

mental health, as well as potentially generating diseases well know in the medical field as

having a psychosomatic source in the daily basis. Hypertension and ischemic heart

diseases, diabetes, immune suppressive syndromes, dermatological diseases, sleeping

disorders are some ofthese psychosomatic diseases.

Time and resources for leisure could also be limited, or even excluded fix)m thdr

daily lives, as a consequence ofnot being able to practice their profession in Canada. At

the same time that the IMGs changed their social status and life style, tfadr social life

became limited to specific social groups, or even to social isolation in the new society

tiiat they generally were not used to.

The following definitions ofhealth support the assertion that Hxeic is a significant

relationship between health, sense of identity, and self esteem: Health is a multifaceted

resource and state resulting fiom interrelations between the individual and the
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environment (Shah, 1998). The Worid Health Organization (WHO, 1998) has defined

health in a wider sodo-ecological sense: "'Health is the ability to identify and realize

aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the oiviionment of living. Health

is therefore a resource for everyday life, not tiie objective of living. Health is a positive

concept, emphasizing social and personal resources, as well as physical capacities*'

(National Forum on Health in Shah, 1998). From this wider concept ofhealth, the

measures of health must include the factors and the determinants v^ch play a positive

role in those experiences of life, and w^ch in their absence interfere with an individual's

or group's health status.

The results ofthis study yielded some helpful information about how and why

health status was reported as declining for this group over time in Canada. Out ofaU the

resettlement tasks and processes involved in coming to a new country, the resettlem^it

goal of re-establishing their professional identity and getting their license to practice was

the most important for this group. Out of all ofthe baniers they identified, the barriers in

the re- licensing process were the predominant ones \^ch made it difficult to get tiieir

license and reinstate their professional medical identity. Throughout the resettlement

process something happens to impact negatively on their selfesteem; to impact on their

self-teported health status; and increase their stress, d^nession and anxiety. It would

appear fix)m their interviews that being without their professional identity in the new

country was the major contributor.

The participants in this study described experiences with stress, poor selfesteem,

depression, and poor economic conditions. They recounted experiences with

unemployment and underemployment while not being a physician. They further
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conveyed that those experiraices were primarily related to not bdng able to reclaim their

status, identity and employment as a physician, and had negative impacts on their l^alth

and self-esteem.

Figure 12. outlines the barriois and the facilitating factors in the resettlem^it

process as identified by the foreign-trained physicians interviewed in this study, and what

impacts and effects it has h^ on these inchviduals.

BARRIERS Effects/

Impacts

FACILITATING
FACTORS

Effects/

Impacts

No medical license

The IMG licensing

Process itself

Not knowing the

language well

Unemployment/

Underemployment

Over-qualification

Low or no income

Discrimination

Isolation

Non-inclusion

Less fiiendships

support network

Lower self esteem

Higher stress/

Pressure

(self/other)

Higher dq>ression

Lower income

Employment
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(2000), social capital recognizes the capadty that tiiis FTPs group has to truly operate in

the collective interest ofthe Canadian society.

5. 2 New and adcpted theories and models generatedfrom this stiufy

Groimded theory research provides an excdlent opportunity to generate

research-based knowledge about the behaviour patterns reported by a group. This group

ofFTPs shared information about the experieiKes and behaviours that shaped their social

and professional identities and their resettlement in a new country. From the information

fiom FTPs about v/bst was occurring for than at diis particular time in Canada, new

theories and models were drawn from the results ofthe study. Three relevant theories and

models that emerged from the interpretive analysis will be offered from this study:

• A Resettlement Process Model that outlines the tasks and steps for General

Resettlement in Canada and additional tasks for Physician Re-Settlemoit

• Maslow's Theory adapted to the resettlement hierarchy ofneeds it relates to

resettlement in general and for foreign-trained physicians.

• A suggested Physician Re-licensing Process to assist in re-licensing within 2-3

years in Canada.

5. 2. 1 Resettlement Process Models

This research adds new insights on the resettlemeirt process, sense of identity, and

health status ofnewcomer physicians in Canada. Identifying and disclosing the life

experiences oftiiese physicians during the resettlemwit process helped to fill a theoretical

and practical gap in the litoature related to fordg^-trained physicians (IMGs) in Canada.

There was little literature available on the resettiement processes, steps and tasks for

general re-settiement ofrefugees and immigrants, and almost none related to the
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additional processes ofre-settlement and licensing reinstatement for fcneign-frained

physicians special circumstances. The information from the study formed tiie basis ofthe

development ofa General Resettlement Model that oudines the {Hocesses and tasks that

all new immi^ants and refugees have to accomplish and a Professional Re-Licensing

Model, with &e additional jHocesses and tasks FTPs have to accomplish to be re-licensed

as part of their overall re-settlement plan.

GENERAL RESETTLEMENT MODEL:
• processes and tasks for all immigrants and refugees

V Knowledge ofrequirements before emigrating

^ Legal process of entry to Canada

^ Legal status to work
•<^ Employment
^ Income

^ Housing
"^ Language education ,.^,

"^ Settling selfand family in a community
^ Building friends and social networks

^ Community participation

PROFESSIONAL RE-LICENSING MODEL:
• additional processes and tasks for FTPs

^ Seek licensing as a physician

^ Enhanced language education for physicians ,. ...^ ,y.

^ Observation and placem^its to leam about the culture

ofhealth care in a Canadian context

^ Study and prqiaration for each exam
^ Save additional money for the cost ofeach level and exam
'^ Take exams
«^ Complete additional residency requirements

^ Build professional friendships and networits

v^ Get the license

"^ Practice as a physician

<^ Participation in the medical community

Figure 13. Resettlement and professional re-Iicen^g models: processes and tasks
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5. 2. 2 Maslow 's theory adcpted to the resettlement hierarchy ofneeds offoreign-trained
physicians.

Maslow's theory was established to describe a hiexaidiy ofneeds (Maslow, 1970).

Accotding to this theoretical finmework, human beings have differrait levels ofneeds

which motivate them. As eadh level is satisfied, individuals move to higher levels ofneed

fiilfillment It is built upon the beliefthat lower needs are to be completed and gratified

before satisfying upper needs.

Maslow's theory outlined five levels ofneeds: 1) physiological, 2) safety, 3) love

and belongiDgness, 4) esteem needs (selfesteem and recognition fixim others), and 5) self

actualization (the desire to maximize their potoitial in many aspects (Maslow, 1970).

According to Maslow, and audiors who fiirther developed his woric (Maslow, 1970;

He^dig^ten, 1992; Siigy, 1986) physiological needs refer to the needs ofthe body to

maintain homeostasis. The second need is related to indirect threats, and it is consistent

with safety and security. Love and belonging is the next level and the fimdamental social,

relational or membership motive which drives individuals to look for contact with others

and to build pleasing relationships with them. Selfesteem and esteem by others is

associated with the level ofh^>piness and belongingness. At this stage individuals will

express their a^nrations to succeed in life and to be recognized (HeyUgfaten, 1992). Self-

actualization is generally identified as a growth need, and is understood as the motivation

to strive for improvements in the overdl personality and to increase remaining

potoitialities, talents and competences that is never ending. According to Maslow, self-

actualization relates to psychological health. The definition of self-actualization derives

fix)m Maslow's motivation theory and was fiirther developed by Heyligjhen ( 1992),
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This study of foreign-trained physicians added finther insight into the complexities

ofMaslow's theory. Many ofthese physicians had begun to fuIfiU some oftheir self-

actualization needs as a physician before coming to Canada by using their potentialities

and reporting experience a s^ise ofmeaning and purpose and making contributions to

humanity. When they moved to another country and lost being a physician and the use of

this potential and contributions. They found themselves in a new country beginning at the

bottom ofthe needs hierardiy once again and initially they were consumed with fiilfilling

basic physiological needs, dealing with safety and security issues and trying to fit into

and belong to the new society. Before tiiey could once again attain the level ofbeing a

self-actualized person fully using their talents and contribute to society through their

professional field of practice, this FTP group had to get their professional license.

Figure 14. recreates Maslow's hieiarchy of needs in the center ofthe figure and

expands and adapts the model that follows fix>m the conclusions of this study. The

expanded model provides further details ofeach ofthe levels as they were accomplished

before coming to Canada and the chaliei^es at each level to re-accomplish the hierarchy
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ofneeds after comii^ to Canada.

Masiow's Hierarchy of needs
General re-settfement

Re-setHement of FTPs g
~^ Need levels

Before coming to Canada Need levels Afio- s^ing in Canada

Figure 14: Masiow's theory ad^ted to the resettlonent hierarchy for forei^-trained

physicians

Their ability to be successfiil in the IMG Ontario licensing process may have an

impact on need fiilfillment on several levels that relate to flie Maslow hierarchy ofneeds.

It would appear that to seek to be a physician ag^in adds to the complexities ofmeting

and fiilfilling the basic hierarchy ofneeds for this sample population. To meet the needs

and goal fulfillments related to being re-licensed can be seen as providing for safety and

security needs through having employment and income; providing for the needs of

belonging and the re-establishment offiiendships and a coUegial networic witib other

physicians; and re-establishing their sense of selfworth and selfesteem. Ultimately, to be

a physician again might also provide for the need for selfactualization and the sense of
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purpose and meaning that they had described when they were fulfilling their role and

contributing to society as a physician in previous times.

The desoiptions these FTPs gave oftheir lives before coming to Canada sippear

on the left side ofFigure 16 and correspond wifli their previous ftilfillment ofmany of

the (Higinal levels ofMaslow's Hierarchy ofNeeds. On the right side oiFigure i<J are the

levels that need to be re-accomplished after coming to Canada. They correspond to the

need ftilfillment levels ofMaslow's Hierarchy ofNeeds and expand the Model to include

not only the basic need ftdfillment levels, but those related to the successftil re-

establishment ofthe professional identity needs ftilfillment for these foreign-trained

physicians in Canada. Tbs figure outlines a Model that describes having to start over to

resettle and to become a physician again and to deal with: the basic physiological needs

ofhousing and income; the safety and security needs by having employment and income;

belonging needs by establishing fiiendships and a coUegial network with fiiends, family

and other phj^cians and health care providers; selfesteem needs by reclaiming their

value, identity and status as a physician; and self-actualization needs where they can

develop their potmtials further, contribute to humanity and realizefuture goals.

5. 2. 3. A suggestedProcessfor Re-Licensing in Canada within 2-3 years.

Shuval (2003) indicated that the process ofre-licensing can be supported and

expedited by support for living in the first 2 years of immigration and res^tlement Thai

study, and the lessons learned fiom this study indicate that several things need to be in

place for quicker and successftil re-licoising ofthis group: an income; language training;

experience in the new culture and health system context; mentoring; available residency

spots; and integration into the new host countiy. The following re-licensing process
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model was developed from this study as a propcBsed improved process for FTPs who are

motivated to be re-licensed with 2-3 years. It was developed from a review ofother

i^proaches from the literature and findings regarding the experiences and barriers

identified by the interviewees in this study. This process is developed for the benefit of

foreign-trained physicians and for the benefit ofthe Canadian health care system and is

part ofthe grounded theory results of this study.

A process for re-licensing within 2-3 years

^
More
physicians

Canadian

Medicd
License

o
Mentoring

residences

/
P̂reparation

study

Cducses

"C?

»
Access to

information

before

coming to

Canada

Observerr

Access to

information

afler

coming to

Canadao
Financial support

Canadian IMG
incentive

program

lEilhamtsti

traming

Figure 15. Suggested process for a Canadlian IMG Incentive Program

5. 3 Implications ofthe studyforpolicy andprocess changes

The results of this research study may conttribute to political and policy discussions

regarding improving the medical licensing process ofnewcomer physicians and other
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professional groups in Canadian society as well las to tl^ development of supports and

services they might need to be successfiil The experiences of foreign-trained physicians

in Canada were found to have a negative impactt on their sense of identity, self-esteem,

health status and full resettlement These findings could lead to the development of

potential strategies, policy changes, and supportfive initiatives that could remove barriers

and facilitate licensing and health more for this igroup.

Although this study is not primarily about the immigration policies and processes

related to newcomers and foreign-trained physicians in Canada, the findings indicate the

need for further studies and changed policies rellated to resettlement support, and

improved processes for the re-establishment ofphysician Ucensing and professional

status. Addressing the barriers and increasing thie facilitating factors could lead to

positive outcomes for improving the use of suclh precious human capital and make more

primary health care delivery resources available: to Canadian conununities. This direction

could add to the overall community social capital with increased civic participation and

inclusion ofnewcomer physicians in Canadian society.

Markus says:

5b ...to certainpoint it's aboutprotection somehowfrom those who camefirst or

lived here all their life, to not let theforeigners take over. But the wordshouldn 't be
' take over ' because we 're not here to take' over anybody 's job. Wejust want to

work Wejust want to be part ofthe conumunity and be part ofthis country ... and
make it even stronger and better.

Carmen stated:

From the ministry... the representativefromt the ministry ofhealth stated [March

2005 at Annual IMG meeting in Toronto]' At very clearly that some ofyou will be

able to get and to practice, butfor some offyou it won 'tbean option. He said it very

clearly. And that 's why there 's a lot oflMGs now.
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There appears to be a steady call for moreiphysicians and a growing awareness of

the fact that many are here and yet cannot practnce. This has also impacted on changes

related to the support for foreign-trained physiciians and their licensing process in

Canada. The process is being examined and peifliaps some ofthe results of this study can

be included in the deliberations. As Milne (2003) states:

Stories ofphysicians' talents going to waste are poignant in a coimtry desperate for

doctors. 'We're way short of physicians,' isays Dr. Rod Crutcher, co-chair of the

Canadian taskforce on International Medical Graduate Licensure. 'Even if we're

not, there's the social justice argument thaat it doesn't make sense to have so many
people working below their skill levels' (p. 2).

Markus was conscious ofthe multicultural! aspect of Canada, and the shortage of

physicians because of aging, and retirements. Hie pointed out the importance ofFTPs in

helping to providing health care to their commuinities. Newcomer physicians are

fundamental to renew the Canadian human resources and to provide better health care

assistance where speaking others' languages an<iB know their behaviors, life style and

beliefs, is required:

Because the problem is...You say, ok, yoin need a medicine for the Canadian, but

who are the Canadians? And those people (Come from those countries. So if I am
from India, and there is a population of 20K), 000 let's say in Toronto, here...

I

would be a doctor in that community. I wcsuld have lots because I know what are

the needs they have. .

."

To not include the talents and training of tfiiis group in this new society is not only a

colossal and devastating waste for the society bmt the fact that the years of life's training

seems to have no worth also has individiial detriimental effects. The detrimental effects

that the lost of self esteem can have on the indiwidual's health status, and the harmful

influences on their social, economic, personal amd family lives appear to be the

personally meaningful and significant findings o&fthe study. The development ofnew and
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improved models of resettlement needs fulfillment and re-licensing might prevent and

alleviate some ofthose harmful effects and they/ form part ofthe significant conclusions

to this study. --^^U sew.^^ .,, • •-^:.:'.i..<s'v.: ;'

5. 4 Strengths and limitations: ofthe research

Studies to date have indicated that there may be an immigrant health effect and that

immigrant's health deteriortaes in the first 5 years of settling in Canada. This study shed

some light on this phenomenon for this particuUar group. The partcipants included in the

sample shared common and varied experiences <on what was being investigated. TTie

researcher had the benefit ofbeing a forreign-trained physician herselfand was able to

work with the strengths and complexities of refltexivity vdien analj^zdng and

understanding each ofthe interviews and the meain emergent themes.

Trustworthiness ofthe research was addiressed to strengthen the credibility,

dependability and transferability ofthe study in a variety ofways. Trustworthiness ofthe

research was attended to in the study in several \ways. Every attempt was made to have

the highest level of scientific rigour as possible iin the study design, methodology,

recruitment techniques, selection ofthe interview sample, data collecti<m methods,

reflexive analysis and simimary of findings. Atttempts were made to reinforce the

reliability, validity and authenticity ofthe study through understanding the world ofthese

foreign trained physicians that developed as a result of social, psychological and political

constructions. In the research, attempts were made to clarify understanding with the

participants and the new perspectives of others vivere added to that of the researcher.

Credibility (to ensure internal reliability)) refers to how the data and the process of

analysis are conducted to get results. Credibility^ was attended to in the study by including
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a variety of age, gender and multiple experiences to enrich the variation of perspectives

and experiences regarding the phenomenon beimg studied. Procedures were used to

reduce and re-conceptualize several times, ai»i tthese procedures aidedjudgment and

enforced credibility. Comparisons were made Awithin categories and among them.

Confirmability (as an analog to objectiviJHy) is enhanced by recognition ofthe

participants of the findings and this can improve credibility and confirmability ofthe

study. While participants did not receive a copy ofthe transcribed interviews to add or

confirm the data, during the interviews after the participants answered the questions they

were asked frequently: "Let me see if I really luiderstood you ..." The researcher

repeated the answer as she had understood it to be and the interviewees answered "yes"

or "no" or added clarifications. This approach provided a necessary step of verification.

Through peer debriefing and feedback aspect offconfinnability can be attended to.

Weekly meetings with the thesis advisor, and piresentation ofthe tise of storytelling and

narratives in research at a Storytelling and CuttBuralldentity Conference in Azores,

Portugal, June 2005 formed part ofpeer debrieffing, feedback and scrutiny. The research

findings received a critical review by a thesis ca>mmittee and an external examiner. Future

presentations v^dll be made to the research commiunity in conferences and published

articles will provide fiirther peer review.

Dependability (for reliability) refers to deeding with data changes over time and

phenomenological instability factors. To attendl to this, the interviews were conducted

over a one month period only, so as not to affectt the data (March, 2005). Inquiry was

made into the same areas for all participants usiing an interview guide and this increased

the dependability of the data collected.
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Transferability (for external validity) is the degree to which the findings can be

transported to other situations and contexts. Comprdiensible and clear reports ofthe

circumstances under which the research was conducted were attended to. The procedures

for the selection ofparticipants; interviewing ofparticipants; selection ofdata; and the

analysis process used aided in increasing the transferability ofthe study.

The findings of this study describe the p»x;eptions, experiences, feelings and

opinions of a small sample of foreign-trained physicians who were still actively engaged

in being re-licensed. Their experiences may not be generalizable to all FTPs, or to those

who have moved on to other employment and goals. The results have uncovered helpfiil

insights regarding other newcomer professionals in Canada who have a strongly

developed sense of professional, social, group-based and institutional identity. The

transferability would have to be tested to see ifthe perceptions, experiences and

processes are similar. While there are inherent limitations to the generalizability ofany

qualitative results, grounded theory was used to contribute to the development ofsome

general processes related to successful resettlement for other newcomers to Canada and

for the re-licensing and re-settlement of foreign-trained physicians in particular.

Although as much variation as possible was sought in the 8 FTPs chosen for an

interview ages, gender, time in Canada and other variables would have strengthened the

results. A limitation in the methodology was ithat the participants were not given a

transcription or summary oftheir interviews for verification and to add further insights.

5. 5 In^Hcationsfiorjuture research

The results of this study indicate that some areas related to this study could be

studied further using a variety of quantitative and qualitative methods:
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• Additional questions could be added to tthis qualitative study about what would

make this group stop pursuing their goal and at what point would they stop

seddng to re-license.

• Pilot studies could be developed to assess the usability and effectiveness ofthe

proposed Resettiement Process Model amd Re-licensing Model.

• Qualitative interview studies could be conducted at year 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5 ofbeing in

Canada and in the re-licensing process tto shed even more light on what is

happening in each ofthose first five years in Canada regarding the immigrant

health effect.

• A quantitative survey could be conducted with a larger sample using a stratified

random sample method so that the resuQts could be more generali2able.

• In addition to the self-report ofhealth sttatus, actual health data could be collected

in a longitudinal study to increase the umderstanding of elements of their health

that were being effected over a longer p«iod oftime.

• More needs to be understood about the iinstitutionai theory of medicine, the

enculturation of its members into the pnoofession, their social identity development

and why such strong bonds ofpersonal and group identity are attached to this

profession and to the status ofbeing a dbctor.

• Studies could be conducted following FTPs for longer periods of time to compare

3 groups: those who get re-licensed ^aon; those who end up working in other

allied health professions; and those wha> end up working outside ofmedicine and

health care and impacts on selfesteem and health.
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• Studies could be conducted on a group ofFTPs who woiic in meaningful

employment close to health care while they study to re-license and those who do

not and if there is any correlation to success rates at re-licensing and effects on

selfesteem and health.

• Research could be conducted with otheir foreign-trained professional groups such

as engineers or nurses to see iftheir protfessional and institutional identities

operate the same as that ofphysicians and are central to their self-esteem and

overall selfconcept

The hope that many ofthese FTPs will be recognized one day, and will practice as

licensed physicians in the Canadian system eniiching the multicultural Canadian society

and the health care needs of its citizens still seem somewhat unattainable at the time of

the interviews. Their limited knovdedge oftl^ Canadian health care system made some

ofthe FTP participants believe that one day soon they would be part ofthe Canadian

health system, but many may not, even after extended periods ofresettlement time. As

time has lapsed, many have looked at their hopies ofbeing a physician in the health

system and wondered ifthey would ever be ablle to reach their goal to re-establish their

physician identities again. New models and processes developed fix>m this research could

improve their chances ofreclaiming their professional identities to be a physician again.
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APPENDIX A ^=^ Brock Uniwersity Research Ethics Board (REB)
Application for Ethical Review ofResearch InvolAong Human Participants

Please refer to the documents ''Brock University Research Ethics Guidelines" which can be

found at http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/.BliMnorttOJConnfletion and submission of this

application. If you have questions about or require assistance with the completion of this

form, please contact the Research EthucsOISbBrM^CMS) 688-5550 ext. 3035, or

reb(ajbrocku.ca ..

Return your completed application and all amcongiai^aigimatoiaifl in triplicate to the Research Ethics OSic

in Scotiabank Hall 335. Please ensure all tusceBsaT^ittBtnEcaieiattached prior to submission, otherwise you
application will not be processed (see cJharildlitttteflBw^j.MgaBesgarcA with human participants shall

commenceprior to receiiii^^gmieaiiS_0kamlAe research ethics board.

Original Copy + 2 additional copiies of the following
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Office of Research Services
Brock Univasity • SOO Glairid^ Ave • St Catharines, ON • L2S 3A1

SIGNATURES

Principal Investigator

Please indicate diat you liave read and fully undo-sttand all ethics obligations by checking the box beside

each statement. .

[ X ] I have read Section 111:8 ofBrock University''s Faculty Handbook pertaining to Research Ediics and
agree to comply

with the policies and procedures outlined thereiin.

[ X ] I will rqxMt any sCTious adverse events (SAE)) to the Research Ethics Board (REB).

[ X ] Any additions or changes in research proceduires after ai^KOval has been granted will be submitted to

die REB.

[ X ] I agree to request a renewal ofq)proval for aray project ctmtinuing beyond the expected date of

completion or for

more than one year.

[ X ] I will submit a final report to die Office ofRessearch Services once the research has been completed.

[ X ] I take fiill responsibility in ensuring that all otHier investigators involved in this research follow the

protocol as

outlined in die application.

Signature Date:

Co-Investigators:

Signature '^
'

Date:

Signature Date:

Signature Date:

Faculty Supervisor '

Please indicate that you have read and fiiUy understand die obligations as faculty supervisor listed below by
checking the box beside each statement

[ X ] I agree to |»ovide the pnqier supervision of tfaiis study to ensure diat the rights and welfare of ail

human participants *

are protected.

[ x ] I will ensure a request for renewal ofa pr(qx>saBl is submitted ifthe study omtinues beyond the

expected date of

completion or for more than one year.

[ X ] I will ensure that a flnal report is submitted tot the Office of Research Services,

[x] I have read and approved the application and proposal.

Signature Date:
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[xJNo
IfNO, will any other Research Ediics Boand be a^ted for ai^proval? [1 Yes

[x] No

Specif University/College

(d) Has any other persoii(s) or institutions granted p«mission to conduct this research? [ ] Yes

Specify (e.g.,. school boards, community onfganizations, proprietors)

Ph.D.

7.

[ ] Yes [ X ] No

[ ] Yes [ ] No

Level of the Research:

[ ] Undergraduate [x] Masters Thesis/Project [ ]

[ ] Post Doctorate [ ] Faculty Research [ ]

Administration

[ ] Course Assignment (q)ecify) [ ] Other (qiecify)

Funding of the Project:

(a) Is this project currently being fimded

(b) If No, is fimding being sought

If Applicable:

(c) Period ofFundmg (dd/mm/yyyy): Fnnn: To:

(d) Agency or Sponsor (funded or a|^liedl lfor)

[ ] CIHR [ ] NSERC [ ] SSHRC

[ ] Other (specify):

Conflict of Interest:

(a) Will the researcher(s), members offdie research team, and/or dieir partners or

immediate family members:

(i) receive any personal benefits related to this study - for example: a financial

remuneration, patent and ownerstriip, employment, consultancies, board membership,

share ownnship, stock options (pHto not include conference and travel expense

coverage, possible academic pronnotion, or odier benefits which are integral to

the conduct ofresearch generally)!. [ ] Yes [x ] No
(iQ ifYes, please describe the benefits below.

(b) Describe any restrictions regardinig access to or disclosure of informatimi (during

(H- at the end ofthe study) that die;:sponsor has placed on the investigatoi(s).
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SECTION B -SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH

9. Rationale:

Describe the purpose and background radomale for the proposed project, as well as the

hypothesis(es)^esearch question(s) to be extamined.

The purpose ofthis study is to gaim a deeper understanding ofthe resettlement

experiences of foreign-trained newcomer pfiiysicians, particularly the loss of their

professional identity and the impact on theiir sense of identity and health status.

72% of immigrants to Canada have university degrees compared to13% of

Canadians, wWle the unemployment rate (*fnewcomer professionals is more than three

times the provincial trend. Only 24% are employed in their profession (Calleja, 2000).

The migration and acculturation process is;ioften stressful, and accompanied by little

social support, experiences of prior trauma^ and unemployment.

The "immigrant effect" is defined as the trend for immigrant health status to be

superior to Canadians at the time ofentry and to deteriorate within the first 5 years

(Hyman, 2004). Studies conducted at various points post-arrival, and -with specific

groups could provide helpful information about this phenomenon. The findings could

also stimulate a re-examination ofthe reselttlement and licensing processes. Hie research

questions ofthe study are:

1. What impact does having to work outsioHe ofthe medical profession have on the

resettlement process, sense of identity amd health status of foreign-trained physicians?

2. How important is professional identity iin the overall sense of identity of foreign-

trained physicians who presently cannotl practice in Canada?

3. What other factors such as prior violence and trauma, the settlement process itself,

and

stress had on their sense of identity and Ihealth status?

4. What are the main barriers, &cilitating ffactors and supports that affect resettlement,

health status, and the re-establishment a>fprofessional identity?

10. Methods:

Are any ofthe following procedures or methods involved in this study? Check all ttiat a(^ly.

[ X ] Questionnaire (mail) [ ] Focus GrouB)s [ ] Ncm-invasive physical

[x ] Questionnaire (email/web) [ ] Journals measurranent (e.g., exercise,

[ ] Questionnaire (in person) [ x ] Audio/video taping heart

[ ] Interview(s) (telephone) [ ] Unobtrusive observations rate, blood pressure)

[x ] lnterview(s) (in person) [ ] Invasive phiysiological [ ] Analysis ofhuman tissue,

[ ] Secondary Data measurememts (e.g., body

[ ] Computer-administered tasks venepuncture, fluids, etc.

muscle biopsies) [ ] Other (specify)

Describe sequentially, and in detail, all proicedures in which the research participants will be

involved (e.g., paper and pencil tasks, intervviews, questionnaires, physical assessments.
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physiological tests, time requirements, etc.) Atttach a com ofall auatioHnairefs}. mterview

euides, or other test instruments.

This study will utilize qualitative research methodology to gain a deeper

understanding ofthe resettiement experiences and the loss ofprofessional identity of

newcomer foreign-trained i^ysicians and tiiose factors that impact on their health status

and identity. A grounded theory qualitatiwe approach will be used to foctis the areas

of inquiry and to aid the analytical process (of generating or verifying theories. Grotmded

theory transfers the research into the actualnvorid, potentially explaining the internal

essence ofhuman understanding and discloising possible new meanings (Patton, 2001).

The systematic, constant, and comparative data analysis ofgrounded theory can help

explain what has been observed, what has (Dccurred, and potentially disclose new facts.

The goal of groimded theory is to investigatte the fimdamental social processes and to

recognize the diversity ofthe interfaces thatt generate differences in the phenomenon to

be studied.

This phenomenon is multifaceted and complex, and qualitative interviews will be

the main method of data collection (Interview Guide; questions and probes in Appendix

G).

Research Sequence:

• All 52 ofthe foreign-trained physicians who are registered with the Association

of International Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (AIPSO) in Niagara will be

contacted fiom their e-mail list andl invited to participate (Introductory

Recruitment Letter in Appendix B).. The AIPSO e mail list is not publicly

available. The principal investigatoir is an AIPSO member. She has met other

IMG through monthly meetings. Foir those meetings the researcher has received

invitations monthly in which all registered IMGs ofNiagara Chapter have had

their email addresses disclosed. The researcher has personally requested emails

for fiirther contact The criteria to fase included are: they must be foreign-trained

physicians who are not presentiy lioensed to practice in Canada; they entered

Canada with immigrant or refugee status; they have been in Canada up to 1

years; and they must be engaged in.ttfie goal of acquiring their medical license to

practice in Canada.

• Ifthey indicate an interest in participating, they will receive a package including

the Consent Letter (Appendix C), tMe Participant Information Survey (Appendix

D), and the Self-Rated Health Survey (Appendix E) and asked to mail them

back.

• These surveys (Appendix D and E) virill also be used by the researcher prior to the

interview to assist with planning the interview and with selecting a sample to

participate in the 10 interviews to insure a variation in those participating

(gender, country of origin, family sHtuation, and length oftime in Canada ...)•

The results ofthe surveys will also 8)e summarized in the report findings.

• Should ahnost all agree to participate, the final 10 will be chosen randomly fh)m

the variables outiined to ensure variability, reliability, and credibility in the study

(gender, coimtry of origin, family aonstruct, length of time in Canada). A
multivariate sampling approach wiQl be used if only a few more than 10 agree to

participate. If not enough agree to participate, a reminder e-mail contact will be

made and a presentation made at the monthly Niagara AIPSO meeting.
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Multicultural Centres and Heritage Councils in Niagara will also be contacted if

needed.

• Participants agreeing to participate in^^e interview and chosen for the sample,

will be contacted for re-consent to Ibe interviewed and an interview will be

booked and conducted in a private office in the /Nursing Department at Brock
University.

• The first 2 interviews will serve as piOots ofthe questions and sununaries vkdll be

included in the findings.

• Interviews will be audiot^ied, transcmbed, (third Party confidentiality letter in

Appendix H) and analyzed.

• Process notes will be made by the restearche^ during and after the interview and

added to the data for analysis.

• FoUowup clarification ofdata may be conducted by telephone, e-mail or a face-to-

face interview.

• Data will be summarized, analyzed, amd reported in a Master Thesis

1 1 . Professional Expertise/Qualifkatioiis:

I>)es this procedure require professional expwrtise^recognized qualificadcnn? [ ] Yes [x]
No

IfYES, specify:

Do you, your supervisor, or any members offyour research team have the professional

expertise/recognized qualifications required?

[ ] Yes [ X ] No

12. Participants:

Describe the number of participants and any irequired demogr^hics characteristics (e.g., age,

gender).

This Study intends to include ai sample of approximately 10 foreign-trained

newcomer physicians who are not presently licensed to practice in Canada. It will

include a sample drawn fix>m the 52 members ofthe Association of International

Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (AIPSCD) who are fi:x)m the Niagara Region and >^o
are attached to the Heritage Councils and miulticultural centers in the region.

In this study, the minimum criteria set fortlfa for participants will be:

• All participants must be foreign-tranned physicians who are not presently

licensed to practice in Canada.

• All participants must have entered Canada with immigrant or refugee status.

• All participants must have been in (Canada from up to 10 years to be considered a

newcomer for this study.

• All participants must be presently emgaged in the goal of acquiring their medical

license to practice in Canada.

The interview participants will be chosem from the nimibers ofthe 52 contacted who
consent to participate in the study and fiDmi their participant information to vary in
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gender, country of origin, family/marital status construct, and length oftime of

resettlement in Canada to provide a richness of information. An attempt will be made to

include as many views, experiences and penceptions as possible in an attempt to be a

good sample of the newcomer physician liv»es (Patton, 2001, p.234). It is expected that

newcomer physicians who have gone through various stages of the resettlement,

acculturation, and engagement in the credemtialing process have accumulated new and

complex experiences of life. It is hoped thatt participants will also represent a good range

ofemployment experiences since they have arrived in Canada. All participation is

voluntary and can be discontinued at any time.

The excellence of qualitative inquiry is related to the researcher's performance and

abilities in being able to listen, to observe and to analyze data (Patton, 2001)

Redundancy and saturation are the primary (criteria to end the sampling and interview

process. The sampling is closed when no new information can be added, and a balanced

treatment ofthe phenomena has been covered (Patton, 2001). According Patton (2002)

"The solution is judgment and negotiation. II recommend that qualitative sampling

designs specify minimum sample based on expected reasonable coverage ofthe

phenomena given the purpose ofthe study and stakeholder interests" (p.247). A usual

practical sample size is suggested to be fronn 5 to 25 individuals depending on the

[Aenomena to be studied (Leedy, 2001).

13. Recruitment:

Describe how and from what sources the pairticipants wdll be recruited, including any relationship

between the investigator($), sponsor(s) and p)articipant(s) (e.g., family member, instructor-student;

manager-employee).

Attach a copy ofany posteris). advertisememtfs) or letterfs) to be used for recruitmaiL

All 52 foreign-trained physiciarts who are registered with AIPSO in Niagara will he

contacted and given a recruitment letter sotted by the researcher/Masters degree candidate

explaining the study and encouraging their participation (Appendix B). They will all be sent

an e-mail letter and some will be handed out to the physicians who meet monthly at the

Heritage Council in Wetland to studyfor tfheir licensing exams. The letter explains that they

are to contact the researcher to indicate imterest by telephone or e-maii Once they indicate

interest, a package will be sent to them ywith further information and a consent form for
signature along with the selfadministeretd surveys to be mailed back to the researcher.

Those selectedfor the interview sample wiill be re-cortiactedfor consent and to curange an

interview time.

Should the letter not recruit enough physicians;, the researcher will make a presentation at the

AIPSO meeting and make contact with the multtictdtural centres who have iruiicated that they

will help recruit participants should the letter mot be student as a recruitment strategy.

14. Compensation: Yes No

(a) Will participants receive compensatiim fonr participation? [ ] [x ]

(b) If yes, please provide d^ails.
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SECTION C - DESCRIPTION OF THE RISKS AIND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED
RESEARCH

15. Possible Risks:

1. Indicate ifthe participants might experiemce any ofdie following risks:

a) Physical risks (including any bodily contaict, physical stress, OT [ ]Yes [x ]No
administration of any substance)?

b) Psychological risks (including feeling denneaned, embarrassed [x ] Yes [ ] No
worried or upset, emotional stress)?

c) Social risks (including possible loss ofstattus, privacy, and/ (M- [ ]Yes [x]No
reputation)?

d) Are any possible risks to participants greater than those that the [ ]Yes [xJNo
participants might encounto- in their everyday life?

e) Is djere any deception involved? [ ] Yes [ x ] No

f) Is there potential for participants to feel ccaerced into contributing to [ ]Yes [x]No
this research (e.g., because of regular contactt between them and the researcher)?

2. Ifyou answered Yes to any of 1 a - 1 fabrove, please explain the risk.

Participants may disclose information of an inttimate; stressful; or otherwise smsitive nature.

3. Describe how the risks will be managed (include the availability ofappropriate

medical or clinical expertise, qualified p«srsons). Give an explanation as to why less

risky alternative approaches could not be used.

The researcher conducting the imterview is a trained foreign-physician from

Brazil who has had some psydiiatric speciality training. Should information ofa stressful

nature come up in the interview, initial supportive listening counseling can be given. In

addition, a list of potential contact numbers: for coimseling will be made a available for

follow up after the interview if needed.

16. Possible Benefits:

Discuss any potential direct benefits to the piarticipants fh>m their involvement in the project

Conunent on the (potential) benefits to the scientific conunimtty/society that would justify

involvement of participants in this study.

Participants will benefit from involvement in this study by having an

opportimity to tell their individual sttory. In addition, the findings may lead to

discussions regarding changes in policiies and settlement, employment or supportive
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services that could make licensing and professional re- establishment more feasible,

more supportive, and perh^is even faster.

• An understanding of the foreign-trained physician's experiences and processes

of settlement and re-establishment of professional identity the impact on their

health may help to develop future sttrategies to positively impact on the health of
this population \\dio bring rich nasw contributions in Canada. Knowing the

present and past self-reported healtth status of foreign-trained physicians who
relocate in Canada, and understainding the effect of resettlement, stress,

unemployment, trauma, and suppoirt are essential for this study. This could
increase our understanding of the; immigrant health effect to prevent future

newcomer physicians and others ifrom having their healtii status negatively

affected through the resettlement; and the social and professional identity

development process.

• A re-examination of the policies an<fl process for resettlement and re-licensii^ of
physicians may lead to some improvcements in the process.

• This study could make further contributions to research by: paving the way for

fiiture research; or generating new tHieories.

• In a wider societal sense, it may lesad to improvements in the use of such rich

human capital and perhaps an inicrease in the niunber of experienced and
culturally diverse physicians to deall with the Canadian shortage. Including these

professions more in participation in society could make an increase in the overall

social capital available in Canadian society.

SECTION D - THE INFORMED CONSENT PROCESS

17. The Consent Process:

Describe the process that die investigator(s) will be using to obtain informed consent Include a

description ofwbo will be olMaining tbe infarmed consent If there will be no written consent

form, explain why not

FcK infonnation about the required elementsiiin the letter of invitation and the consent form, as

well as samples, please refer to:

http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/Certification&Polices/CertifiGaition&Polices App Guideli

nes.html

Ifapplicable, attach a eopv ofAe Letter ofUnvitaAon, the Comeni Form, tke content ofmy
telephone script and any other material thatt will be utiUzed in tiie infanned consent process.

The consent process is comprised ofa set of explanations which are clearly written in the consent

letter. Any doubt that could arise from these explanattitms will be promptly clarified personally, by the

email adckesses, and by {rfione numbers specified in the Participant Infmined Consent Fonn.

The Participjant Informed Consent Letter focus on the main topics:

1

.

The participant has been given and has read the Letter ofrecruitment and Introduction provided

to him/her by the interviewer conducting the research study.

2. The participant understand that this studym which himAier consent to participate will involve the

completion ofa participant survey and a sellf rated health survey.

3. The participant understand that he/she can the chosen to participate in a interview. In order to be

interviewed the participant will receive a Paarticipant Informed Consent Form Interview.

4. The purpose of this stiKly which is understand the experiences ofbeing a foreign- trained

physician settling in Canada, is cleariy writlten down in the consent letter.

5. The participant understand that his/her panicipation can bring every day psychological risk
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which can be explained as a minimal risk (mt harm. Those minimal risk was explained to die

participant

6. The participant understand that his/her partiicipatim in this study is voluntary and diat he/her can

withdraw firom the study anytime without penalty.

7. The participant understand that ifhe/she was invited for a interview, and for any reason the

interview is interrupted, a new appointment! will be scheduled to omiplete the interview.

8. The participant understand that tiie interviewv will be audio taped.

9. The participant understand that his/her privacy is being invaded, if he/she feel offended, or feat a

question is inappropriate, the interviewee has no obligation to answer.

10. The participant is allowed to a^ questions anytime during fee interview.

11. The participant understand that hi/her partioiipation is free.

12. The participant understand tliat all personall information will not be disclosed and that all

information will be coded so that his/her nanne will not be linked wife his/her answer.

13. The participant understand that fee researchosr can be asked to be re-contacted to clarify some
points in the frmher.

14. The participant understand feat fee principaU investigator, fee faculty advisor, and the transcriber

will have access to fee data and that feey arse also bound by confidentiality.

1 5. The participant understand that fee results odfthis research will be used as a part offee feesis

project. Information may also be used durin)g presentations or written projects produced from

feis, but name will not be divulged.

16. The participant understand that his/her signature below fee consent form validates his/her free

willed participation.

18. Consent by an authorized party:

Iffee participants are minors ot for other reasons are not competent to consent, describe fee

proposed alternative source ofconsent, incluiding any permissicm form to be provided to fee

person(s) providing die alternative c<msent

19. Alternatives to prior individual consent:

Ifobtaining individual participant consent pmor to commencemrait offee research project is not

appropriate fw this research, please explain mad provide details for a (sroposed alternative ccMisent

process.

20. Feedback to Participants:

Explain what feedbadc/ information will be pHovided to the participants after participation in the

project Include, for example, a more comptete description ofthe purpose ofthe research, and

access to fee results offee research. Also, desscribe the mefeod and timing for delivmng the

feedback.

The participant in this research will be;'thanked for his/her help, and appreciaticm

will be expressed for being involved. These, iquestionnaires and interviews are part ofthe
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research project studying the implications offbeing a foreign-trained physician who has

resettled in Canada, and the experiences and challenges that many ofphysicians face in

relocating to a new country. We are aware that immigration is a multifaceted process in

which many factors play a significant role alffecting individual lives. Newcomers to

Canada who are trained doctors, more than imost other skilled woricers, have a

challenging process to restore their professional life, and to find meaningful

employment It requires resources, support aind commitment. Many will be successful

in re-establishing their credentials, and othens will make new plans.

Their opinions, stories, insights, and feelings are of particular and important

experiences, which will allow Maria A. J. die Carvalho to better understand and to

clarify the phenomenon ofnewcomer trained physician resettlement, and the search to

re-establish professional identity.

The results and summaries of all ofthe inteirviews will be included her Masters Thesis

Report An executive summary will be proviided to them upon request. They are pleased

to use the following contact information to uequest a summary report. Ifthe participants

would like us to send a report to them, they will be asked to provide an address, e-mail

or a means by which the principal investigattor and the &culty advisor can send this to

them after 5 months. Ifthey have any concerns or they need any further clarification

about this study, they are fiiee to contact Mama de Carvalho 905-688-5550 Etx. 5052 or

e-mail mamadoc25(a),hotmail.com . They ma^ also tcoEftadt Mania's advisor. Dr. Heather

Lee Kilty at 905-688-5550, extension 4749 car c-gnall att hcather.kiltv(albrocku.ca , or the

Office of Research at Brock University at 9©5-688-5550, extension 3035.

While we know that you have some access tto su{^x>rt that they may need, ifany topic or

issue has distressed you during this intervievn^, we offer you these contact ifneeded:

Niagara Distress Centre 905- 849-4541

The Multicultural Centre ofFort Erie 905-

Barbara Dewar, Psychotherapist 905-988-00)88

21. Participant withdrawal:

a) E)escribe how the participants will be inffimned of ttieir right to withdraw from the project

Outline the procedures that will be follovwed to allow the participants to exercise this right

The participants will be infomned before they sign the Participant Informed

Consent Survey Form and the Particiipant Informed Consent Interview Form that

their participation in this study is voQuntaiy and that they can withdraw from the

study anytime without penalty. All tAieir p^per records will be shred, and audio

t£q)es will be erased immediately.

b) Indicate what will be done with the paitiicipant's data and any consequences that withdrawal

might have on the participant, including amy effect that withdrawal may have on participant

compensation.

. All their paper records will be shred, and audio tapes will be erased. Their
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withdrawal has no effect on the participant and no compensation is involved.

SECTION E - CONFroENTIALTTY & ANONYMtlTY

Cor^iderUiality: infmnatioii revealed by pailiicipants that holds die expectation of privacy (this

means that ail data collected will not be sharead widi anyone except die researchers listed on this

application).

Anonymity, information revealed by participaints will not have any distinctive character or

recognition factor, such that information c«)ilbe matched to individual participants (any

information collected using audio-taping, vidleo recording, or interview cannot be considered

anonymous).

22. Given the definitions above,

a) Will the data be treated as confidential? |[x ] Yes [ ] No

b) Are the data anonymous? |[ ] Yes [ x ] No

c) State who will have access to the data.

The principal investigator, the faculty supervisror, and ibe transcriber

(d) Describe the procedures to be used to ensure anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality

ofdata both during the conduct ofdie reseanch and in the release of its findings.

Participant interviews will be aucBio taped and a number, but not a name will

be given at the beginning of the t^)e. No names will be required to be included on

the survey/questionnaire. All data will be kept at a secure university office to ensure

confidentiality. During the interviews, a private office will be provided with the door

closed. The office is in the Nursing Dqpartment where many students come and go

and provides safety and confidentiality. A list of names and numbers will be known
only to the principal investigator and the transcriber.

The findings will contain no identifying names and pseudonyms only will be used in

the narrative reports. In addition, some of the findings will be in summary form of

the major themes and individual quotes will be carefully screened to ensure that no

information of a personal and private neature is attdbutol to an individual or can be

identifiable. Transcribers and third party research assistants will be required to sign a

statement of confidentiality.

e) If participant anonymity and/or confidentiadity is not a{^>ropriate to this research project,

explain, providing details, how all participantts will be advised that data will not be anonymous or

confidential.
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f) Explain how written records, video/audio tapes, and questionnaires will be secured, and provide

details of their final di^x)sal or storage (including for how long they will be secured and the

disposal method to be used).

All data will be kept at a secure univenrsity office to ensure confidentiality. During

the interviews, a private office will be provibded with the door closed. The office is in the

Nursing Department and provides safety an<fl confidentiality.

SECTION F - SECONDARY USE OF DATA

23. a) Is it your intention to reanalyze the data foir purposes other than described in this application? [

] Yes [x ] No

b) Is it your intention to allow the study andi data to be reanalyzed by colleagues, students, or

other researchers outside ofthe original research purposes? If this is the case, explain how
you will allow your participants the (^qxHtunity to dK>ose to participate in a study where their

data would be distributed to others (state how you will contact participants to obtain their re-

consent)

c) Ifdiere are no plans to reanalyze the data ffor secondary purposes and yet, you wish to keep the

data indefinitely, please explain why.

SECTION G -MONITORING ONGOING RESEIARCH

24. Annual Review and Serious Adverse Events (SAE):

a) Minimum review requires the completion «>fa "Renewal/Project Completed" fixm at least

annually. Indicate whether any additiimal momitoring or review would be apptoptiate for this

project

It is the invest^ator's responsibility to notify the REB using the "Renewal/Project

Completed" form, when the project » completed, or if it is cancelled..

http.-y/www.brocku.ca/researchservices/Forms/Forms. html

*Serious adverse events (unanticipated neg^ve consequences or results affecting

participants) must be reported to the Reseanch Ethics Officer and the REB Chair, as soon

as possible and in any event,

no more than 3 days subsequent to their occuurence.

25. COMMENTS

Ifyou experience any problems or have any q|uestions about the Ethics Review Process at

Brock University, please feel free to contact tfte Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550

ext 3035, or reb@brocku.ca
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Appendix B
Faculty of Health Sciences

Recruitment and introduction letter

Brock letteriiead

Dear November, 2004

I invite you to participate in a research stiudy titled "The implications of being a

newcomer physician in a new society: Qualitative study of foreign-trained

physicians' resettlement, sense of identity and health status." Foreign-trained

physicians have faced many experiences in tlheir resettlement process, including

exploring getting licensed to practice medicime in Canada or to find other meaningful

employment I am jftom Brazil where I am a B)ediatrician and a Public Health |Aysician.

Currently I am a graduate student in the Facuflty of Applied Health Sciences at Brock
University, Department of Community HealtBi Sciences, and I have been woiidng under

the supervision ofDr. Heather Lee Kilty in the Nursing Department.

Your participation and input are essential sand important in tiiis study. You will be

asked to complete a consent form and to ansvwer a short Participant Information Survey,

and a Self-Rated Health Survey. After this, ytou may be asked to participate in an

interview which will last approximately one amd a halfhours. This interview will ask you
questions about the changes of your life sines you came to Canada (e.g. how was your

life before coming to Canada?), yoxu- experiemces with finding employment and trying to

restore your professional life (e.g. What is like for you not being able to practice

medicine in Canada?), as well as questions about health and fiiture hopes and

expectations. All ofyour ideas, thoughts andl feelings are very important to my research.

This study could make important contributioms such as: the development of future

studies, the development ofnew theory; potemtial policy changes (resettlement support/

improvements in the process of International Medical Graduate (IMG) licensing and

reestablishment ofprofessional status); imprwvonent in the use ofhuman capital; more
physicians to deal with Canadian shortage; amd increase social capital in Canadian society

The interviews will be conducted at a time otf your convenience at the Nursing

Department at Brock University. Please contact me at 905-735-6884 or 905-688-5550

Etx. 5052 or by e-mail at mamadoc25(fl),hotmail.com ItshAwae know ifyou are

interested in participating in this study and a Consent Letter and Survey package

will be sent to you.

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance throu^ the Brock

University Ethics Board File #

I invite you to participate in this study and hqpe you will be involved.

Sincerely,

Maria A. Junqueira de Carvalho MA Candidate

Department ofCommunity Health Sciences
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Appendix C
Participant Informed Consfsnt Form

Brock University, Faculty of Applicad Health Sciences

Title of Study: The Implications ofBeing a l^lewcomer Physician in aNew Society:

Qualitative Study of Forcignt-Trained Physician' Resettlement, Sense of

Id^itity and Health Status.

Principal Investigator: Maria A. J. de Carvailho, M.A. Candidate, Faculty ofApplied

Health Sciences, BreDck UnivCTsity

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Heather Lee Kilty, Department ofNursing, Brock University

Name of participant: (please print)

• I have been given and have read the Lietter of Recruitment and Introduction

provided to me by the interviewer conducting the research study.

• I understand that this study in which II consent to participate will involve the

completion of a participant survey and a self-rated health survey and may also

involve an interview >^ch will last aqpproximately one hour and a half to two

hours in length. The purpose of this sttiuiy is to understand the experiences of

being a foreign-trained physician settUing in Canada.

• I understand that my participation willl bring little or no risk or harm to me. These

minimal risks have been explained to nne.

• I understand that my participation in dhis study is voluntary and that I can

withdraw from the study anytime without p«ialty.

• I understand that I may participate in ifilling out the surveys only, or that I may
also be contacted for an interview.

• I understand that if for any reason the: {interview is interrupted, a new £q)pointment

will be scheduled to complete the intearview.

• If I feel my privacy is being invaded, iif I feel offended, or that a question is

inappropriate, I have no obligation toianswer.

• I understand that I may ask questions: <at anytime during the interview.

• I understand that my participation is &ee.

• I understand that all personal informattion will not be disclosed and that all

information will be coded so that my mame will not be linked with my answers.

• I understand that I can be asked to beire-contacted to clarify some points further.

• I understand that only the principal imvestigator, the faculty advisor, and the

transcriber will have access to the daM and that they are also bound by

confidentiality.

• I understand that the results of this research will be used as a part ofthe thesis

project. Information may also be used during presentations or written projects

produced from this, but my name will not be divulged.

• I understand that my signature below validates my free willed participation, as

Participant's signature: Date

Additional notes and mailing address am the next page ...
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Brock Research Ethics Board

(FUe# )

Ifyou have any questions or concerns about your participation in tihis study, you may
contact Maria A. J. de Carvalho at 905-735 &884 or 905-688-5550 Ext. 5052 or by e-

mail at mamadoc25(a).hotmail.com orDr. HeatUm-l^^Jt^: §(Mt688-5550 extension

4749, e-mail heather. kiltv&,brocku.ca.

Concerns about your involvement in the study may also be directed to Research Ethics

Office in the Office of Research Services at 905-688-5550, extension 3035.

Feedback about the use ofthe data collected ^»A\\ be available in July, 2005 from Maria

A. J. de Carvalho in the Nursing Department ofthe Faculty of Applied Health Sciences at

Brock University. An executive summary wilB be available to you at that time. Please

provide a suitable method to make the executive summary available to you at the

completion ofthe interview.

Thank you for your help. Please make one copy of this consent form for further

reference.

PLEASE send a copy ofyour consent letter and the completed surveys back to:

Maria de Carvalho

c/0 The Nursing Department,

500 Glenridge Avenue,

St. Catharines, Ontario.

L2S 3A1

I have fully explained tilie procedures of tins study to the persons named above in

the letter form.

Researcher's Signature date
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APPENDIX D

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SURVEY

For office only/ Date: Participant codte #: Pseudonym:

1. What is your gender? Male Female

2. What is your age?

3. When did you arrive in Canada? Month? Year?
.y«/v>,W?

4. Where are you from (country)?

5. Would you consider yourself to be (check wfiiich one)
Married/Common-law Separated Divtorced Widowed Single,

6. Describe the ^mily you live with presently (eg. IHust)and with 2 children aged 6 and 10;

grandmother and grandfather)

7. What religion would you consider yourself to be?

.

8. What race would you consider yourself to be?

9. Did you enter Canada as (check one)
an immigrant as a refugee other (s|Becify)_

10. What is your profession and area of specialty/ ?_

1 1 . What country did you get your medical trainirng/certification from ?_

12. Are you presently working on getting your medical license in Canada? Yes No_

13. How important is it for you to practice as a ph^idan again? (check one)

Very important somewhat important not ttoo important

14. What work have you been doing since you caime to Canada?

Thank you for completing this form ...

Please go to the next page to complete the seHf-rated surveys
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APPENDIX E
SECTION I: SELF-RATING HEALTH SURVEY pealth, seifHSteem, stress ...)

1. Generally, how would you rate your health statuis before coining to Canada?
Excellent vefv good good ferir pocnr

2. Generally, how would you rate your health status in the first 6 months, in Canada?
Excellent very good good fair pooir

3. Generally, how would you rate your present heaMth status?
Excellent very good good fair poon-

4. Generally, how would you rate your quality of liiie before coming to Canada?
Excellent very good good fair poorr

5. Generally, how would you rate your quality of lifte in the first 6 months. In Canada?
Excellent ^very good good fair poorr

6. Generally, how would you rate your present quallity of life?

Excellent very good good fair pootr

7. Generally, how would you rate your self esteemilbefore coming to Canada?
Excellent ^very good good fair pooir

8. Generally, how would you rate your self esteemi in the first 6 months, in Canada?
Excellent ^very good good fair poof

9. Generally, how would you rate your present selffesteem?
Excellent very good good fair poom

-

10. Generally, how would you rate your feelings of iinclusion and belonging in tfie

community before you came to Canada?
Excellent very good good fair pooar

1 1

.

Generally, how would you rate your feelings of iinclusion and belonging in ttie

community in the first 6 monttis in Canada?
Excellent very good good fair pocor

12. Generally, how would you rate your present feelings of inclusion and
belonging in the community in the first 6 montihs in Canada?
Excellent very good good fair pocor

1 3. Generally, how would you rate your stress levell before coming to Canada?
very high high neither high nor low low veiy tow

14. Generally, how would you rate your stress levell in trie first 6 months In Canada?
Very high high ^neither high nor low low very low

15. Generally, how would you rate your present stress level?

Very high high neittier high nor low low very low

16. How would you rate your experiences of vioterHoe and trauma before coming to Canada?
Very high high ^neither high nor low low very low

17. How would you rate your experiences of violence and trauma in tiie first 6 monttn in Canada?
Very high high ^neither high nor low low very low

18. How would you rate your present experiences oif violence and trauma?
Very high high neither high rwr low low very low
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19. How would you rate your experience of racism and discrimination before coming to Canada?
Very high high neither high nor low low very low

20. How would you rate your experience of racism amd discrimination ttie first 6 months in Canada?
Very high high rieither high nor low low very low

21. How would you rate your present experience offiracism and discrimination in Canada?
Very high high neither high nor low low very low

1 6. Overall, how would you rate Canada as a place tto live?

Excellent very good good fair poor

17. Overall how would you rate the city/town that yoni live in as a place to live

Excellent very good good fair poor

For office only/ Date: Participant codie #: Pseudonym:

NOTE:
Health status questions 1,2.3; quality of life questiions 4,5,6; self-esteem questions 7,8,9;

inclusion and belonging questions 10,11,12; stress questions 13,14,15; trauma/violence

questions 16,17,18; racism and violence questions 19,20,21 ;ratlng of community questions 19,20
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appendix; IE cont

SECTION II: HEALTH CONDITIONS/DISEASES/PROBLEMS

1. Of the following list of conditions/diseases, please check which ones you had
before coming to Canada?

Diabetes heart disease cancer muttipie sclerosis stroke asttima
Emphyzema Chronic Obstmctive Pulmonary Dlisease chronic back pain

osteoporosis chronk; fatigue syndrome ^artlhritis/rheumatism/ bursitis
fibromyalgia Other (specify)

2. Of the following list of conditions/diseases, please check which ones you were
dealing with before coming to CanadaC?

Diabetes heart disease cancer multiplas sclerosis stroke asthma
Emphyzema Chronk: Obstructive Pulmonary Dlisease chronk; back pain

osteoporosis chronic fatigue syndrome ^artlhritis/rtieumatism/ bursitis

fibromyalgia Other (specify) _^___

3. Of the following list of other health prodblems, please check which ones you were
dealing with before coming to Canada?

Vision problems ^dental problems emotionall problems speech problems mental
health problems chronic pain problems hearing problems depresswn stress

prot>lems drog problems gambling problems
ateohol problems ^sleep problems social intteractkMi problems
behavrour problems menopause Other (specify)

4. Of the following list of other health problems, please check which ones you
developed since coming to Canada?

Vision problems ^dental problems emotkjnali problems speech problems mental

health problems chronic pain problems hesaring problems depression stress

prot)lems drug problems gaml)ling problenns

akx)hol problems ^sleep problems social intteractron problems
behaviour problems menopause Other (specify) '

SECTION ill: RATING OF ACCESS TD SERVICES/RESOURCES

Overall, how would you rate your access to the following services/resources

since being in Canada? If you have not needed/ or used the specific service,

please circle for NA (Not Applicable)

NA Excellent very good good fair poor

21. Access to a physk:ian

2. Access to child caro

3. Access to English language

4. Access to transportation

5. Access to employment
6. Access to employment in health careO

7. Access to education for you
9. Access to emptoyment help

10. Access to housing

11. Access to counseling servk»s

12. Access to support to get re-iksnsedO

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5

3 4 5

9 4 5

9 4 5

9 4 5
9 4 5

9 4 5

9 4 5
9 4 5

Thank you foryourparticipation. Your input l» apprndatml.
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Appendix F

Letter of appreciation after filling <out the surv^s

March, 2005

Dear participant

Thank you for participating by filling out the ^participant information survey and the

health status survey. Your participation has boen very helpful, and I would hke to express

my appreciation to you for being involved. ThSs surveys and interviews are part ofa

research project studying the implications of Boeing a foreign-trained physician who has

resetded in Canada, and the experiences and (challenges that many ofyou face in

relocating to a new country. We are aware thaat immigration is a multifaceted process in

which many factors play a significant role aflFascting individual Uves. Newcomers to

Canada who are trained doctors, more than moost of skilled workers, have a challenging

process to restore their professional life, and ts> find meaningful employment. It requires

resources, support and commitment Many wiill be successful in re-establishing their

credentials, and others will make new plans.

Your opinions, stories, insights, and feelings aire particular and important experiences,

which will allow Maria A. J. de Carvalho to better imderstand and to clarify the

phenomenon ofnewcomer trained physician nesettlement, and the search to re-establish

professional identity.

The results and summaries of the research wiDl be included in my Masters Thesis Report.

An executive simunary will be provided to yoni upon request. Please use the following

contact information to request a summary reponrt. Ifyou would like us to send a report to

you, please provide an address, e-mail or a means by which we can send this to you. If

you have any concerns or the need for further clarification about this study, contact Maria

Carvalho: 905-735-6884, 905-688-5550 Etx. 58882 «ar(&^n^ailmamtBdoc25@hotmail.com .

You may also contact Maria Carvalho's advifflffli;Hftn.ffla(flaa3r!LaeSKilty at 905-688-5550,

extension 4749 or e- mail heather.kiltv(a),brocku.ca» aar<oaiitaEtt tftie office of Research at

Brock University at While we know that you Biave some access to support that you may
need, ifany topic or issue has distressed you during this interview, we offer you these

contact for follow up if needed:

Niagara Distress Centre 905-

The Multicultural Centre of Fort Erie 905-

Barbara Dewar, Psychotherapist 905-988-0088

Thank you for your sharing and participation.

Sincerely,

Maria A. J. de Carvalho ;* *«« *=
-J* vs xfkamM ..
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Appendix G
For office only/ Date: Participant code #: Pseudonym:,

INTERVIEW GUIDE: QUESTIONS/ ARKAS OF INQUIRY AND PROBES

1. Describe yoar life before you came to Canada ... (research questions 2, 3)

Probes: What was your (work, profession, health, housing, family, income, friendships,

social life, support, community participation, experience oftrauma, health care) before

you came to Canada...

2. Why did you make the decision to come to Canada? ... (research questions 3, 4))

Probes: Were they (economic reasons, fear, war, need for change, opportunity, femily)

reasons for coming to Canada?

How prepared were you before coming to Canada for the steps it would take to get your

medical license?

3. Describe your entry into Canada and life for you in the first year after arriving in

Canada ...(research questions 1, 3, 4)

Probes: Describe your experiences with (findiing woric, legalities, finding a place to live,

meeting new people, dealing with health, food, language) in the first year.

4. Describe your life in Canada throughout the resettlement process and at the

present time ...(research questions 1, 3, 4)

Probes : Describe your experiences with (fin(fling work, finding a place to live, meeting

new people, dealing with health, food, language) throughout the resettlement process and

at the present time.

Describe what obstacles/barriers you have faoed in resettling in Canada?

Describe vy^t help and support you have received to settle in Canada?

5. What impact has not being able to practice medicine had on your sense of

identity, resettlement process, and health since coming to Canada(que$tions 1, 2, 4)

Probes: What impact has it had on yoin- self-esteem, family, income, fiiendships,

community participation, use of talents?

What makes up your sense ofwho you are mfflstly?

Is being a physician an important part ofwho you are?

How are you studying and preparing to be licensed in Canada?

Describe the obstacles/barriers you have faced in tiying to get your medical license in

Canada?

Describe the help and support you have rccciwed in trying to get your medical license in

Canada?

6. Describe your future hopes and aspiratioins ...
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Appendix H

LETTER OF CONFTOENTIALITY FOR THIRD PARTIES: Research Assistants

and transcribers involved in the research project.

Study: The Implications of Being a Newcomer Physician in a n New s Society:

Qualitative s Study of fForeign-t Trained Physicians' Resettlement, s Sense of I

Identity and h Health s Status.

I (name) agree to keep all

infonnation confidential related to the transcrqptions of interviews and my research woric

on the above project entitled. I will take every precaution to handle the data in a

confidential manner to ensure the privacy of tthe participants and their individual

information interviews.

DATE: SIGNATURE:

DATE: WITINESS:
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Appendix I

Letter of Appreciation and feedback after the interview

[to appear on Brock University letterhead]

October, 2004

Dear Partici|)ant

Your participation in this interview has been wery helpful, and I would like to express my
appreciation to you for being involved. This imterview is part of research project studying

the implications of being a foreign-trained phjsician who has resettled in Canada, and the

experiences and challenges that many ofyou fece in relocating to a new coimtry. We are

aware that immigration is a multifaceted process in which many factors play a significant

role affecting individual lives. Newcomers to Canada who are trained doctors, more than

most other skilled workers, have a challenging process to restore their professional life,

and to find meaningful employment. It requires resources, support and commitment.

Many will be successfiil in re-establishing thenr credentials, and others will make new
plans.

Your opinions, stories, insights, and feelings aare particular and important experiences,

which will allow Maria A. J. de Carvalho to better understand and to clarify the

phenomenon ofnewcomer trained physician nresettlement, and the search to re-establish

professional identity.

The results and summaries of all ofthe interviews will be included in my Masters Thesis

Report. An executive simunary will be provided to you upon request. Please use the

following contact information to request a sunnmary report .If you would like us to send

a report to you, please provide an address, e-nnail or a means by which we can send this

to you. Ifyou have any cimcams or the need &)r hirther ckaiScatimi about this study,

contact Maria tel: 905-735-6884 or 905-688-3550 Etx. 5052 e-mail

mamadoc25|g>;hotmail-com. You may also contact Mark's advtsoc, Dr. Heather Lee

.Kilty at 905-688-5550, extension 4749 or e-mail at heather.kiltv(^ faTOcku.ca , or the

Office of Research at Brock University at 905^-688-5550, extension 3035.

While we know that you have some access to ssupport that you may need, ifany topic or

issue has distressed you during this interview^ we offer you these contact if needed:

Niagara Distress Centre 905-

The Multicultural Centre of Fort Erie 905-

Barbara Dewar, Psychotherapist 905-988-0088

Thank you for your sharing and participation.

Sincerely,

Maria A. J. de Carvalho M.A Candidate
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